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1.1 PWRPOS[ 
SECTION 1 
I'NTRODUCTI ON 
JSC-12033 
This document presents the results of an analysis of the Space1ab (SL) data 
up1 ink/down1 ink structu,re and those data system elements associ,ated with the 
support of this data now. An end-to-end approach is used to describe the 
data and data systems from the data source to its desUnaUon; i. e., tel eme-
try data origi;nahng in experiments and subsystems enboa;rd SL are followed 
threugh the SL data acquisitien am! handling SUbsystem, through s"goa1 pro-
cessi'ng for radio freliluenc.y 1 ink transmissi'er:l, through the Tracking Data Relay 
Satellite System (TORSS) element, and finally te the Pay1,oad Operations Con-
trol Cen,ter (pOeC) at JSC. Si,mHar1y, cemmands eriginahng in the POCC a,re 
fellowed through the Space Transpertatien System ~lission Control Cente,r 
(STS MeC), the TORSS element, the STS Orl>liter, 1i;na to their aestinaUon on-
bea,rd Sl. 
Specific 0bj'ectives ef this repert are te present tAe res!llts ef the fellowing 
ana lyses in eraer te previ de greuna aata systems des; gners with sl:lfHcien,t 
knewledge of SL systems ana data formC!ts to lDerfIDrm a preliminary POCC design. 
• Operations ef the Sl, high-rate ml:lltiplexer, including flDrmat structure, 
data rates, flDrmat cel1ll>linatiens, fermat switchi'ng, etc. 
• OperaUens ef SL data recl!)rders to iAchae tAe definitil!)n of m(f)des, data 
rates and fl!)rfns 
• Operati,ons I!)f the high-rate clemultiID1exer as descrilDel!! above 
• p(f)tenti~l eXlDerimer:lt data fermats clefinin.g flDrmatting pa,ramete,rs te be 
ceAsiclered in dec@mmutatien analysis ' 
• SL c@mlDuter inlDtlt/0utlDut (I/O) <Jfecemmutation cha'nAe1s, iAc11:1diAg the 
defir:lit ien ef structl!l,re, t!jua'Atity a,nd use ef tAi s I/O data 
.' I!letailed ret!juirements ef the data qu(\l ity l1leniteri;ng IDhiles@phy for thiS 
functIon. 
1.2 SCOPE 
This study addressed en1y those data and data systems elements unique to er 
assedated with the SL flights. Inclependent experimen,t downHnks from a Sl, 
c@nfigu,rati@n a,re net considered in this issue because the Hnk characteristi,cs 
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are not available at this time. The elements ana Formats of the payload
data interleaves are not included since the intorlee.: ,r is not present in
a spacelab configuration.
Parameters used in the descriptions of the data and systems are those which
best assist, directly or indirectly, in the subsequent design definition of
the JSC POCC.
Much of the data presented must necessarily be considered preliminary, since
many experiments and SL design issues are open. Updates to this document
are TBD. However, this document should represent the latest information
available. An indication of the availability of updated data is given by
the relevant major milestones from the MSFC Spacelab Payload Mission 1
Master Schedule, figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1 deleted
(Refer to JSC-11640, Vol. 11,
MCC Integration Plan for
Shuttle Orbital Flights)
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1.3 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
This report is a working document, with information relevant to each task
group organized under stand alone headings. The descriptions of system elements
address the routing/formatting of experiment data, and the requirements that
are imposed on ground-based systems by the data/command flow conventions of
the Spacelab and data network. The data included is intended to provide
POCC task personnel with sufficient knowledge of Spacelab system elements to
proceed with tasks in their areas of responsibility.
The main body of the report contains a summary-level description of the
maJor information categories: functional description of Spacelab elements,
Orbiter/Spacelab telemetry data flow, Orbiter/Spacelab command data flow,
and high rate demultiplexer telemetry formats.
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SECTION 2
OVERVIEW+!
The primary concerns of this report are the data flows associated with experi-
ment telemetry and Spacelab/experiment commands. The major factors affecting
these data flows are the S pacelab elements, STS interfaces, communication
links, and existing JSC Orbital Flight Test (OFT) equipment and operational
philosophies. To address these factors, the report has been organized to
first discuss the Spacelab elements and STS interfaces which affect the acqui-
sition multiplexing and routing of experiment data, and then to discuss the end-
to-end telemetry data and command flow through the defined system.
The main body of this report has been prepared to a summary level of descrip-
tion. Specific areas which require detailed descriptions to meet the require-
ments of Tasks TA A-2E30 and TA A-2E31 have been incorporated into appendices
of this document.
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF SPACELAB/ORBITER ELEMENTS
2.1.1 Spacelab Elements. The Spacelab subsystem central to telemetry and
command flow is the Command and Data Management Subsystem (CDMS). The CDMS
provides a variety of services to Spacelab experiments and subsystems. These
services include:
@ Data acquisition
e Data processing
a Data formatting
a Data transmission
s Recording
o Large volume bulk storage
s Monitoring
s Display
a Command and control capability for experiments
2-1
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0.a Command and control capability for subsystems
o Audio intercommunication
m Caution and warning
e Provisions for closed circuit television.
Figure 2-1 presents a functional block diagram of the CDMS. It shows the loca-
tion of CDMS equipment for the module-plus-pallet mode, and for the pallet-
only mode, using the igloo.
Experiment outputs delivering housekeeping and low-speed scientific data that
needs further onboard processing are sampled by remote acquisition units
(RAU's) and transferred to the experiment computer via interconnecting stations
(IS's), the experiment data bus, and the experiment input/output (I/0) unit.
On the same path, serial pulse code modulation (PCM) and ON/OFF commands are
transferred from the experiment computer via the RAU's to the experiments.
The RAU user time clock (UTC) delivers precision reference timing information.
Typical functions for onboard processing of scientific data by the experiment
computer are quick-look analysis, data compression, etc. Programs for control
and processing of experiments and subsystems exceeding the storage capability
of subsystem and/or experiment computer can be loaded at execution time from
the mass memory unit (MMU).
A backup computer, which is primarily intended as backup for the subsystem
(S/S) computer, is also available to experiments in case of experiment computer
failure. The backup computer is normally filled with subsystem programs. Be-
fore operating as an experiment computer, the core memory has to be loaded with
the appropriate experiment software from the MMU.
The subsystem and experiment branches of the CDMS are identical and are com-
posed of the same components, (computer, I/O unit, data bus, and RAU modules)
except for the UTC capability, which is unique for experiments. However, it
should be noted that there is no direct link between the subsystem and experi-
ment branch.
Experiment and subsystem monitoring and control is performed by crew and
ground personnel through the CDMS equipment. Command functions are initiated
automatically through preprogrammed computer sequences stored in the MMU, or
semiautomatically by interaction of the keyboard data display unit (DDU)
with the computer, or by telecommands through the Orbiter uplink (2 kh/s).
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Data processed by the experiment or S/S computer can be displayed oi. DDU's,
which have vector display capability.
Low-bit-rate scientific and housekeeping data processed by the experiment com-
puter can be transmitted by the Orbiter downlink via the TDRSS.
Medium and high-rate scientific data and experiment and subsystem housekeeping
data is acquired by the high rate acquisition part of the CDMS. This part con-
sists of the high rate multiplexer (HRM) which includes a voice digitizer,
the high data rate recorder '(HDRR), and the Orbiter Payload Recorder (PI.R).
This system is able to multiplex up to 16 experiment input channels and data
from the S/S and experiment computer for direct downlink via the TDRSS or for
recording (HDRR or the Orbiter PLR) during non-transmission times of the Orbiter
Ku-band system. The recorded data may be interleaved with real-time experiment
data for transmission to ground.
The voice digitizer in the HRM converts analog Spacelab audio signals into
a digital form to allow voice tagging of experiment data multiplexed by the HRM.
Spacelab provides the necessary electrical interfaces for experiment-pro-
vided closed circuit television (CCTV) equipment to form an extension of the
Orbiter CCTV. There is space for a TV monitor in the control center rack
and an electrical interface for video cameras with EIA standard signal output
characteristics (monitor and cameras have to be experiment provided). Space-
lab also provides a 4.5 megahertz (MHz) analog channel for use by experiments;
e.g., to accomodate non-EIA-standard TV signals. A direct interface to the
Orbiter Master Time Unit (MTU) is provided.
CCTV and analog signals are transmitted to the ground through the same analog
channel of the Ku-band downlink. TDRSS noncoverage times are not bridged by
an analog recorder.
.Duplex voice links for onboard or Orbiter ground communication are provided
by the Intercom System. Emergency, warning and caution conditions are
detected and displayed by the Caution and Warning (C&W) System.
2.1.2 Orbiter Elements. The transmission of data generated by Spacelab or
Spacelab payload is performed by the Orbiter avionics (see figure 2-2).
There are two different types of Spacelab data treated by the Orbiter avionics
in different ways.
A. Housekeeping and Low-Rate Scientific Data. For this data, which is
routed through the subsystem and experiment I/O units, the 192 kb/s
telemetry channel interleaved with Orbiter data is available. This
192 kb/s data stream is split up into:
• Two voice channels, 32 kb/s each
I
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L
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• Orbiter telemetry data, 64 kb/s nominal
• Spacelab data from experiment and subsystem I/O unit outputs,
64 kb/s nominal.
The composition of the data in this 192 kb/s telemetry channel is
software-controlled through the PCM Master Unit (PCMMU). The PCMMU
acquires the data from different sources [Orbiter General Purpose
Computer (GPC), subsystem 1/0, experiment I/0] in a demand and re-
sponse manner. As the Orbiter telemetry data will not read 64 kb/s
all the time, it might be possible that experiment and subsystem
data can be transmitted at more than 64 kb/s via this telemetry
channel. It should be noticed that low-rate scientific data using
this link is subject to stringent formatting:
• The PCMMU can request data from the CDMS computers up to 2000
times per second
e Upon one request, up.to
 10 data words can be transferred
The requests can address data in a 2K subsection of each CDMS
computer.
Controlled by the network signal processor from the PCMMU, the 192
kb/s telemetry channel is transmitted to ground either via the
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) to the appropriate STDN
ground station, or via TDRSS Ku-band to the TDRSS ground station.
From the TDRSS ground station in White Sands, New Mexico, the 192
kb/s telemetry data is sent to the MCC in Houston via ground lines.
To bridge TDRSS noncoverage periods, the 192 kb/s telemetry data
is buffered on the maintenance/loop recorder in the Orbiter. The
TDRSS S-band link provides only a 96 kb/s downlink capability (64 kb/s
data + 32 kb/s voice) which has to be shared between Orbiter and
Spacelab on a case-by-case base.
B. Wideband Scientific Data. The term "wideband scientific data" covers
the digital data from the HRM output, CCTV signals, and the analog
data of the 4.5 MHz channel. This wideband scientific data is trans-
mitted to ground only via the Ku -band of the TDRSS. For the digital
data, TDRSS noncoverage periods are bridged by the Spacelab HDRR and
the Orbiter PLR (see paragraphs 3.1.9.1 and 3.2.1.4). Means to
bridge the transmission of CCTV and analog signals are not provided.
The Orbiter-controlled mode selection and channel allocation of the
Ku-band downlink is performed by the Ku-band signal processor (KUSP).
The functional flow chart in figure 2-3 indicates the switching cap-
abilities to combine the various inputs to the KUSP..
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The channels available in the two Ku-band modes are summarized in
table 2-1. Mode 1 is a phase-modulated transmission line providing
one 192 kb/s channel for telemetry data with 54 kb/s out of it dedi-
cated to Spacelab subsystem and experiment computer output data; one
0.016-2 Mb/s channel interfacing with the HRM or the Payload Recorder
output; and one 2-50 Mb/s channel interfacing with the HRM. All these
channels can be operated in parallel. Mode 2 is a frequency-modulated
transmission line providing one 192 kb/s channel (same as in mode 1);
one 0.016-2 Mb/s channel (same as in mode 1); and one channel accepting
either digital or analog signals. The digital data (0.016-4 Mb/s) is
delivered from the HRM output. The analog signals are delivered from
the CCTV or from the 3 Hz - 4.5 MHz analog channel directly. The Ku-
band link requires a minimum density of bit transitions. To fulfill
these bit density requirements, it may be necessary to have some addi-
tional overhead in the data stream transmitted via the Ku-band link.
2.1.3 Data Transmission. Figure 2-4 shows the possible transmission links to
the ground. Two downlink facilities are available to Spacelab. These are as
follows.
A. The TDRSS has two relay satellites and one ground station. The TDRS
link to the ground station is performed-by Ku-band. The TDRS Orbiter
link normally uses the Ku-band, while the S-band is operated only
during the first antenna adjustment procedures.
B. The STDN linking the Orbiter directly to various ground stations
via S-band will be used only in a contingency mode.
2-$
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TABLE 2-1
KU-BAND MODE DESCRIPTION (ORBITER-TO-TDRSS)
CHANNEL
MODE 1 2 3
Digital : Digital Digital1
192 kb/s 0.016 - 2 Mb/s 2 - 50 Mb/s
( f'M) ( 64 kb/s from Space lab )
Digital
P
Digital : q gc^^C^l
	 . 0.016 - 4 Mb/s
192 kb/s 0.016 - i Mh/s( ^M) ( 64 kb/s from Spacelab) orAnalog :
CC?V or 4.5 MHr.
Channel 
i
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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SECTION 3
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF SPACELAB ELEMENTS
From a ground data processing point of view, the major elements of the Orbiter
vehicle in a SL configuration may be categorized as follows:
A. Command and Data Management System Components
e Computers: subsystem, experiment, and backup
• Computer 1/0 units: subsystem and experiment
e Data Display System (DDS): two in module and one in aft flight
deck
• Mass memory unit (MMU)
r Highgate multiplexer (HRM)
e Remote acquisition unit (RAU)
• Remote amplifier and advisory box (RAAB)
• Spacelab recorders.
B. Orbiter/Spacelab Interfaces
• Telemetry
• Command
• Caution & warning (C&W)
e Voice
s Analog data
e Master timing unit (MTU)
.r
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3.1 COMMAND AND DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CDMS) COMPONENTS
3.1.1 Computers There are three identically configured MITRA 125/MS GPC's
aboard Spa elab`. One is utilized as the subsystem computer; the S/S computer
provides monitoring., command, and control of non =experiment dedicated SL
subsystems.
In general, the subsystem portion of the CDMS (i.e., S/S computer, S/S I/0,
S/S RAU's and associated data bus) will not have an operational interface
with experiments. The main CDMS subsystem services are to:
s Accept commands from Orbiter GPC and SL keyboard for activation,
management, and deactivation of CDMS components
• Acquire subsystem data for transmission to Orbiter via PCMMU and MDM
links for management of CDMS
Provide fault detection and annunciation for SL parameters as a backup
to Orbiter C&W function
• Perform internal CDMS fault detection and protection
• Display subsystem status.
There are, however, several functions performed by the S/S computer which do
relate to experiment operation. These are as follows.
A. HRM and HRDR Control. Commands to (1) specify the inputs, bit rate,
and output bit rate the HRM will.use, (2) determine routing from the
HRM to HRDR, PLR or KUSP, and (3) sequence HRDR record and play-
back'are controlled from the S/S computer. Therefore, for experi-
ment data to be transmitted to the POCC, the HRM and HRDR must first
be properly configured by the S/S computer. This reconfiguration can
be accomplished via POCC commands or onboard keyboard input.
8.. IPS Control. For experiments which are attached to the Instrument
Pointing Subsystem (IPS) to function properly, the IPS must be pointed
to and/or tracking the desired target. The S/S computer is responsible
for generating and issuing pointing and mode commands to the IPS and
for assisting in control about the target. Therefore, for experiments
located on the IPS to operate, the S/S computer must first position
the IPS in the proper direction and command the appropriate control
mode to maintain tracking.
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C. Experiment C&W. The S/S computer will provide a C&W capability for
critical experiment hardware. This is a backup to the Orbiter C&W.
capability.
D. Subsystem Corollary Data. The S/S computer collects subsystem
corollary data and output to FIRM via S/S data bus. Data will be
25.6 kb/s.
Table 3-1 describes the basic characteristics of the MITRA 125/MS GPC.
The second computer is dedicated to experiment-unique functions. This hard-
ware, along with NASA-provided Experiment Computer Operating System (ECOS)
software provides experiments with the general capabilities required to:
• Operate the various experiment computer interfaces during flight
• Activiate/deactivate individual experiments
• Control and monitor experiment hardware during experiment operation
• Process and display data from operational experiments
•. Perform experiment caution/warning functions
9 Interface with the Orbiter GPC`s for ground command interface purposes
• Perform computational and other general data processing services
required by experimenters on a case-by-case basis
• Generate data acquisition and downlink via the high rate multiplexer
and PCMMU interfaces.
The third computer serves as a backup for the other two. !Normally, the
backup computer is loaded with the S/S computer software; however the experi-
ment computer may be loaded via crew or ground command.
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TABLE 3-1
BASIC MITRA 125/MS COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS
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3.1.2 Camputer . Input/Output Units. All communications between the
computers and the rest of the CDMS are handled by the I/O units which con-
trol the transfer of external data into the computer memory and the transfer
of data from the memory to all peripherals. A simplified block diagram of the
I/O unit is shown in figure 3-1. The 1/0 unit has six interfaces with the
rest of the CDMS and the Orbiter. These are:
A. CDMS
• Remote acquisition units and high-rate multiplexer
• Data display units and keyboards
• Mass memorv.
B. Orbiter
• MDM
• PCMMU
• Master time unit (via RAAB).
Each interface is controlled by a "coupler," which is attached to the non-
redundant internal parallel bus of the I/O unit. Each coupler, except the
Otime coupler," is dual redundant and communicates with the rest of the
CDMS or Orbiter as appropriate via serial data buses. Only one coupler of a
redundant pair is powered at any time. The switchover from one coupler to a
redundant one will be performed by the following procedure:
• Switch off computer power
• Switch over to the redundant coupler
• Switch on computer power
• Initiate restart orocedure (present baseline requires sequence of
commands via keyboard. An "Auto-restart" sequence will be introduced
thru ECF MA - 50 556 - xx. For more details see RP - MA - 0019).
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Figure 3-1 Simplified Block Diagram of the I/O Unit
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The interface between the I/O unit and the prime (and backup) computer is
performed by the redundant Direct Memory Access (DMA) coupler. This coupler
receives and generates control discretes from and to the computer memory
interface and receives and transmits address and data over a lb-bit parallel
memory bus. Only one DMA coupler is powered at any time, corresponding to
the prime or backup computer, which is powered.
Each peripheral coupler incorporates a microprocessor to supervise the trans-
fer of data to or from the computer memory. It is capable of performing
simple tests to ensure the validity of the data, such as parity checks,
word count, and time out.
A coupler in the I/O unit is initialized by the transfer of two words
(Status Table) from the computer memory. It then uses these words to point
to an instruction list in the computer memory consisting of a number of
word triplets (Command Table), each one defining one transaction for that
coupler. It executes these to transfer data into, or out of, a data table
to perform its interface function. Once initiated, this activity can pro-
ceed in parallel with the Central Processor Unit (CPU) use of the memory,
although only one access to the memory can be accommodated at any instant.
Because of the serial data transfer through the couplers and parallel data
transfer with the memory, up to five couplers can effectively operate
simultaneously.
The I/O unit has priority over the CPU memory access. If more than one
coupler is queued for memory access, memory data is transferred in
multiple word blocks which is more efficient (in time) than single word
transfer.
Coupler access to the computer memory is controlled on a priority basis by
the I/O control unit. The PCMMU has been assigned the highest priority
because of response time constraints imposed by the PCMMU.
The second highest priority is assigned to the RAU coupler followed by
the MDM coupler (3), MMU coupler (4) and DDU/keyboard coupler (5).
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3.1.3 Data Display S stem. The operator/computer interface is performed
via the data display system comprising the data display unit (DDU) and an
associated keyboard (KB). SL provides one DDU/KB in the module (control
center rack) and one DDU/KB in the Orbiter aft flight deck (AF'D). The ex-
perimenter may operate a third SL provided DDU/KB in an experiment rack. SL
provides all necessary signal interfaces routed to connector bracket to
operate a DDU/KB. The experimenter will be responsible for the power harness
and the special harness between connector bracket and the DDU/KB.
All DDU/KB's are connected both to the subsystem I/O unit and the experiment
I/O unit by means of redundant display buses similar to the data buses.
Each DDU can display information from both computers simultaneously, and the
display format is chosen and determined by software. Each KB can communicate
via the DDU and the display buses with the S/S and experiment computer by
means of a manual switch. Each KB also has the ability to call either subsystem
or experiment information for display on any of the three DDU's by means of
three switches (CRT 1, 2, 3).
The DDU has a tricolor (green, yellow, red) penetration type cathode ray tube
with a 12-inch diagonal screen. The DDU can display 128 different symbols with
a total number of 999 characters on 21 lines of 47 characters and has a vector
display capability. A power saving mode of operation is implemented in which
the DDU is on standby, waiting for information from the computers. After
receipt and storage of the information, the DDU is in full operation within
2 - 5 sconds. A manually adjustable timer (30 sec. to 5 min.) switches the
DDU back to the standby mode, awaiting new information. This feature can be
inhibited by the operator.
The major hardware characteristics of the DDU are summarized below.
a Buffer memory size: 1024 words of 16 bits
e Available characters: 128
• Size of alphanumeric characters: 4.8 x 3.2 mm or 4.8 x 1.6 mm
a Space between characters: 1.5 mm
• Space between lines: 2.5 mm
a Position matrix on viewing area: 820 x 620
• Refresh rate: 30 Hz to 60 Hz.
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3.1.4 Mass Memory Unit. The mass memory unit is a tape recorder for stor-
age of all basic and fight application software for the S/S and the experi-
ment computers, thus enabling the CDMS to reload the computer memories from
the MMU. Besides this, the MMU will be able to accomodate experiment data
for comparison purposes or usage within experimenter-provided programs. The
MMU will also provide a limited capability to roll in S/S or experiment
programs exceeding the computer core memory size. About 50 percent of the
MMU storage capability is available for experiments. The software for on-
board writing into the MMU from the experiment is TBD.
A. Total storage capability: 1.34 x 108 bits.
B. Organization as follows:
• Files: 8
e Subfiles: 64
• Blocks: 2048 of 512 words
• Transfer rate: 1 Mb/s
• Access time: 2.8 s average within any file
• Start time: 0.7 s to the first data block
e Bit error rate: less than 1 in 108 bits.
3.1.5 High-Rate Multiplexer
3.1.5.1 General. Since the HRM represents the core of the high data rate
assembly, the tasks of the HRM are not constrained to the actual data multi-
plexing. The HRM also controls the data routing within the onboard part of
the high data rate assembly, it performs the voice digitizing and GMT decoding,
and it provides the electrical interface circuits to the onboard interlinking
equipment. The main characteristics of the HRM are listed in table 3-2.
3.1.5.2 Multilexi_n_g Concept. The HRM collects serial data from different
sources, performs a time division multiplexing based on 16-bit time intervals
and, finally, delivers an output of one serial data stream containing all the
input data.
The main characteristic of the concept employed is the capability to accept
serial data that are completely asynchronous with respect to the HRM internal
clock. As shown in figure 3-2, the decoupling of the input clock from the HRM
ternal clock is performed by means of 4 x 16 bit input buffers.
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TABLE 3-2
HIGH-RATE MULTIPLEXER CHARACTERISTICS
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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Outputs to KUSP
bit rate	 - 48 Mb/s, 32 Mb/s to 125 kb/a in binary Steps
code for 50 Mb/s KUSP lnpiR NRZ - S +: lock
code for 2 Mb/s and 4 Mb/s inputs NRZ - S without clock
Output to HDRR
bit rate 32 Mb/s to 1 Mb/s	 in binary steps
code NRZ - L +clock
Output to Payload Fwarder
bit rata 1 Mb/s to 125 kb/a
code Manchester biphase L
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The user clocks in his data into a 16-bit shift register; then -- after 16
bits -- the content will be loaded into the 4 x 16-bit buffer.
In a sequence determined by the format loaded, the format controller fetches
one 16-bit word out of the input buffer and transfers it to the output register,
where it will be serialized. In the case of an empty input buffer, a fill word
is introduced, which can be identified as such by means of the fill identifica-
tion as a part of the frame overhead. During demultiplexing on ground, the
fill words are automatically suppressed.
By this method, only two constraints are imposed on input data rates:
• The input bit rate averaged over any sequence of 64 bits shall not be
higher than the nominal data rate allocated. If the input bit rate is
higher, the input buffer will overflow. Overflows will be announced to
the S/S computer
The peak bit rate shall not be higher than 16 Mb/s. This constraint is
due to the hardware limitation of the HRM input circuits.
The user delivering serial data to the HRM will, on ground, recover his data
from the HRDM completely unchanged. This means that the user himself has to
take care of the formatting and structuring of his serial data. To facilitate
this task, each HRM experiment channel can operate in two different modes as
follows.
A. Normal Mode. In this mode, the word structure in the HRM output frames
are not at all correlated with any structure of the input data. The
serial input data is arbitrarily chopped into 16-bit words for parallel
processing inside the HRM. Consequently, the user has to insert some
kind of sync pattern into his serial input bit stream, in order to be
able to extract on ground his scientific data out of the serial bit
stream of his output channel.
B. Word Pattern Transparency Mode .* In this mode, the input data can be
structured in words that, after multiplexing, can be identified as
words in the HRM output frames in those positions determined by the
chosen format. Synchronously with the frame or format pulse, which
indicates the beginning of a new frame or format respectively, experi-
ment data can be delivered to the HRM in bursts of 16-bit words. Be-
cause the clock counter is reset at the beginning of each format, these
words are identical to the internal words the HRM handles 'n parallel.
The HRDM in this mode delivers the-data words without bit rate smoothing
at the nominal bit rate allocated to the particular experiment channel.
The mode (normal or word pattern transparency) of each input channel is
determined by an external HRM connector. This connector is programmed
by hardwired jumpers on a mission-to-mission basis.
I	 I .,
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3.1.7 Remote Acquisition Unit
3.1.7.1 Functional Concept. The RAU's are the principal interfaces for the
bidirectional link between experiments and the CDMS for acquisition of low-
bit-rate digital data, analog data and distribution of commands. The data
exchange between RAU's and the I/O unit is performed via simplex serial
buses with 1 Mb/s clock rate. The data is encoded in a self-clocking bi-
phase code (Manchester II). Each experiment RAU incorporates the following
user interfaces:
A. In uts•
• 128 flexible differential inputs for analog or discrete signals
• 4 serial PCM data channels with associated clocks, code NRZ-L.
B. Outputs:
* 54 ON/OFF command channels
r 4 serial PCM command channels with associated clocks, code NRZ-L
a 4 user time clock channels (1024 kHz)
e 4 user time clock update channels, 4 pulse cycles per second.
A block diagram of the RAU is given in figure 3-3. It should be noted that
the measuring points shown are for bench testing only.
The RAU data acquisition is based on a software controlled concept. The
software for subsystem data acquisition and control is provided by SL. The
software for experiment data acquisition and control has to be provided by
the experimenter in accordance with his requirements. Applicable portions of
the SL software can be used by the experimenter.
The RAU's will be scanned periodically with basic periods of 10 ms, 100 ms,
or 1 second. Each scan cycle will be initiated and controlled by the GML
which is part of the SL computer software. The experimenters may de-
sign their own software to generate additional measurement cycles using
the operating system task scheduler. This scheduler will accept priority
levels and queue up experiment software requests for data and command trans-
mission.
3.1.7.2 Physical Concept. Thirty-two different addresses are foreseen for
A	 the RAU's on a bus. The address for a particular RAU is determined by a patch
connector. For electrical reasons the buses (S/S and experiment bus) are split
fi	 into two branches, causing a split of the 32 RAU addresses on each bus.
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The split for the S/S bus is:
• AED branch, addresses 0 to 7 (including IPS subsystem RAU's)
• Main branch, addresses 8 to 31.
The split for the experiment bus is:
• Airlock branch, addresses 0 to 7 (including IPS experiment RAU's)
• Main branch, addresses 8 to 31.
The electrical characteristics of the buses allow the accommodation of up to
22 RAU's per branch.
Eight experiment RAU's is the total number of units delivered by the SL program.
Experiment RAU's can be connected to the experiment data bus at a number of
interconnecting stations (IS's) in the module and on each pallet. There are two
interconnecting stations in the core segment, three in the experiment segment,
and two on each pallet segment. Each station accommodates two RAU's.
The SL baseline provides standard locations for RAU's in the lower part of the
experiment racks. However, the concept allows the user to integrate RAU's to-
gether with his experiment equipment, if he uses his own racks and/or experi-
ment equipment mounted directly to the center aisle or to the pallet. In
every case the user has to ensure that:
• The cable length, between RAU and interconnecting station is below 5
meters
• The applicable interface specifications of the RAU are met in accordance
with EQ-MA-0003.
There are two different types of RAU. The smaller type is the subsystem RAU
consisting of the power supply module, core module, and-the interface module
(see figure 3-3). The larger type is the experiment RAU consisting of the
subsystem.RAU modules plus the experiment module (which provides serial PCM
input and outputs) and the
,
UTC module. The functions of the RAU are described
in appendix C.
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3.1.8 Remote Amplifier and Advisory Box. The RAAB is the interface between 	 1
the Orbiter MTU and Spacelab elements. The function of time signal dis-
tribution is of interest to the POCC system designers.
3.1.8.1 Time Distribution. The MTU in the Orbiter generates and distributes
a central "onboard time." The long term drift of the MTU will be 1 x 10-9/day
giving an accuracy better than 3 ms during a 7-day mission. The deviation
of the onboard time from ground time will be controlled and logged on ground
with an accuracy better than 1 ms. If the deviation is more than ±10 ms, the
Orbiter MTU will be readjusted externally. From the Orbiter MTU, two different
time signals are derived in Spacelab and are available for experiment time
tagging.
A. The GMT serving as "macroscopic" time information. This GMT has a time
resolution of 10 ms. It can-be distributed to experiments via the RAU
serial PCM command channels. The GMT is also inserted into the HRM data
frames, thus providing automatically a macroscopic time tagging of ex-
periment data acquired by the HRM.
B. The 1024 kHz User Time Clock (UTC) serving as "microscopic" time infor-
mation. This UTC has a time resolution of I ps. It is distributed hard-
wired to the experiments via the RAU UTC channels.
The Spacelab time distribution system is designed to provide a relative accuracy
of better than 10 ps. A functional diagram of the time distribution system is
shown in figure 3-4. The MTU 1024 kHz signals are routed through the RAAB to
the time coupler in the experiment I/O Unit. The time coupler generates the
"UTC update" which is a 250-ms signal derived from the 1024 kHz clock. This
is done by:
• Incrementing a 18-bit counter which is reset every 250 x 1024 pulses
• Forming a composite clock by modulating the 1024 kHz clock every 250 ms,
8 pulses before the counter reset.
At the RAU level, the composite clock signal is demodulated in order to provide
the two signals UTC (1024 kHz) and UTC update (four pulses long, sync every
250 ms). The end of the UTC update sync pattern is correlated to the 18-bit
counter reset. The detailed phase relationship can be seen from figure 3-5.
The time coupler also performs the correlation between the UTC update and the
GMT. Every 250 ms, synchronously with the GMT, the 16 most significant bits
(MSB's) are loaded into the correlation register. This 16-bit word 0 repre-
sents the correlation between GMT and UTC update with an uncertainty of 4 ps
because the last two bits of the 18-bit counter have been dropped..
Both the decoded GMT,and 0 are transferred periodically via the time coupler
buffer into the experiment computer.
x`
G
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0 is used to time-tag experiment data in the experiment computer with an accu-
racy of 10 us. For this time tagging method, it is assumed that the experiment
contains a time counter (counting the 1024 kHz UTC pulses) which is reset by
the UTC update signals every 250 ms. For each experiment event, the event data
has to be acquired together with the related contents of the experiment time
counter. The experiment computer then, by means of 0, calculates back the ex-
periment time counter contents to the onboard time. However, in order to re-
late the event unambiguously to the onboard time, the data acquisition and
computation has to be performed less than 250 ms after the event.
0 also allows (together with UTC, UTC update, and GMT) time tagging to be per-
formed autonomously in the experiment. In this case 0, or better an averaged
0 compensating GMT signal jitter, can be sent to the experiment via a serial
PCM command channel for the correlation between UTC and GMT.
In addition to the time information distributed to the experiments through the
CDMS, a direct interface to the Orbiter MTU is available.for experiments. The
time delivered is the Mission Elapsed Time (MET). The interface is at CB 5 in
module configurations and at CB 57 in pallet only configurations.
As shown in figure 3-6, the time information is delivered in a modified IRIG-B
format, i.e., a pulse width modulated pulse train (100 pulses per second) con-
tains the binary coded decimal (BDC) information in seconds, mina U's, hours,
and days. The main characteristics of this format are:
• Frame: 1 second length
• Subframe: Separated by position identifiers PO through P9. The first five
frames contain seconds, minutes, hours and days, BCD coded. The remain-
ing frames are empty
• Position identifier: Pulse of 8 ms duration
Binary 1 pulse: Pulse of 5 ms duration
• Binary 0 pulse: Pulse of 2 ms duration.
The IRIG B format is modified so that the "straight binary seconds", which begin
at Index Count 80, will not be generated. The IRIG format will be modulated
with a 100 p/s output rate and a resolution of 10 ms. The IRIG B format
code will be transmitted with the'least significant bit transmitted first.
r
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The RAAB contains additional circuitry which performs a monitoring and command
feedback function for critical Spacelab subsystems. Examples are the Environ-
mental Control System water line heater, fire sensors, and Avionics System
fans. The RAAB is interfaced to the Spacelab AFD R-7 control panel and to sub-
system.RAU`s which present data from the RAAB to the S/S computer.
As a general note, the RAAB appears to be a box into which a variety of elec-
tronic functions unavailable elsewhere in the Spacelab have been lumped to
minimize interface impact between Orbiter and Spacelab. A list of these func-
tions will be provided as an update sheet to this document.
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3.1.9 High Data Rate Recorder (HDRR). See table 3-3 for recorder charac-
teristics.
A. Principle Function. The principle function of the HDRR is to provide
for intermediate recording of experiment data during interrupted
Orbiter-to-ground TDRSS transmission times. The HDRR may also be used
by the experimenter to record his experiment or housekeeping data for
onboard storage.
B. System Interfaces. The HDRR and the HRM form an integrated system with
both being controlled by the CDMS subsystem computer in a coordinated
manner. The experiment interfaces with the HDRR are via the HRM only,
but two direct experiment channels are provided which bypass the mul-
tiplexer unit in the HRM. The HDRR will be externally synchronized
by the HRM clock during rec^-.rd and playback.
C. Functional U sage. The HDRR will be used as a buffer during TDRSS non-
coverage times or Ku-band modes with bit rates below the HRM output bit
rate. During playback (always in reverse direction), the recorded data
can be interleaved into the real-time data stream through its dedicated
input channel of the HRM, or dumped directly to the KUSP through a di-
rect dump channel. Data recording for onboard storage (experiment or
housekeeping data) without transmission to the ground is possible only
during periods when all required data for transmission has been recorded,
leaving a gap of otherwise idle time, and making the tape change capa-
bility of the HDRR useful for the experimenter.
D. Control. Operational control of the HDRR will be effected via discrete
commands from a subsystem RAU. Sufficient local controls are provided
on the HDRR transport unit to allow tape change and to inhibit normal
control. In addition to monitoring commands status and recorder house-
keeping signals, the subsystem RAU also receives a parallel 8-bit word
representing tape used, to be interpreted by software to represent tape
used for display on the DDU.
4^0
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TABLE 3-3
HIGH DATA RATE RECORDER CHARACTERISTICS
Record Technique longitudinal, 28 tracks
Data Tracks '4
Data Storage 3.6 x 10 10 bits
Bit Density/Track 21	 kb/inch
Data Rate Record 192,4,8,i6232 Mb/^ 0r I thru 32 Mb/s via direct access
Data Rate Playback 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32 Mb/s
Total Record Time 20 min at 32 Mb/s
Data Type Serial in, Serial out, NiRZ-L + clock
Bit Error Rate	 _ 1 x 16-6
Playback Direction reverse to record direction
Start Time 5s
Stop Time 2,5s
Tape Handling tape cartridge, automatic threading
Tape Loading Time 0.4 min.
Wind/kewind Time 7.5 min each
Tape Width/Reel Diameter 111 /1410
Tape Reel with Tape and Cartridge 4.8 kg
REPRODUCIBILffy OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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3.2 ORBITER/SPACELAB/INTERFACES
The primary communications interfaces between Spacelab and Orbiter are as
follows:
A. Telemetr
e Spacelab computers to PCMMU
• Spacelab computers to Orbiter GPC via PCMMU random access memory
(RAM)
e HRM to KUSP
• HRM to Orbiter Payload Recorder (PLR).
• PLR
B. Command
• Orbiter GPC to Spacelab computers via MDM
a Orbiter DDS to GPC to Spacelab computers
R-7 control panel to Spacelab subsystems.
C. Caution & Warning (C&W) Interfaces
D. Voice Interface (Intercom System)
E. Analog Data Interfaces
• CCTV
• 4.5 MHz analog channel.
F. MTU Interface
3.2.1 Telemetry Interfaces. Telemetry data is transferred from Spacelab to
the Orbiter for both onboard monitoring and subsequent downlink to the ground.
During certain phases of the flight, Spacelab experiments may also require
use of the PLR located in the Orbiter for the recording of digital telemetry
data during nonacquisition periods. Responses to ground-originated commands
will be contained in one or more of the telemetry streams interfaced with the
ground through Orbiter subsystems:
F	 -
i
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3.2.1.1 Spacelab to PCMMU Interface. Both the Spacelab experiment computer
(EC) and the su system computer (SR) are interfaced to the Orbiter via the
PCMMU. The PCMMU issues a series of fetch commands to both computers every
second. These commands are received by the respective computer IOU's and the
requested data is read from the computer memory and returned to the PCMMU;
this operation is performed as a direct memory access (DMA) transfer and no
interrupt processing is required of the computers.
The sequence of the PCMMU fetch commands and the computer memory addresses
which they reference are defined before the mission and cannot be modified
in flight.
The data returned to the PCMMU is stored in a RAM and is made available to
both the Orbiter CPC's and the 00 telemetry formatter. The amount of data
included in the OD is nominally 64 kb/s.
More details of this operation are contained in section 4 and appendix E of
this report.
3.2.1.2 HRM to KUSP. Data from the FIRM is routed to the KUSP and , made avail-
able for downlink to the ground via TDRSS. This data is the composite HRM
output of up to 50 Mb/s; data from 16 experiment channels, two computer I/O
channels, two recorder playback channels, two direct access channels (DACH's)
bypassing the multiplexer, one GMT channel, and three voice channels may be
included. This interface is the onZy dedicated path to the ground for high-
rate science data. Details of KUSP operation are contained in paragraph
2.1.2,6 of this report.
3.2.1.3 HRM to Orbiter PLR. The composite HRM output or either of the two
direct access experiment channels may be routed to the Orbiter-provided PLR;
the maximum rate which can be recorded by the PLR is 1.024 Mb/s. Due to its
low capacity for high rate data, only minimal use of the Orbiter PLR by
Spacelab is anticipated. The dump output of the PLR may be routed directly
to the ground via the KUSP, or routed back to the HRM for inclusion in the
composite multiplexed output format to the KUSP.
3.2.1.4 Payload Recorder
A. Principle Function. The PLR is a multitrack coaxial reel-to-reel
magnetic tape transport and associated electronics with the principle
function of storing and reproducing both digital and analog experiment
data. The PLR primarily serves as a backup to the HDRR for rates less
than 1.024 Mb/s. The characteristics of the PLR used to support the
collection of Spacelab experiment data in the serial mode are summarized
in the following paragraphs.
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B. Functional _ Us_Ue
1. Recorder Function. The PLR functions in both a single recorder
mode and a loop recorder mode. The single recorder mode allows for
the storing and reproducing of both digital and analog data, at
many rates, determined by a hardwire program plug wired for a spe-
cific mission.
The primary recording mode for Spacelab digital data is serial record.
2. PCM Recorder Function. The recorder shall be capable of serially
recording one c anne of digital data during sequential tape passes.
The signal to be recorded on the serial channel shall be selectable
by command to be from either the "A" or "B" inputs. The "A" input
is the combination of "A1," and A2." One or both J these inputs
may be active at any given time, and the inactive s,,urce may be in
the "power off" or "power on" stage. When the Al input is active,
the data detector circuit will inhibit the A2 input. The recorder
shall dump through the dejitter buffer, without erasing the data,
from one channel at a time. Digital data shall be recorded at bit
packing densities of from 4.25 kb/i to 8.5 kb/i (linear inch per
track) .
C. Performance Characteristics.
1. Digital Data Input. The recorder shall be capable of accepting
digital data, in biphase level format, at rates between 25.5 kb/s
and 1024 kb/s as constrained by table 3-4.
2, Serial Digital Data Output. Serially recorded digital data may be
reproduced in either direction.
3, Bit Rate Clock. Whenever serial digital data is being output at
the interface connector, the recorder shall also output a clock
signal at the bit rate of the data.
4. Tele^^metrt^. The tape recorder shall provide digital (bi-level)
telemetry for use as status and diagnostic monitors.
5. Delay Time. The Shuttle shall be able to command three delay times
out of a total of eight, seven of which are preselected at the pro-
gram plug. These seven are: 0.31, 0.62, 1,25, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20
minutes, The time tolerance on the delay period is ±10 percent.
The eighth delay time, equal to zero, shall always be available.
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TABLE 3-4
'	 DIGITAL BIT RATES VERSUS TAPE SPEED
NOMINAL (KB/S) NOMINAL
TAPE SPEED
UPS)MINIMUM MAXIMUM
SERIAL DIGITAL CHANNEL 25.5 51 6
ANY DATA RATES FROM MINIMUM TO MAXI- 32 64 7.5
MUMS SHOWN WILL BE DEJITTERED DURING
DUMP,	 SERIAL DIGITAL CHANNEL WILL BE 40.5 81 9.5
RECORDED IN SERIAL FORMAT AS INPUT
FROM Al, A2 , OR FROM B WHEN COMMANDED. 51 102 12
64 128 15*
81 162 19
102 205 24
128 256 30*
162 324 38
205 410 48
256 512 60*
324 648 76
409 819 96
512 1024 120*
1
I
*RECOMMENDED TAPE SPEEDS FOR SA OPERATION.
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D. Control of the Payload Recorder. This control will be accomplished by
momentary and continuous binary logic signals applied to the recorder
interface and also by fixed hardwiring of the program plugs. A three-
line continuous binary field selects the following functional modes:
STANDBY, RCRD SERIAL "A", DUMP SERIAL;. LOOP, RCRD SERIAL "B", (Analog),
and STOP. A one-line momentary binary selects NO ACTION and CHANGE
DIRECTION. A two-line continuous binary field selects one of four pre-
mission selected tape speeds. A two-line continuous binary field selects
one of three premission selected delay times or zero delay. A two-line
continuous binary field selects one of three premission selected run
times or continuous run. A five-bit binary field, used as both momentary
and continuous commands, selects one of six premission determined auto-
matic sequences (cycles):. erase/reset, auto interrupt/normal sequence,.
one of 14 Track Auto Interrupts, or Auto Interrupt/Reset. A single line
continuous binary field selects the Loop Dump Mode while in the Loop Mode
to dump the most recently recorded data in the opposite direction, while
continuing to record in real-time. A program plug is utilized for the
purpose of hardwire selection of preprogrammed sequences of recorder
operation and selection of specific sets of recorder speeds, delay times,
and run times.
6. Run Time. The command system can select from three run times of a
total of eight, seven of which are selectable by the program plug.
The times are: 0.15, 0.31, 0.62, 1.25, 2.5, 5, and 10 minutes within
a tolerance of ±10 percent. The eighth, continuous run time, shall
always be available.
7. Tape Speeds. The four tape speeds to be commanded shall be selected
by the program plug from the following: 6, 7.5, 9.5, 12, 15, 19,
24, 30, 38, 48, 60, 76, 96, and 120 inches per second. The recommen-
ded tape speeds for Spacelab operation are: 15, 30, 60 and 120 inches
per second.
E. Proposed Payload Recorder Configuration'. The PLR configuration agreed
upon for early Spacelab flights and documented in ICD No. 2-05301 is as
follows. The PLR shall provide the record time for recording of biphase
level serial data as shown in table 3-6. The method of recording shall
be by automatic serial track sequencing of 14 available tracks with
turnaround interruption, as shown in table 3-6, at each end of tape
travel. Recorder switch controls shall be located at the aft flight
deck station for onboard operation. Control shall also be accomplished
via the RF update link. The data recording interface shall be as shown
in table 3-6 and the PLR signal characteristics shall be as shown in
table 3-7. Capability to play back the PLR to the Spacelab shall be
provided. Playback data rate is a function of the playback-to-record-
speed ratio. Time for playback of the biphase level serial data shall
be as shown in table 3-6 with signal characteristics as shown in table
r	 _.
3-7. Repro data shall be in forward or reverse direction.
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TABLE 3-6
PAYLOAD RECORDER OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS
:i
Wi
c+aN
RECORD/
PLAYBACK SPEED
(I/S}
DATA RATE
(KB/S)
RECORD TIME
PER TRACK OR PASS
(MINUTES)
TOTAL RCD TIME
14 TRACKS
(MINUTES)
"TURN AROUND" INTERRUPTION
MAX PER DIRECTIO?SAL REVERSAL
SECONDS
15 64 to	 128 32 448 3.5
30 128 to	 256 16 224 3.5
60 256 to	 512 8 112 4.2
120 512 to 1024 4 56 6.5
TABLE 3-7
SPACELAB/PAYLOAD RECORDER INTERFACE SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
DESCRIPTION SOURCE TERM
PATCH
BOARD
LOCATION
TYPE FREQ.
(MB/S)
RISE & FALL LEVEL/
VOLT
IMPEDANCE (OHMS) QUANT•
SIGNALLINE SOURCE LOAD
RECORDED HRM PLR PS DIGI- * 10% OF BIT 4 TP 9 70-80 71± X 71± 1 TSP
DATA TAL CELL TIME* PK-PK 10% 5%
BI-O- (LOADED)
PLAYBACK PLR HRM PS DIGI- *	 '10% OF BIT 2 TO 9 70-80 NA 71± 1 TSP
TAL (CELL TIME** PK-PK 10%
BI-O-L f (LOADED)
*SEE TABLE 3-6
**BIT CELL TIME IS 1/DATA RATE
'COMMON MODE REJECTION: ±15V MAX. LINE TO SIGNAL GROUND
LN
n
J
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w3.2.2 Command Interfaces, The Orbiter to Spacelab command interface is pro-
vided by an MOM under control of the Orbiter GPC. Ground-originated commands
or computer loads are transmitted by the Orbiter GPC to Spacelab computers or
subsystems via this interface. Most commands are sent to the subsystem or
experiment computer by the GPC in the Orbiter. However, an alternate path
from the MOM directly to Spacelab subsystems is provided for safing commands
initiated by the GPC; such.ON/OFF commands are routed through the remote am-
plifier and advisory "x for signal conditioning purposes. Commands may,
also, be originated at the R-7 manual control panel in the Orbiter by the
crew, using switch selection procedures. The RAAB is the interface between
the R-7 panel and Spacelab subsystems.
3.2.3 Caution and Warning. Spacelab has to provide to the Orbiter C&W System
data which is critical to the safety of the Orbiter/Spacelab flight personnel.
C&W signals are classified as follows:
• Emergency: Crew hazard, requiring immediate instinctive crew action
• Warning: Actual or impending anomalous condition which in itself is
hazardous and requires immediate crew action
• Caution: Actual or impending anomalous condition which in combination
with other failures constitutes a system configuration that could be
hazardous to the vehicle or crew and requires action or procedural change
for corrective measures.
The Spacelab C&W System is integrated into the Orbiter C&W System. The level
detection of analog and discrete C&W signals is performed (.software controlled)
in the Orbiter GPC and in the Spacelab subsystem computer for redundancy. An
overall functional block diagram of the C&W System is shown in figure 3-7 for
module configuration and figure 3-8 for pallet-only configurations.
3.2.3.1 Emergency Signals and Safing Commands. Emergency signals of Spacelab
apply only to fire and rapid pressure loss in the module. There are two types
of sensors foreseen:
• Ap/At sensors indicating rapid cabin depressurization
s Three redundant pairs of smoke sensors (one pair each located in the
left and right side of the avionics loop, and one in the cabin loop).
The Spacelab Ap/At sensor output is hardwired to the Orbiter C&W electronic
assembly (CWEA). The input of the CWEA is connected to the Orbiter sensor
only during ascent/descent and to Orbiter and Spacelab sensors on orbit. An
emergency tone (klaxon) will be generated by the Orbiter CWEA when a Ap/At
3-33
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is detected. For redundancy reasons, the smoke sensor outputs are routed
independently, either through the subsystem RAU's B and C to the Spacelab
subsystem computer, or through the integrated monitor and control panel (IMCP,
R-7 panel) to the Orbiter CWEA, to the Orbiter fire and smoke annunicator
panel, and via MDM-PF 2 to the Orbiter system management GPC. In addition,
fire and smoke conditions detected in the Spacelab subsystem computer are
annunciated to the GPC through the PCMMU.
From the Orbiter CWEA, emergency conditions are signaled at the Orbiter C&W
panel and at the Spacelab C&W/Fire Suppression System (FSS) panel in the
module. To act on the detection of Spacelab fire and smoke conditions, manual
switches on the IMCP R-7 panel allow for activation of the Spacelab suppression
system, the 02 shut-off valve, and the cabin dump valve. The FSS in addition
can be manually activated from the Spacelab C&W/FSS panel in the control center
rack. An emergency tone (siren) will be generated by the Orbiter CWEA when a
Spacelab fire or smoke signal is detected.
3.2.3.2 Caution and Warning Si nal.s. The Spacelab WSystem can accommodate
C&W sensors from a ,hardware viewpoint, caution signals and warning signals
are treated identically).. Currently there are four caution and four warning
sensors dedicated to monitor Spacelab subsystems. nineteen C&W input channels
of the remaining input channels are available for experiments. In addition,
five direct warning inputs to the Orbiter CWEA are available for experiments.
Redundancy in detecting C&W conditions is achieved by routing the C&W sensor
outputs via independent signal conditioners through either:
• MDM's PF 1 or PF 2 to the Orbiter system management GPC (C&W conditions
detected by the GPC are displayed on the Orbiter display unit and the
Orbiter C&W panel)
• Subsystem RAU's B, C, D, E, F to the Spacelab subsystem computer EC&W
conditions detected by the subsystem computer are displayed on the
Spacelab DDS. experiment C&W sensors are connected to S/S RAU-F in
module configurations, (see figure 3-7) or to the dedicated inputs of
pallet S/S RAU's in pallet-only configurations (see figure 3-8)].
These two branches of the C&W System, through MDM to Orbiter and through RAU
to Spacelab, are interlinked. The link from the Orbiter GPC to Spacelab for
detected C&W conditions is through the CWEA and the ACCU to the Spacelab C&W/
FSS panel. The link from the Spacelab subsystem computer is through the sub-
system I/O unit and the PCMMU to the Orbiter GPC.
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3.2.3.3 Caution and Warning Safing Comamnds. The Orbiter will provide a max-
imum of 36 safing commands to be used in response to Spacelab C&W conditions.
These safing commands will be initiated by a keyboard entry to the GPC. The
GPC issues the appropriate safing commands (discretes at voltage levels of
28 V) to Spacelab via MDM-PF 1 and PF 2. Twenty-two MDM safing commands are
reserved for experiments. Five safing commands, manually switched from the
R-7 panel in the Orbiter AFD, are available exclusively for experiments to
act on C&W conditions.
3.2.3.4 Experiment/Caution and Warning Interface. To interface with the C&W
System through the MCM and RAU inputs mentioned above, the experimenter has to
provide his own sensors. To achieve a discrete or analog signal with the re-
quired characterisLics, it may be necessary to provide, in addition, active
signal conditioning (for the subsystem RAU and for the MDM link); these signal
conditioners have to be powered by the emergency bus. Also, actuators con-
trolled by the safing commands have to be powered by the emergency bus. The
physical location of the experiment interface to the C&W System is depicted in
figures 3-7 and 3-8. For module configurations, the location of these inter-
faces is the connector bracket CB 5. For pallet-only configurations, connector
bracket CB 57 and. , a dedicated connector of the pallet subsystem RAU make up
the interface. Connector notation, pin allocation and signal characteristics
at the Spacelab/experiment C&W interfaces are given in appendix A, Avionics
Interface Definition of ESA SLP/2104, Spacelab PayZoad Accomodation Handbook.
3.2.4 Voice Interface. The Orbiter Audio Distribution System and the Spacelab
intercom assembly are fully integrated, employ the same headset/umbilical
assembly, and have operational commonality. The Spacelab intercom system com-
prises an IntercomMaster Station (ICMS) and an Intercom Remote Station (ICRS)
as basic subsystem equipment which will fly in all module modes. Three more
remote stations can be fitted into dedicated experiment racks (as mission-
dependent equipment). In the short-module configuration, an ICRS is located
in experiment rack 5, but in the long-module configurations, ICRS's are fore-
seen in experiment racks 4, 7 and 10. The ICMS has provisions to connect up
to six remote stations.
The Spacelab intercom includes m.in and emergency do to do converters which
are separately fixed in the ICMS for connection to the main do and emergency
do power buses. Additionally, main or emergency do power is distributed
within the ICMS and to the ICRS's for supplying power to the Orbiter common
headset umbilical assemblies, facilitating full operational capabilities from
either power source.
{
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3.2.4.1 Channel Routin . The overall channel routing capability is depicted
in figure 3-9. T e ICMS, which is the control and audio signal processing cen-
ter of the system, interfaces with the Orbiter audio central control unit (ACCU)
and Orbiter extravehicular activity (EVA)/air traffic control (ATC) transceiver
(for air-to-air transmitter keying) to facilitate communications on the follow-
ing full duplex (simultaneous talk and listen) audio channels:
• Air-to-Ground 1 (A/G 1)
• Air-to-Ground 2 (A/G 2)
• Orbiter/SL internal Intercom A (ICOM A)
• Orbiter/SL internal Intercom 8 (ICOM B)
0 EVA air-to-air (A/A)
• Orbiter/SL internal page (PAGE)
Each of the above Orbiter channels, with the exception of PAGE, may be selected
on each of three Spacelab full duplex channels, which are distributed via in-
terface cards in the master station to each ICRS and the audio facility in-
cluded in the ICMS.
Paging signals for general address or calling purposes originating in the
Orbiter, within Spacelab, or in both locations are superimposed on each chan-
nel at a level of + 6 dB above the nominal value. The paging signals are
routed to the headsets, the loudspeaker in the master station, and the remote
loudspeaker unit (LSU). Access to the PAGE TALK line is obtained by operation
of a special PAGE push to talk (PTT) switch mounted on all intercom stations.
Communications within Spacelab are provided by feeding back channel talk sig-
nals onto the channel listen lines for distribution to any intercom station
selected to the same channel (INT channel). Spacelab channel talk and listen
lines are combined for distribution to the voice digitizer in the HRM for all
three Spacelab channels.
The Spacelab channel allocation and the PAGE superimposition is performed by
logic circuits in the ICMS that receive discrete commands from each ICRS or
the ICMS itself.
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3.2.4.2 Audio Modes. Each intercom station (ICMS, ICRS) provides for connec-
tion of an Orbiter-type headset/umbilical assembly and includes, besides the
switches for a local selection of a Spacelab channel, switches for different
audio mods. The logic circuits in the master station receive discrete com-
mands from each intercom station for channel and microphone mode selction.
Microphone signals are gated onto the channel talk circuits in the following
different modes.
A. PTT Mode. Available only after activation of the PTT switch in the
headset umbilical or on the master station control panel, by selecting
PTT and pressing biased switch.
B. VOX Mode. Available only after exceeding the voice-operated transmis-
sion VOX) threshold, which is adjustable on the intercom control
panels.
C. HOT ICOM Mode. Available continuously, but only onto the Orbiter ICOM
A and B channels (if an invalid switch position is selected, the system
automatically reverts to the PTT mode).
The ICMS includes, in addition to the headset which is identical to an ICRS,
a loudspeaker/microphone assembly. The loadspeaker/microphone assembly can
be selected in place of the remotely connected headset for channel access.
In this case, however, system operation is limited to VOX or PTT and a special
PTT switch is provided.
In the HOST mode, normal channel communications are provided at the ICMS via
a remotely connected headset/umbilical, and the loudspeaker carries only paging
signals.
With the speaker/microphone selected, normal channel communications are
switched to the loudspeaker/microphone assembly (in addition to paging sig-
nals). Access to the channel talk line in this case is via a panel-mounted
PTT switch. Operation of the PTT switch on the ICMS disconnects the ICMS
loudspeaker for listen and PAGE. PAGE is always present on the remote loud-
speaker unit.
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3.2.5.1 Closed Circuit TV System. As an extension of the Orbiter CCTV system,
Spacelab provides accommodation for an experimenter-provided TV monitor and the
electrical interface to operate experiment-provided TV cameras.
The experimenter-supplied camera must be synchronized with the Orbiter CCTV
system. The composite video signals should have a voltage range of 0.9 to 1.1
V pp with a sync tip at *0.05 Vp, and must be compatible with EIA Standards RS
170 and RS 330. There are:
• Three inputs for experiment-provided video signals in module configura-
tions'or one input for experiment-provided video signals in pallet-only
configurations
• One output for synchronization of experiment TV cameras
• One output for video signals used in the Spacelab located TV monitor
(available in module configurations).
Each input or output interface is a coaxial connector, located at the Spacelab
feedthrough plate in the forward endcone in module configurations, or at the
igloo signal feedthrough in pallet-only configurations.
3.2.5.2 4.5 MHz Analog Channel. Spacelab provides a 3 Hz - 4.5 MHz analog
channel for experiments. This channel can be used also for special non-EIA
standard TV signals. The voltage range of this analog input will be 0-1 V
±10 percent. The analog channel will be a 75 ^ coaxial cable routed directly
to the Orbiter KUSP.
3.2.6 MTU Interface. The Orbiter will provide pulse duration modulated time
code signals and square wave clock frequency signals to Spacelab as shown in
figure 3-10.
Two modified IRIG-B time code signals will be provided, one containing GMT, and
the other containing MET, each of which shall be updated once per second. The
absolute GMT time data shall not deviate by more than ±10 milliseconds from the
ground station GMT Reference Time Standard at ariy time during a 7-day mission,
and shall be synchronized with the ground GMT at certain times during mission,
subject to mission procedural constraints, to prevent unacceptable time base
perturbations. The MET will be reset to zero by the Orbiter at T-0 and shall
be synchronized and updated from the ground.
The Orbiter will provide four (1024 kHz, 4608 kHz, 1 kHz, and 100 kHz), square
wave clock signals to Spacelab.
A more detailed description of the Orbiter Time Distribution System is pre-
sented in paragraph 3.1.8.1.
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SECTION 4	 r
ORBITERJSPACELAB TELEMETRY DATA FLOW
4.1 GENERAL
S-Pcelab represents a dramatic increase in both the rate and volume of telemetry
data to be handled by ground support systems. Additionally, the diverse range
of experiments and their associative ground processing requirements for monitor-
ing, command, and control purposes represent a significant challenge in the area
of flight-to-flight reconfiguration and checkout. The number of possible data
formats has become extensive due to the -increased use of computer equipment and
microprogrammable hardware onboard the space vehicle. Recent reductions in size,
weight, and power requirements for this equipment have now made it feasible for
a single experimenter to incorporate data processing functions within his experi-
ment package that are capable of many modes of operation:'
The majority of Spacel-ab t-el&'6try data originates in the experiments themselves;
the_.majcr -exception is the Spacelab Subsystem Computer Downlist. This telemetry
data is acquired and formatted by a complete computer system with dedicated hard-
ware interfaces for monitoring and control of the Spacelab subsystems-not dedi-
cated to experiment-unique functions.
A single experiment may vary in complexity from a one sensor to a complete data
acquisition, processing, and telemetry formatting system. The number of experi-
ments that can be accommodated is limited only by the switching network to be
implemented onboard.
The avionics diagrams in figures 4-1 and 4-2. depict the telemetry data flow paths
from the Shuttle Orbiter in a Spacelab configuration to the ground, for modes l
and 2. There are two primary paths for telemetry flow from experiments and on-
board computers: the low data rate path via the PCMMU for interleaving into the
operational downlink and the high data rate path via the HRM.
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4.2 SPACELAB/PCMMU DATA FLOW
v
The RAU's are the principal interfaces for the bidirectional link between ex-
periments and the CDMS for acquisition of low-bit-rate digital data, analog
data, and distribution of commands. The data exchange between RAU's and the
1/0 unit is performed via simplex serial buses with a 1 Mb/s clock rate. The
data is encoded in a self-clocking bi-phase code (Manchester II).
For a single serial channel, the RAU can handle a data rate of up to 50 kb/s.
However, for the entire payload, the overall data bus load together with the
overall computer load imposes additional constraints, which are to be taken
into account.
Low-rate-data acquisition from experiments and experimental control is perform-
ed by the experiment computer through the experiment I/O unit, the experiment
data bus, and experiment RAU's. Data processed by the computer may be trans-
mitted to the ground via the Orbiter PCMMU. The low-rate data link is designed
to achieve a word error rate (WER) t 1.7 x 10- 7 for the data flow between any
RAU digital input and the Orbiter PCMMU. In addition, the PCMMU provides the
interface through which Spacelab data may be sent to the Orbiter GPC.
The fetch subsystem of the PCMMU issues data fetch commands (up to 2000 per
second) to both the subsystem and experiment computer IOU's in the Spacelab.
The IOU responds to each fetch command by reading data words (up to 10 per
command) from the computer memory and transmitting the data back to the PCMMU,
where it is placed in a RAM accessible by the OD telemetry formatters and by
the Orbiter CPC's. The sequence in which commands are issued and the RAM loca-
tions in which data is stored are premission-defined and cannot be changed in
flight. A more detailed write-up of this sequence may be found in appendix E
of this document, along with a proposed minimal set of parameters to be acquired
by the PCMMU from the subsystem computer.
Although the onboard operation of this interface is very straight-forward, the
following concerns have resulted during the conduct of this study.
4.2.1 S ap celab%PCMMU Data Flow Concerns
4.2.1.1 Spacelab Computer Software Configurations. The implications of multi-
ple load configurations affect not only the. POCC but existing Orbiter ground
processing systems as well. Each computer provides a fixed 2K segment of its
memory for PCMMU access; fetch commands from the PCMMU can access only these
physical memory locations. However, multiple software configurations can re-
sult in different measurements being placed in the 2K memory segment of the GML
application. Therefore, the content of the Spacelab dedicated portion of the
OD downlink is variable, and is dependent on the Spacelab computer load con-
figuration. The impact can be minimized by adopting one or more of the follow-
ing ground rules, and it becomes negligible . if all are adopted.
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A. A parameter which is transferred to the PCMMU in more than one configura-
tion be assigned the same memory address across all configurations.
B. A measurement defining the software configuration be defined and sent
to the PCMMU in all configurations; the parameter must be downlinked
in all OD formats.
C. A unique OD format be used for each combination of EC and SSC load con-
figurations.
4.2.1.2 Bandwidth Allocation of Spacelab Data in the OD. It is highly desirable
that flight control be given priority in the bandwidth allocation for Spacelab
data in the operational downlink. This would eliminate the necessity for rout-
ing and processing of the Spacelab I/O downlists from the HRDM by existing
Orbiter ground support systems. It should be noted that 320 kb/s of Spacelab
data can be acquired by the PCMMU; OD bandwidth allocation is nominally 64 kb/s
of that data in a given OD format. Therefore, the data acquisition and downlink
capability is equal to that of the OI capability. Based on that fact, it seems
reasonable to suggest that all of the Spacelab data required by Flight Control
could be contained in the OD and be processed by existing capability.
All data acquired by the PCMMU from the Spacelab computers will be redundantly
downlinked via the computer I/O to the HRM path. Although some of the param-
eters might be rate-reduced by the computer downlist software, this allows POCC
access to the parameters contained in both the OD and computer I/O telemetry
streams.
11
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4.3 SPACELAB/HRM TELEMETRY DATA FLOW
The high-rate data acquisition part of the CDMS is capable of time-multiplexing
digital experiment data from up to 16 different sources with a data rate of up
to 16 Mb/s, together with data from the CDMS computers, voice, and onboard time.
To bridge mission periods with no downlink capability, the high-rate data acqui-
sition assembly includes digital recorders and provisions to interleave the
playback data into the real-time data stream. A single source can be accepted
with a data rate of up to 50 Mb/s for direct transmission, and a data rate of
up to 32 Mb/s for recording. The high-rate data acquisition . assembly comprises
the following equipment (see figure 4-3).
A. Onboard
1. The HRM to time-multiplex the input data and to perform the routing
of the composite output data stream to one of the two recorders and/
or one of the three Ku-band processor (KUSP) inputs. In addition,
the HRM includes a voice digitizer to collect and also multiplex the
data from the Spacelab voice channels.
2. The HDRR to store data at rates up to 32 Mb/s during mission periods
which have degraded downlink capability or none at all.
3. The PLR (Orbiter equipment) serving as backup for the HDRR for data
rates up to 1024 kb/s.
B. On the Ground. The HRDM to demultiplex the composite data stream to re-
cover on the ground the same channels as presented at the HRM inputs
onboard.
4.3.1 CDMS Computer Links. The HRM is connected with the CDMS subsystem and
experiment computers by means of the subsystem and experiment data buses. The
bus interface units (BIU's) in the HRM are similar to built-in RAU's. As such,
they are addressed by the computers like standard RAU's. Data from the com-
puters to the HRM is transferred as "serial PCM commands." The principles of
the HRM/computer links are shown in figure 4-4.
Control, monitoring, and configuring functions of the HRM are performed by the
subsystem computer only. The suosystem BIU part of the HRM is capable of de-
tecting commands in the incoming data stream, and is capable of sending house-
keeping data from the HRM to the subsystem computer. The experiment BIU part
of the HRM serves for data transfer from the experiment computer to the HRM
only.
The HRM contains 16-word input buffers at the CDMS computer input channels.
Thus, blocks of up to 16 words can be transferred by GML cycle. Assuming a
10 ms GML cycle, this results in an effective data rate of up to 25.6 kb/s.
t1
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Using an HRM format that allocates a nominal data rate of 1 Mb/s to the HRM
data bus input, the HRM can accept any possible multiple of 32-ward blocks
within a GML cycle. In this case, the size of the input buffer is no longer
the limiting factor because with I Mb/s allocated, the input buffer is emptied
faster that it is filled. More efficient channel usage may be obtained by
distributing the word blocks of data across the full period of a 10 ms GML
cycle, thus reducing the allocated nominal data rate required.
4.3.2 Onboard Experiment Data Processing. The CDMS has three identical MITRA
125/MS general-purpose computers. The three computers are used as a subsystem
computer, experiment computer, and backup computer. The subsystem and experi-
ment computers are connected to the dedicated CDMS equipment, each via its own
I/O unit, data bus, and RAU's. There is no direct link between the computers.
The third computer is available as a backup either for the subsystem or experi-
ment computer, and can be switched over manually.
The computer facilities allow general-purpose processing by user-provided soft-
ware written in HAL/S or another appropriate language for such purposes as:
• Checkout of experiments
• Sequencing of experiment operations
• Monitoring and control of experiments
e Processing of data acquired by experiment RAU's.
Examples of data processing are filtering, data reduction, histograms, averag-
ing, and interpolation, etc. The processed data may be delivered back to
experiments, displayed onboard, or transmitted to ground, depending upon the
mission requirements.
For experiment sequencing, the user may provide several program packages for
each experiment stored in the MMU. Depending on actual experiment results or
data and information from ground via keyboard entries or directly via uplink
commands, a running sequence of operation steps may be stopped or changed or
a new program may be initialized to be executed in the experiment computer.
4.3.3 High-Rate Multiplexer. The HRM provides experimenters with the interface
for high-rate telemetry data from experiments to the ground. Rates of 15 Mb/s
can be accepted from a single experiment and multiplexed with other experiment
data to form a composite telemetry output format of :50 Mb/s. Additionally,
two direct inputs at the HRM are available through which data of s50 Mb/s can
be routed directly to the ground (not multiplexed with other data) or to on-
board recording equipment.
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The most important aspect of this box is that the individual experiment format
(other than bit rate) is not a factor in the multiplexing process. This fact 	 ^'
is stated to amplify the need for some formatting standards to be levied on
the scientific community.
Data is collected and multiplexed (or throughput) at the HRM from the following
sources:
• 16 experiment channels at s.16 Mb/s each
• Two direct-access channels at < 50 Mb/s
• Two recorder playback channels (the HDRR at ,< 32 Mb/s, and the PLR at
< 1.024 Mb/s)
• One GMT channel at 1024 kHz
• Three voice channels at 32 kb/s each
• Two computer I/O channels at 25.6 kb/s each (see paragraph 6.3).
Several combinations and output formats are derived from these 26 input chan-
nels and are discussed in the HRM analysis (appendix I of this report).
The HRM accommodates three voice channels, coming from the SL intercom master
station in module configurations and, if required, from the Orbiter ACLU in
pallet-only configurations. A built-in voice digitizer performs the necessary
analog/digital conversion of the three voice channels and the time division
multiplexing of the digitized voice signals. The voice digitizer transforms
each analog voice signal to a 32 kb/s digital signal; delta modulation is used
for A/D conversion.
4.3.4 HRM Data Routing. The overall data routing capability can be seen in
figure 4-5; in particular, the HRM is capable of performing the following
routing configurations:
A. Multiplexed experiment data routed to one of the three KUSP inputs for
real-time transmission.
B. Multiplexed experiment data recorded on one of the t ivo recorders (simul-
taneously with real-time transmission, if required)
C. HDRR output routed directly to one KUSP input and multiplexed data
stream switched off or routed to another KUSP input or recorded on
payload recorder.
D. Same as C, but the functions of HDRR and PLR are interchanged,
4-10
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E. Direct access channel routed to the two 50 Mb/s KUSP input, and multi-
plexed data stream switched off or routed to another KUSP input or re-
corded on one of the two recorders.
F. Direct access channel routed to the HDRR and recorded, and multiplexed
data transmitted in real-time or recorded on PLR.
The HRM routing modes will be commanded by the subsystem computer via the sub-
system data bus and the BIU interface dependent on downlink availability, Ku-
band signal processor operation mode, and multiplexed data rate.
4.3.5 High-Data-Rate Recorder. The principal function of the HDRR is to pro-
vide for intermediate recording of experiment data during interrupted Orbiter-
to-ground TDRSS transmission times. Besides this, the experimenter may record
his experiment or housekeeping data for onboard storage.
The HDRR and the HRM will form an integrated system. Both are controlled by
the CDMS subsystem computer in a coordinated manner. The experiment interfaces
with the HDRR via the HRM only. During record and playback, the HDRR will be
externally synchronized by the HRM clock.
The HDRR will be used as a buffer during TDRSS noncoverage times or Ku-band
modes with bit rates below the HRM output bit rate. During playback, the re-
corded data can be interleaved into the real-time data stream through a recorder
dedicated input channel of the HRM.
Data recording for onboard storage without transmission to the ground is pos-
sible only during periods when nonbuffer capacity for transmission gap times
is required. In this case, the tape change capability of the HDRR may be use-
ful for the experimenter.
Since the HDRR can play back only in the reverse direction, a two--pass opera-
tion on the ground is required to process HDRR playbacks. On the first pass,
the HDRR output of the HRDM (bypass or normal output channel) will have to be
recorded on a ground recorder. Playing the ground recorder in the reverse di-
rection will present the data in the forward direction for demultiplexing in
the HRDM decommudation, and preprocessing in the JSC POCC.
4.3.5 Payload Recorder. As backup for the HDRR, the Orbiter-provided PLR
can be used. This recorder will have a storage capacity of 3.44 x 10 9 bits
and an input rate selectable from 25.5 to 1024 kb/s. The method of recording
is serial track sequencing of 14 available tracks with turnaround interrupts
between 3.5 and 6.5 seconds. The record time per track varies from 32 minutes
to 4 minutes.
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t4.4 ORBITER-TO-JSC DATA FLOW
4.4.1 Ku-Band System. The Spacelab communications with the ground are provided
by the Orbiter Ku-band System. The Ku-band communications are via a single,
directional, tracking antenna that requires less of Ku-band communications for
satellite hardware. The Ku-band System operates in one or two modes (modes 1
or 2) and in each mode, three services are available -- channels 1, 2, or 3.
Table 4-1 shows the Orbiter communications capabilities for each channel in
both modes.
Summarizing this table in terms of support of Spacelab, we have the following:
CHANNEL	 , MODE 1
	
MODE 2
192 kb/s operational data 	 192 kb/s operational data
2	 125 kb/s to 2 Mb/s	 125 kb/s to 2 Mb/s
3	 2 Mb/s to 50 Mb/s
	
TV or analog or 125 kb/s
to 4 Mb/s
4.4.2 TDRSS Communications. This data . is transmitted to the TDRSS and subse-
quently to the ground. The TDRSS then demodulates and decodes the data, pro-
viding it to the NASA interface. The TDRSS ground station must be cognizant
of the received data rate on each channel and will require manual reconfigura-
tion time between rate changes.
Figures 4-1 and 4-2 provide a functional description of the TDRSS data flow.
The TDRSS modes and channels are summarized in table 4-1. The TDRSS contractor
(WUI) outputs to NASA data on a per-channel basis. The TDRSS ground station
provides some quality indicators to the Ku-band users. These include received
signal strength, demodulator lock (mode 2) and an estimated bit error rate (BER)
of channel 3, mode 1. The estimated BER is derived by the Viterbi decoder.
For digital data that has been decoded or synchronized, the WUI/NASA interface
is data and clock. The analog/video interface of mode 2, channel 3, is 75 ohni
unbalanced	 For digital use of mode 2, channel 3, the synchronizing is accom-
plished on the NASA side.
4.4.3 NASA Interface Monitoring System. It has been baselined that NASA/GSFC
will provide to JSC a data qualtiy check of the OD data as it comes from WUI
to NASA but before it enters any communications equipment. The baselining of
similar quality checks for the higher-rate science data has rot been done be-
cause the nature of the data which will be placed on these links is unknown.
Currently, there is an effort underway to establish a baseline for performing
similar quality monitoring functions on these links as well. For digital
links compatible with standard frame synchronization techniques, these quality
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KUSP MODE 1	 (PM MODE)
CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 3
192 KB/S OF OPERATIONAL 16 KB/S TO 2 MB/S OF 2 MB/S TO 50 MB/S OF
TDM DIGITAL DATA DIGITAL DATA
USED FOR: THIS CHANNEL IS ENCODED
(K=7,	 R=1/2)
r	 OPERATIONAL RECORDER
PLAYBACKS
r	 PAYLOAD BENT PIPE
DATA
r	 PAYLOAD RECORDER
PLAYBACK
r	 ATTACHED PAYLOAD
(INCLUDING SPACELAB)
KUSP MODE 2 (FM MODE)
CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 3'
SAME AS MODE 1 SAME AS MODE 1 TELEVISION OR ANALOG TO
4.5 MHZ OR DIGITAL DATA
TO 4.0 MB/S
r
s
w: TABLE 4-1
MODE AND CHANNEL CAPABILITIES
r
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checks will be related to minor frame synchronization validation (e.g., valid
frames/second). This is frame synchronization on the total digital PCM channel
and not on individual experiments in the HRM. For analog links, the checks,
if any, will be manual and subjective.
There is no planned DQM of Payload or HDRR dumps at this interface. Recorder
dump data quality will be assessed at JSC.
The most probable method of providing DQM data to JSC is by adding these pa-
rameters to the Orbiter as a once-per-second status message which is displayed
in the MCC.
4.4.4 S-Band Transmission. The S-band FM transmitter interfaces only with
the GSTDN. Data types that can be transmitted via this link are recorder dump
of the maintenance recorder, payload recorder dumps, main engine data, tele-
vision, and digital payload data. There is no GSTDN requirement to support
this link after the TDRSS is operational.
The S-band (PM) transmitter interfaces with the GSTDN and TDRSS. Data types
that can be transmitted are the 96 kb/s version of the OD. There is currently
no requirement for GSTDN to support this Orbiter interface after TDRSS is op-
erational.
4.4.5 White Sands/JSC Communications. The MDM communications system between
White Sands and JSC has been developed primarily for the operational links
(192 kb/s real-time and 960 or 1024 kb/s dumps). The higher rates have not
been specifically addressed to date.
The MDM's total capacity is expandable up to more than 6 Mb/s with serializer
output capability planned for individual links up to 4 Mb/s.
For rates above 4 Mb/s. a digital channel via a DOMSAT will be used. It is
planned that the DOMSAT channel will be leased at a rate above the highest
Spacelab data rate. A rate change technique will be used to convert the var-
ious Spacelab rates to the DOMSAT rate and will return those links to the
original data rate and clock at the user interface. Important parameters con-
cerning the DOMSAT channel are:
• The interface on either side can handle data and clock input at the
user link rate
• Bit error rates are much better than 1 x 10-5
• Ground receipt time tagging is not planned by this link; it is expected
that the processing delays between TDRSS and the user will be systematic
and can be defined
• The configuration of the communications channel will be rate-sensitive
and will require TBD time between rate changes.
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The decommutation of the data stream received on ground via the TDRSS link is
performed by the HRDM. The HRDM block diagram is given in figure 4-6. The
HRDM input circuit receives the serial data and clock input from the ground
station.
The format generator stores up to 16 formats in programmable read-only memories
(PROM's), plus two formats in RAM's. Eadh format consists of 768 5-bit words.
Each word represents the channel address of the corresponding word in the for-
mat. One frame of the HRDM input data consists of 96 words, so one format
repeats every eight frames. The two RAM's can be loaded from a ground computer.
In the Base-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) decoder and data buffer, the data is
buffered line-by-line and the fill identification word is decoded. Each line
is then decommutated, fill words are removed, and the detected data is sent to
the appropriate output channel buffer.
As shown in figure 4-7, the output buffers consist of FIFO memories capable of
storing 64 16-bit words. Data is loaded in parallel into the FIFO from the BCH
decoder and data buffer as it is available from the input data stream. The
data words automatically bubble through the buffer from top to bottom. The
data is removed from the FIFO at the appropriate rate to achieve the programmed
output bit rate for every channel. Two output modes can be selected: contin-
uous around a programmed bit rate *1 percent, and burst mode.
In the continuous mode, the HRDM provides a smoothing of the output data stream
that otherwise might have gaps caused by commutation of other channels. The
clock regulator checks whether the contents of the buffer is more or less than
32 words. This information is input to a microprocessor that can adjust the
clock-out frequency to within ±1 percent. In the burst mode, the clock regula-
tion is disabled. The data is clocked out at a fixed predetermined frequency
as it is decommutated. Time delays are caused only by the intermediate line-
by-line buffering and the output buffer bubble-through line which is about 2
us.
The selection of the output bit rate and of the mode for each channel is part
of the format. The HRDM provides the following outputs:
• Experiment channels (16): 200 b/s up to 16 Mb/s
• HDRR (1): 2/4/8/12/16/24/32 Mb/s
• PLR (1): 1 Mb/s
• I/O units (2): 200 b/s up to 0.5 Mb/s
s GMT
ti	 -
• Three voice channels
`	 • Direct access channel.
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Figure 4-8 5pacelab 1 Telemetry Data Flow
J. Provide special quick-look computations on full rate and reduced rate
data (optional service).
K. Provide to any user the development of software on POCC equipment, or
allow the user to bring computer-compatible software for use on equip-
ment (optional service).
L. Retain reduced rate digital data for 24 hours with a 15-minute recall.
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SECTION 5
ORBITER/SPACELAB COMMAND DATA FLOW
5.1 OVERVIEW
Figure 5-1 shows a functional flow of command and verification data through
the ground facilities, Orbiter, and Spacelab. This figure also shows other
command flow for POCC's, Interim Upper Stage (IUS), and the free flyers. Any
ground-generated command destined for the SL system(s) is sent via the Orbiter
GPC. Commands are routed from the Orbiter GPC in two ways. Most commands will
be routed via MOM to the subsystem/experiment computers and from there to the
SL subsystems and payloads. Some commands which are required prior to activa-
tion or after de-activation will be sent via . the same Orbiter MDM's directly
(through RAAB) to the SL systems. Some Display Equipment Unit (DEU) equivalent
commands will be required to set up the Spacelab/ORB interface.
Data to verify the commands sent to the SL can be received from two paths:
A. Operational Downlink
9 GPC Downlist - GPC two-stage data
• OI Downlink - Experiment/subsystem computer data sent directly to
PCMMU will contain SL two-stage data and may contain end-item
verification data from subsystem or payload.
B. HRM Downlink
• I/O channels could contain two-stage data from the experiment com-
puter and may contain end-item verification data from payload.
9 Experiment links may contain end-item verification and Dedicated
Experiment Processor (DEP) two-stage buffers.
This section does not include the latest inputs on application command functions
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COMMAND AND VERIFICATION DATA FLOW
MOC GENERATES ALL CMDS TO THE ORBITER, SPACELAB SYSTEMS
AND IUS SYSTEMS AND DOES 2 STAGE COMPARE ON ALL THESE CMDS
EXCEPT SINGLE STAGE RTC'S , CMD'S ARE END ITEM VERIFIED ON
FCO'S DISPLAYS. MOC 2 STAGE VERIFICATION IS PERFORMED ON
THE TLM FROM THE PRIME VEHICLE COMMANDED,
POCC `S GENERATES ALL CMDS TO PAYLOADS AND SENDS THEM TO THE
MOC. THE MOC SENDS CAP TO POCC, REFORMATS CMDS AND TRANSMITS
TO ORBITER. THE MOC VERIFIES CMDS REACHED GPC, SPACELAB COM-
PUTERS*AND IUS*. THE MOC SENDS 2 STAGE RESULTS TO POCC. POCC
VERIFIES END ITEM ACCEPTANCE THRU TLM
*PENDING FCD REQUIREMENT
Figure 5-1 Command and Verification Data
Functional Flow
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5.2 EXPERIMENT COMMAND AND CONTROL
Several operational command paths are available to the experimenter for command
and control of experiment operation. The ground and onboard command paths are
described in figure 5-2.
5.2.1 Ground Command and Control. The ground command and data path originates
from the POCC. These ground commands and data result from manual observation
of experiment operation and performance, and are transferred to the experiment
in the following manner.
The commands originate at the POCC, where they are checked for format and trans-
ferred to the MCC. The MCC transfers the data to the network, which relays the
data to the Orbiter. The maximum rate at which the mission operations computer
(MOC) can receive POCC commands is once every 12 seconds. This statement is
g	 based on the assumptions that:
• The subject commands go through the Orbiter
• The subject commands may be single or two-stage through the Orbiter.
An example timeline illustrates the two-stage mode; see figure 5-3.
The "one command every 12 seconds" assumption also assumes no errors or retrans-
missions. It also includes the delay time through the Orbiter and does not in-
clude any delays through the Spacelab,
5.2.2 Onboard Experiment Command and Control. Onboard the SL there are
several pat s to trans f er commands an atii to the experiments. These are
described below.
A. DDS Keyboard_Input Data. The ECOS will accept inputs from the SL DDS key-
boards, format it for transmission, and command the EC I/O to transmit
the data to the experiment via the RAU. Keyboard inputs will be routed
by the ECOS, via. 1/0, directly to RAU output channels or stored for ex-
periment computer applications software (ECAS) processing for later com-
mand transmission.
B. Ground Generated Data. Orbiter state vector and other corollary data
will.be received by GPC software and transmitted to the EC at rates up
to 10 times/second via the MDM link. This data will be routed by the
ECOS to the HRM for downlink, and may be routed to experiments (at up
to 10 times/second) and the RAU serial PCM command channels. Applica-
tion software may also use this data to sequence experirr>nts.
C. ECOS/ECAS Generated Data. Experiment computer application software
i.e., control law, monitor, prestored sequence, etc.) may also gen-
erate commands and data for transmission to experiments as RAU ON/OFF
or serial PCM commands.
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D. MMU Data. Data prestored on the MMU may be retrieved under direction
from grould, keyboard, or ECAS control and routed to experiments via
the RAU interface.
E. Orbiter Safing System Commands. Safing commands are available to experi-
ments as a means of safing equipment in the event of a system failure
(i.e., caution and warning condition). The Orbiter will provide up to
36 safing commands for use in response to caution and warning signals.
These safing commands must be manually initiated from an Orbiter display/
keyboard system and will then be transmitted over an MOM discrete output
directly to the experiment. In addition, switches on the AFD R7 panel
are dedicated to safety-critical payload systems during launch and re-
entry. These switches may be hardwired from*the panel 	 to the experi"
ments.
5.2.3 Examples of Command and Control Capabilities. The types of commands and
data available for experiments and their principle sources are summarized in
table 5-1. All of these commands, except for the safing commands, must come
through the experiment computer and be transmitted through software to the
experiment via RAU ON/OFF or serial PCM command interfaces.
The SL command and data flow can provide experimenters the capability to:
activate/deactivate the experiment; control discrete experiment functions;
automatically or manually sequence experiment operation; supply initializa-
tion, environmental, and operational data to experiments; load DER memory;
and modify DEP software.
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COMMAND/DATA TYPE PRINCIPLE SOURCES
SINGLE FUNCTION COMMAND
TIME SEQUENCED POCC, EC, SLKB
EVENT SEQUENCED EC
IMMEDIATE POCC, SLKB
STORED COMMAND SEQUENCE
TIME SEQUENCED POCC, EC
EVENT SEQUENCED EC
TPC COROLLARY DATA GPC
EC DATA EC
EC SOFTWARE MODIFICATION GROUND
DEP LOAD
TOTAL MMU
PARTIAL GROUND
SAFING GPC KEYBOARD, R7 SWITCHES
9
TABLE 5-1
EXPERIMENT COMMAND TYPES
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5.3 SUBSYSTEM COMMAND AND CONTROL
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The Spacelab computers will provide command processing forserial digital com-
mands received via the MDM serial I/O interface (reference Spacelab/Orbiter
ICD No. 2-05301) with the Orbiter CPC and Telecommand (TLC). All uplink com-
mands will be processed by one or both of two general types of command pro-
cessing -- single-stage processing and/or two-stage processing. The selection
of which processing is used for any given command will be a function of the
uplink command structure. Only one type of processing will be required for
each MDM message.
Those commands which are required to be executed by onboard software immediately
upon receipt will be handled by single-stage processing.
Commands to be processed by the two-stage processor are those commands which
are buffered and downlinked via the PCMMU for review on the ground before
execution. A two-stage buffer-execute command (uplink or keyboard entry) is
then required to cause the command software to execute the two-stage buffer.
The single-stage processing of commands will be independent of two-stage pro-
cessing so that single-stage commands may be processed while two-stage process-
ing (review) is in progress, unless there is contention for using the same
resource.
The command software will be resident in all memory configurations. The
design approach to command software will be such that no design/code change
is required to configure for end-item dependent applications needs.
The command functions requiring command processor support are defined in
tables 5-2 and 5-2A. Table 5-3 contains the Spacelab RAU Command List.
5.3.1 Sin le-State Processin
	
Execution of single-stage process commands
will be initiated immediately upon receipt of the uplink command.
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TABLE 5-2
S/L COMMAND FUNCTIONS 	 k `
r.
t.
RECORD ID
(HEX CODE) COMMAND
20 SSPC Load
21 Issue Discrete
22 Issue Multiple Discretes
23 Write Serial with Fixed Data
24 Write Serial with Variable Data
25 HRM Format Load via MMU
26 HRM Format Load via MDM
27 Spare
28 Start Task
29 Load Memory Configuration from MMU
2A Cancel
ZB Terminate
2C Write Core Memory
2D Write Core Memory Scatter
2E Dump Core Memory
2F Dump MMU Block
30 Load Memory Configuration from MDM
31 Checkpoint Initialize
32 Checkpoint Retrieval
33 Change Monitor Data
34 Clear SSPC Buffer
35 Clear Two Stage Buffer
36 Execute Two Stage Buffer
37 MET Initialize
38 Set CDT Active/Inactive Bit
39 Switch to MTU
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TABLE 5-2	 (CONT'D)
RECORD ID
(HEX CODE) COMMAND
3A Declare DPA End Item OP/NOP
3B Orbiter Position Vector (GTOD)
3C Orbiter Attitude Vector (GTOD)
3D Orbiter Position/Attitude Vector
3E Read MMU
3F Write MMU
40 Update RTC GMT
TABLE 5-2A
S/L APPLICATION COMMAND FUNCTIONS
RECORD ID
(HEX CODE) APPLICATION PROGRAM COMMANDS
60 receive Memory Load
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"GHTS 1. ~. 11 ON X ".n"I' d,cult 
LIGHlS I. 3. II OFF X br •• ker. only 
LIGHTS 3. ~. ,. 10 ON X 
LIGHH ]. ~. ,. 1,0 OF" X 
,LJGH,n =. s. 7. 12 ON X 
L.I'GHTS Z. S. 7. 12 OFF X 
EPOB I ALL OC+AC OU~PUTS ON I IU of criId's 
[POB 1 ALL OC+AC OUTPuTI OFF B ~Ol to ~I~ 
,[POB 1 DC" OUTPUt ON P 
'[POB 1 OCII OUT,PUT OFF P 
;[P,OB 1 ~C12 OUTPUT ON P 
IEPOB 1 OC12 OUtpUT OFF P 
,EPOB 1 ocn·l:' OUT'PUT ON P 
'£POB 1 OCI3·1" OUTPUT OFF P 
EPOB 1 AC11 OUTPUT 011 P 
[POB 1 ACII OUTPUT ~fF P 
[POB 1 41112- nUT put o~, P 
EP08 I A~!Z OUTPUT OfF P 
[POB I AC 1! -1,. OUTPUT 011 P 
EPOB 1 AC 1 3 .,:. OU~PUT OFF P 
,;POB 2 ALL Ot+At OUTPUTS ON B IU 0' cmd" s 
IEPDB 2 ALL DC+RC OUTPUTS OFF I ~2l to ~)~ 
EPDB 2 onl OUTPUT ON P 
[POI 2 0[21 ~IJT'PUT orF P 
EPDB 2 OC22 our,PUT ON P 
EPOB 2 DC22 OUTPUT OFF P 
'£P08 2 OC:3-.:!" OUiTr!.:'! o.~ P 
'EPOB 2 OC23-24 OUTPUT OFF P 
[POB 2 AC: 1 CUT~UT ON P 
EPOB 2 ACll OU~PUT OFF P 
IE'P08 2 At:.:! OUif'l'UT ON P 
fPOB 2 ACZ~ Ol,fj',U'r OFF P 
'fPOB 2 At23-" OUlP'JT Ol~ P 
EPOB 2 Rt23·2" OU~PU~ OFF P 
'EPOI 3 RL. Dt+AC OUTPUTS ON I IU of cmd's 
'£POI 3 ALL DC •• C OUTPUTI OFF 8 "~l to ~5~ 
EPDI J DCll OU~PUT ON P 
HOB 3 DC}1 OU~PUT OFF P 
I£POI 3 UCJ2 ou~put ON P 
,[POB J OC32 O.UT'PUIT ~F' P 
'£POB I ~r.ll·l!· OUTPUT nil p 
[POB J DCll-l" OU~PUT orF p 
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TABLE 5-3 (CONT'R)
Subsystem; EPDS 2
REFERENCE	 COMMAND NAME	 CDM SOURCE
	 REMARKS
TO COMMAND
	
IDENT.	 AFD S/L
	
NUMBER
	 MDM RAU SW SW
	
SOIK0291	 LIGHTS I, 7, 11 ON	 X Manual circuit
	
SOIK0292	 LIGHTS 1, 3, It OFF
	 X breakers only
	
SOIK0293	 LIGHTS 3, 4, 9, 10 ON
	 x
	SOIK0294	 LIGHTS 3, 4, 9, 10 OFF
	 X
	
SOIK0295	 LIGHTS 2, 5, 7, 12 ON
	 X
	
SOIK0296	 LIGHTS :, 5, 7, 12 OFF	 x
	SOIK0401	 EPDB 1 ALL .DC+AC OUTPUTS ON
	 B	 BU of cmd's
	
S010402
	 EPDB 1 ALL DC+AC OUTPUTS OFF 8
	 403 to 414
SOIK0 4 03 EPDB 1 DCii OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0404 EPDB 1 DCI1 OUTPUT OFF P
5DIK0405 EPDB 1 OC12 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0406 EPDB 1 DC12 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0407 EPDB	 1 DC13+14 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0408 EPDB	 1 DC13-14 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0409 EPDB	 1 ACI1 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK041.0 EPDB	 1 AC11 OUTPUT OFF P
501KO411 EPDB	 1 AC12 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0412 EPDB	 1 AC12 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0413 EPOB	 1 AC13-14 OUTPUT OU P
SOIK0414 EPOB	 1 AC13,14 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0421 EPDB	 2 ALL DC+AC OUTPUTS ON B
SOIK0422 EPDB 2 ALL DC+AC OUTPUTS OFF B
SOIK0423 EPDB 2 DC21 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0424 EPDB 2 DC21 nIJTPUT OFF P
SOIK0425 EPDB 2 DC22 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0426 EPDB 2 DC22 OUTPUT OFF P
SGIK0427 EPDB 2 DC23•2 4 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0428 EPDB 2 DC23 -211 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0429 EPDB 2 AC21 OUTPUT ON P
SOIKO434 EPOB 2 AC21 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0431 EPDB 2 AC22 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0432 EPOB 2 RC22 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0433 EPDB 2 AC23* 24 OUTPUT ^N P
SOIK0434 EPDB 2 AC23-2 1 1 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0441 EPDB 3 ALL DC+AC OUTPUTS ON 8
SOIK0442 EPDB 3 ALL DC+AC OUTPUTS OFF B
501KC443 EPDB 3 DC31 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0444 EPDB 3 DC31 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0445 EPDB 3 DC32 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0446 EPDB 3 DC32 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0447 EPDB 3 17033 + 3 1 , OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0448 EPDB 3 DC33+34 OUTPUT OFF P
BU of cmd's
423 to 434
BU of cmd's
443 to 454
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Subsystem: EPDS	 3
REFERENCE COMMAND NAME COM SOURCE REMARKS
TO COMMAN
IDEni. FD S/L
$WmBER MOM RAU SW SW
SOIK0449 EPOS 3 AC31	 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0450 EPDS 3 AC31
	
OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0451 EPOS 3 AC32	 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0452 EPDS 3 AC32	 OUTPUT OFF P
5010453 EPDB 3 AC33+34 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0454 EPDB 3 AC33+34 OUTPUT OFF P
S010461
SOIK0462
EPDB 4 ALL DC+AC OUTPUTS ON
EPDB 4 ALL DC+AC OUTPUTS OFF
B
S
BU of cmd's
463 to 474
SOIK0463 EPDB 4 DC41	 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0464 EPDB 4 OC41	 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0465 EPOS 4 OC42	 OUTPUT ON P —
SO1K0466 EPDB 4 OC42	 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0467 EPDB 4 OC43+44 OUTPUT ON P
S01K0468 EPDB 4 OC43+44 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0469 EPDB 4 AC41	 OUTPUT ON p
SOIK0470 EPDB 4 AC41	 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0471 EPOS 4 AC42
	
OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0472 EP09 4 AC42
	 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0473 EPOS 4 AC43+44 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0474 EPDB 4 AC43+44 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0481 EPDB 5 ALL DC+AC OUTPUT ON S BU of cmd's
SOIK0482 EPOS 5 ALL DC+AC OUTPUT OFF S 483. to 494
SOIK0483 EPDB 5 DC51
	
OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0484 EPDB 5 005 1 	 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0485 EPDB 5 DC52
	 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0486 EPD6.5 DC52	 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK6487 EPDB 5 DC53+S4 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0488 EPDB 5 DC53+54 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0489 EPDB 5 AC51	 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0490 EPOS 5 AC51
	
OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0491 EP09 5 AC52	 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0492 EPOS 5 AC52
	 OUTPUT OFF P
SOIK0493 EPDB 5 AC53+54 OUTPUT ON P
SOIK0494 EPOS 5 AC53+54 OUTPUT OFF P
i	 5-13
TABLE 5-3 (CONT10).
Subsystem: CDMS	 I
REFERENCE COMMAND NAME COM SOURCE REMARKS
TO COMMAND
^FDAIDENT. S
NUMBER MDM RAU W SW
S03KO101 SS-COMP PWR ON/SS-DMA TO SS COMP P
S02KO102 SS-COMP PWR OFF/AUTO RESTART OFF P (I)
S03KO105 SS-COMP AUTO RESTART ON P
503KO106 SS-COMP LOAD VIA MMU P
S02KO107 SS-COMP LOAD VIA MOM P
50390131 BU-COMP PWR ON/SS DMA TO BU COMP P(2) BU Equipment
S03KO133 BU-COMP PWR ON/EXP DMA TO BU COM (2 BU Equipment
S03KD132 BU-COMP PWR OFF/AUTO RESTART OFF P(2) (1) SU Equipment
S03KO135 BU-COMP AUTO RESTART ON P(2)P(2 BU Equipment
SD3X0136 BU-COMP LOAD VIA MMU P(2)P(2 BU Equipment
S03KO13 BU-COMP LOAD VIA MOM (
S03KO13Z BU-COMP PWN OFF/AUTO RESTAUR OFF P(2)P(2
S03KO16T EXP-COMP PWR ON/EXP OMA TO EXP
COMP P
S03K0162 EXP-COMP PWR OFF/AUTO RESTART
OFF P (1)
S03KD165 EXP-COMP AUTO RESTART ON P
S03KC166 EXP-COMP LOAD VIA MMU P
S03KO167 EXP-COMP LOAD VIA MUM P
S03KO191 MMU PWR ON P(2)P(2
S03KO192 MMU PWR OFF P(2)P(2 ) (1)
503KC201 SS-1/0 PWR A ON/ P
S03KO202 SS-1/0 PWR B ON P BU Circuit
S02K0203 SS-1/O PWR A+B OFF
(1)S03KO204 SS ALL COUPLERS A ON/DMA TO p
S03KO211 SS MOM COUPLER B ON	 SS-COUP P BU Circuit
S03KO272 SS PCMMU COUPLER B ON P SU Circuit
S03KO213 SS MMU COUPLER B ON P BU Circuit
S03KO214 SS RAU COUPLER B ON P BU Circuit
S03KO215 SS DDU/KB COUPLER B ON P 1 SU Circuit
SD31(0216 SS TIME COUPLER OFF P
S03KO251 EXP-1/0 PWR A ON/DMA TO EXP COMP P
S03KO252 EXP-1/0 PWR B ON P BU Circuit
S03KO253 EXP-1/0 PWR A+B OFF P (1)
S03KD254 EXP-1/0 ALL COUPLERS A ON/DMA TO P
503KO261 EXP-1/0 MDM COUPLER B ON
	
EXP-C P P BU Circuit
S03KO262 EXP-I/O PCMMU COUPLER B ON P BU Circuit
S03KO263 EXP-1/0 MMU COUPLER B ON P BU Circuit
S03K0264 EXP-1/0 RAU COUPLER B ON P BU Circuit
S03KO265 EXP-1/0 DDU/KB COUPLER B ON P BU Circuit
S03KC266 EXP-1/0 TIME COUPLER OFF P
i
JSC-12033
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Subsystem: CDMS
	
2
REFERENCE COMMAND NAME CDM SOURCE REMARKS
TO COMMAND
IOENT. AFD S/L
NUMBER MDM RAU SW SW
S03KO301 ALL SS-RAU PWR ON P
S03KC302 ALL SS-RAU PWR OFF P (1)
S03KC311 SS-RAU AfPWR ON x x Cmd's used to NOTE:
S03KO316 SS RAU B PWR ON X Isolate failed (1) BU cmd is pro-
S03KC321 SS-RAU C I PWA ON x RAU and for test vided by COMS
$03 KO326 SS-RAU	 I PWR ON x and C/O purpose. MASTER PWR OFF
503KO331 55-RAU	 PWR ON x May be used as SU S03KO001
S03KO336 SS-RAU	 PWR ON x cmd's of S03KO301
503KO341 SS-RAU	 PWR ON x (2) MOM cmd's are
S03KO346 SS RAU	 PWR ON used Wien the
BU comp is used
S03KO401 ALL EXP-RAU PWR ON B BU cmd for indivi- as BU of SS-comp
dual EXP-RAU on cmd RAU cmd's are
- ALL EXP-RAU PWR OFF - (1) used wwien the
S03KO406 EXP RAU (	 ) PWR on P (3) BU comp is used
to as BU of Exp-
503KO597 EXP RAU {	 ) PWR OFF P (3) comp
S03KO731 HRDR PWR ON P (3) ON/OFF cmd's are
SD3KO732 HRDR PWR OFF P provided at each
S03KC733 HRDR STOP P EXP-RAU location
503KO741 HRDR RECORD P from thn nearest
S03KO742 REPLAY P SS-RAU
S03K0744 HRDR FAST FORWARD P
S03KC745 HRDR FAST REWIND P (4) BU cmd fcr:
S03KO751 HROR RATE 1-2 MOPS P 503KO102
S03KO752 HRDR RATE 2-4 MOPS P S03KD132
S03K0753 HRDR RATE 4-8.MBPS P S03KO162
S03KC754 HRDR RATE 8-16 MOPS P S03KC192
S03KO755 HRDR RATE 16-32 P S03KC203
S03KO76i HRDR SELF TEST P S03K0253
S03KC302
S03KOOOI CDMS MASTER PWR OFF a (4) All EXP-RAU's
PWR OFF
S03KOODI HRM PWR ON P
S03KO802 HRM PWR OFF P
5-15
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Subsystem: EC/LS	 1
REFERENCE COMMAND FAME CUM SOURCE REMARKS
TO COMMAND
IDENT. AFD S/L
NUMBER MOM RAU SW SW
S02KOI1l N 2-VALVE 1301-1 OPEN P
S02K0112 H -VALVE 1301-I CLOSE P
S02KO113 N2-VALVE 1301-2 OPEN P BU Equipment
S02K0114 N2 -V ALVE 1301-2 CLOSE P BU Equipment
S02KD131 O2-SHUT OFF VLV 1223 OPEN P
S02K0132 02-SHUT OFF VLV 1223 CLOSE P X X Emergency Cmd
SOZKOISI N -CTRL VALVE 1401-1 OPEN P
S02KD152 N2-CTRL VALVE 1401-1 CLOSE P
S02K0153
S02KO154
N2-CTRL VALVE 1401-2 OPEN
N2-CTRL 	VALVE 1401-2 CLOSE
P
P
BU Equipment
BU Equipment
S02KO211 DEPRESS VALVE 1601+ ARM X X Emergency Cmd
S02KO212 DEPRESS VALVE 1604 OPEf! X X Emergency Cmd
S02K0213 DEPRESS VALVE 1604 CLOSE X X Emergency Cmd
S02K0231 PRESS. RELIEF VLV 1601-1 OPEN P
S02K0232 PRESS. RELIEF VLV 1601-1 CLOSE P
S02K0233 PRESS. RELIEF VLV 1601-2 OPEN P
502K0234 PRESS. RELIEF VLV 1601-2 CLOSE P BU Equipment
S02KO301 CABIN FAN 2104-1 ON 	 P
S02K0303 CABIN FAN 2104-2 ON 	 P
S02KO305 CABIN FAN 2104-1/2 OFF 	 P BU Equipment (1)
$02K0321 TEMP CONTROLLER2301-1 ON P
S02K0322 TEMP CONTROLLER .303- 1 OFF P
S02K0341 TEMP CONTROLLER 2301-2 ON P• BU Equipment
S02K0342 TEMP CONTROLLE" =1001-2 OFF P BU Equipment
S02K0325 TEMP. SELECT 2309-1 X X Analog Setting
502K0345 TEMP. SELECT 2309-2 X BU Equipment
SO2K0401 ROTARY SEPARATOR 2403-1 ON P
S02K0402 ROTARY SEPARATOR 2403-1 OFF P (1)
502K0411 ROTARY SEPARATOR 24 03-2 ON P BU Equipment
S02K0412 ROTARY SEPARATOR 2403
-2 OFF P (1)	 BU Equipment
S02KO431 CONDENS. DUMP VLV 2601 OPEN1 P
S02K0432 CONDENS, DUMP VLV 2601 OPEN 2 B
S02K0433 CONDENS. DUMP VLV 2601 CLOSE 1 B P
S02K0434 CONDENS. DUMP VLV 2601 CLOSE 2 B B
S02K0441 NOZZLE TEMP. CONTR. 2606-1 ON P
SO M442 NOZZLE TEMP. CONTR. 2601-1 OFF P
S02KO443 NOZZLE TEMP. CON R. 2601-2 ON P
S02KO444 NOZZLE TEMP. CONTq. z6O1-2 OFF P
P
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Subsystem: EC/LS	 2
REFERENCE COMMAND NAME CDM SOURCE REMARKSTO COMMAND(DENT. QAFD 5/L
NUMBER MDM tir Stir
S02KO501 AVIONICS FAN 1 LOW SPEED ON P B (1)
S02KO502 AVIONICS FAN 1 HIGH SPEED O P BU Equipment
S02K0503 AVIONICS FAN 1 OFF B B (1) BU Equipment
S02KOSO4 AVIONICS FAN 2 LOW SPEED ON P B
S02k/505 AVIONICS FAN 2 HIGH SPEED 0 P
S02KO506 AVIONICS FAN 2 OFF B 0
S02KO507 AVIONICS FAN IT2 OFF P
502KOOli FIRECSMOKE SENSOR I	 INHIBIT x
502KO012 FIRESSMOKE SENSOR 2 	 INHIBIT x
t
S02KDO13 FIREsSMOKE SENSOR 3
	
INHIBIT x
S02KOD14 FIR£bSMOKE SENSOR 4 INHIBIT x
S02KOOIS FIREESMOKE SENSOR 5
	
INHIBIT x
502K0016 FIREESMOKE SENSOR 6 INHIBIT X
S02KOODI FIRE&SMOKE SENSORS TEST P
S02K00O2 F1Rt&5MOKE SENSORS RESET P
S02KO020 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM ARM x X Emergency Cmd's
$02K0030 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM ARM x
S02KO021 SUPPRESSANT DISCHARGE LEFT x
S02KO031 SUPPRESSANT DISCHARGE LEFT xS02KOD22 SUPPRESSANT DISCHARGE CABIN X
S02KO032 SUPPRESSANT DISCHARGE CABIN x
S02KO023 iUPPRESSANT DISCHARGE RIGHT x
S02KO033 SUPPRESSANT DISCHARGE RIGHT x
$020651 ECLS MASTER PWR OFF B (2)NOTE:
(1) BU cmd
	
is pro-
vidod by ECS
MASTER POWER OFF
cmd S,02KCO51
(2) BU cmd for$02K0305
S02K0402
S02KO412
SD2KO502
S02KO504
sD4KO123
s04KO223
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i.
A
Subsystem: EC/TC
REFERENCE COMMAND NAME CON.-SOURCE REMARKS
TO COMMAND
]DENT. AFD SA
NUMBER MOM RAU SW SW
$0490121 WATER PUMP I PWR ON P 8
SO4KO122 WATER PUMP I PWR OFF B BU Equipment
SO4KC123 WATER PUMP 2 PWR ON P B (1)
SO4K0124 WATER PUMP 2 PWR OFF B
SO4KC125 WATER PUMS 162 PWR OFF P
SO4K0221 FREON PUMP 1 PWR ON P
SO4K0223 FREON PUMP 2 PWR ON P BU Equipment
SO4KO225 FREON PUMPS 162 PWR OFF P (1)
SO4KQ321 WATER LINE HEATERS ON P
SO4K0322 WATER LINE HEATERS AUTO P
504K0323 WATER LINE HEATERS OFF P Note:
(1) BU cdm Is pro-
vided by ECS
MASTER PWR OFF
S02KOOSI
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5.3.2 Two-Stage Processing*. Two stage processing is required to review each
MOM message (all user records in one MUM transmission, with a maximum of 31 16-
bit words) prior to execution. The Subsystem Computer (SSC) and/or the Experiment
Computer (EC) will store the MOM message in the two-stage buffer and then route
this data to the PCMMU. A two-stage buffer execute command will then be required
to transfer the contents of the buffer to the appropriate user specified by the
RIW (see para. 5.5). Execution of the two-stage buffer may also be accomplished
by the receipt of another MOM message with the same RIW (implied execute) as the
message currently in the two-stage buffer. In addition to transferring the con-
tents to the user, the buffer will be cleared and made available for another MOM
message. The buffer will also be cleared upon SSC and/or EC initialization.
If, during verification, the contents of the two-stage buffer are found to be in
error, a buffer clear command will be issued from the ground to clear the buffer.
The two-stage buffer will be sized to accommodate one MDM message as defined
above.
The command software will check the fields in the RIW of the MDM message. If
the RIW contains illegal codes, the MDM message will not be processed further.
Illegal codes and the resulting error processing will be defined by the soft-
ware developer. All error condition codes detected will be routed to the
PCMMU.
Once a MOM message is in the two-stage buffer, no other two-stage MOM message
will be entered into the buffer unless it has the same RIW as the MDM message
currently in the buffer. If an attempt is made to load another MOM message
without the same RIW into the buffer, the software will reject the latter
message and set the appropriate error condition code for downlink. A buffer
clear (buffer value goes to all zeros) or execute will release the two-stage
buffer for receipt of an MDM message with a different RIW.
5.3.3 Spacelab Stored Program Commands (SSPC). There is a requirement that
the subsystems computer accept commands with an associated GMT tag for each
command. These commands will be transferred via single-stage or two-stage
processing into the SSPC buffer for storage until time of execution. In addi-
tion, SSPC's will be entered into the SSPC buffer via keyboard entries. The
SSPC buffer will order SSPC's by time. The SSPC buffer content will be pro-
vided to the PCMMU for downlink,and to the crew for display. When the current
time matches the GMT time tag of a given SSPC in the buffer,-the command will
be executed.
The SSPC buffer will be sized to contain a maximum of 10 commands with their
associated time words. Once the execution time tag has expired for a given
command, the space will be available for subsequent SSPC storage.
*As it presently stands, a command could be treated as a two-stage in the GPC
and then as a two-stage in the Spacelab computers (tandem two-stage). 1
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The capability will exist to clear the entire SSPC buffer via an SSPC buffer
clear command to be sent from the ground or the Spacelab keyboard, or to clear
individual SSPC's via keyboard entry. It shall also be cleared upon SSC
initialization.
If an attempt is made to enter an SSPC into the full SSPC buffer, it will be
rejected and an error message generated for the PCMMU and crew display.
5.3.4 Ground Uplink to MMU. A mass memory unit (MMU) update will be accom-
plished- by up inking a mass memory read command. Upon execution of a mass
memory read command, the SSC will cause the specified block to be transferred
from the mass memory to the mass memory buffer in the SSC. The SSC main memory
write function will then be used to update up to 30 words at a time of the mass
vt-.1mory buffer in main memory. Upon completion of the update, a mass memory
write command will be uplinked. Upon execution of this command, the SSC will
cause the block of updated data to be transferred to the specified block on
mass memory. An update to a mass memory block may consist of from 1 to 512
words, up to 30 words at a time. A complete mass memory block input can be
accomplished as discussed above by omitting the mass memory read function.
The format of the update will be consistent with the stored format; i.e., all
MMU stored programs will be in absolute memory image (AMI) format.
Proper sumchecks in the mass memory must be uplinked as data. The SCOS will
not automatically compute the proper checksum. The checksums will be pro-
vided by the user as a data input, except that SCOS will automatically calcu-
late checksum value for user files only.
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5.4 SPACELAB ACTIVATION AND ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS
Spacelab activation will be performed by the Orbiter crew using primarily the
systems management/payload GPC. This activation program will contain all the
necessary primary and backup discrete MDM and RAU subsystem commands required
to activate Spacelab.
In addition to the commands, the activation program display on the CRT will
contain the necessary Spacelab systems data to verify proper subsystem response
to each command. The sequencing will be in response to Orbiter GPC keyboard
inputs by the crewman. An input is required for each command output; i.e.,
there is no automatic sequencing. Both the commands and response of the acti-
vation sequence will be continuously updated on the Orbiter CRT for the crew-
man. All response data will be displayed in the most meaningful fashion; any
out-of-limits conditions will be detected and annunciated by the Orbiter FDA
software.
If any out-of-limits condition is detected, the crewman will procedurally
determine the extent of the problem and determine the proper course of action
to correct it. No SSC software is required to perform fault localization.
All the commands to backup system components (e.g., redundant fan or pump)
will be available in the activation sequence, and can be used to correct any
problem.
The subsystem computer I/O unit, SSC, MMU, and subsystem RAU's will be acti-
vated via MDM discrete commands and serial MDM commands for SSC software con-
trol using the Orbiter CRT keyboard.
The experiment computer system, although not directly connected to the Orbiter
via MDM discrete channels, will be activated via the serial MDM channel and
the SSG using the Orbiter CRT keyboard; this is identical. to the SSC activa-
tion.
The high rate data assembly (HRDA) system will be activated from the Orbiter
CRT keyboard or the MCC. Full on-orbit control and monitoring by the HRDA
system is primarily an MCC function, with backup through the Orbiter CRT
keyboard. Only status information and configuration control-will be necessary
from a Spacelab DDU keyboard.
The airlock will be activated, monitored, and controlled primarily via the air-
lock hardware display and control. Any additional status information will be
provided via SL DDU.
The instrument pointing system will be activated, monitored, and controlled
primarily with the Spacelab DDU keyboard system.
5-21
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As a backup to the primary Spacelab C&W parameter processing in the Orbiter,
independent C&W processing will be performed in the subsystem computer. All
associated controls and display functions are performed via the Spacelab DDU
keyboard.
To satisfy the above operations concept, the Orbiter will provide software to
activate, monitor, and control the basic Spacelab subsystems during its
entire flight phase. This software consists primarily of command and display
generation, limit sensing, and engineering-unit conversion of Spacelab param-
eters.
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f	 5.5 SPACELAB COMMAND FORMATS
a
The following paragraphs list each S/L command type, a description of the
command function, and its format.
The uplink command structure will use a minimum number of 16-bit words. Spe-
cifically, commands for RAU discretes, HRM discrete control functions, and HRM
configuration changes will contain one 16-bit data word plus the command header
word (CHW) and record identification word (RIW) words. It will also be possi-
ble to load the HRM from the ground by uplinking the entire 18 consecutive
16-bit words of data necessary for HRM configuration/format changes. The
16-bit data word will contain an identification number which will be the same
for each end-item/function from mission to mission. In addition, the computer
will automatically perform a pulsing function for each RAID discrete command if
required by the hardware. If a command failure indication is received by the
SC, an error message will be time-tagged and routed to the active Spacelab
displays and to the PCMMU. The details of this tagged error are TBD..
The format for the CHW and the RIW are as follows:
Command Header Word (CHW). The CHW is the first word transmitted from ORBITER
to SPACEL Bar
1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 10 ( 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15
F A I Operation Codel Rec I	 f	 Number of valid data
C	 C/0
	
Spare
	
words (CDWs)
K	 J Ind
Bit	 Description
0	 ACK - The acknowledge bit shall indicate the status of
the last transmission received by the ORBITER. The "ack"
bit is set to zero when the last transmission is received
and recognized as valid. The "ack" bit shall be set to
one in case of hardware and / or software detected errors
as described in Appendix A, Reference 5.
1-4
	 OPERATION CODE
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Bit
	 Description
Bit 1 indicates, this Operation Code is
used for SPACELAB Hardware - or Software
Control Mode:
Bit 1 = " 0"	 SPACELAB in Software Control
Mode
Bit 1 = "l"	 SPACELAB in Hardware Control
Mode
The following Operation Codes apply for.
the Software Control Mode.
0111 - ACCEPT DATA
is normally used to request
SCOS/EGOS to accept the data words
within the MOM Message.
0001 - RETURN COMMAND HEADER WORD.
is used for verification purposes to
require a return of the CHW and a
transmission of the SPACELAB MOM
coupler status word.
0101 - RETURN(ORBITER) MDM MESSAGE
is used for verification purposes to
require a return of the content (31
data words following the CHW) of the
MDM Message.
0011 - RETRANSMIT LAST MDM MESSAGE
is used to request a retransmission of
the previous MOM Message issued by
SPACELAB.
The following Operation Codes apply for
the Hardware Control Mode.
1100 - LOAD
is used to write up to 30 data words
consecutively into the addressed
SPACELAB core memory word:..
1110 - LOAD f DUMP
is used to write up to 30 data words
consecutively into the addressed
SPACELAB core memory and then to
read and transmit the same words
back to the ORBITER in the next MOM
Message.
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1010 - DUMP
is used to read and to transmit 30
data words from the addressed
SPACELAB core memory to the ORBITER.
1001 - RETURN COMMAND HEADER WORD
is used for verification purposes to
require a return of the CHW and a
transmission of the SPACELAB MDM
coupler status word.
1000 - END OF LOADING
is used to initiate the SPACELAB
computer to switch from Hardware to
Software Control Mode.
All other bit combinations are
illegal.
REC - Two bit code identifying the number
of Record Identification Words within one MDM
Message:
00 = 0 user Record
01 = 1 User Record
10
illegal bit combination
11
In Hardware Control Mode these bits will set to (00)
C/O Ind.
In hardware control mode these bits will be
set to (00)
In software control mode,
these two bits will be used for ATE C/O purposes
and will be set to zero when interfacing with
the GPC.
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Description
9,10	 SPARE
These bits bill be set to (00)
11-15
	
NUMBER OF VALID DATA WORDS (CDW)
A five bit code (LSB is bit 15)
indicating the number of valid data words
within the MDM Message (including the
CHW):
000
.
00 = 1 data word (CHW)
00001 = 2 data words
11111 = 32 data words
Record Identification. The RIW is the first word of a user record within an
DM message.
Record Identification Word (RIW)
1 0 ! 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10 1 11	 12	 13	 14	 15 1
	E T	 NUMBER OF USER RECORD
f 0^S^	 RI	 f	
{
1	 l	 1	 1	 1
f R	 C	 f WORDS (CDW's)	 f
i	 f Q i	 I	 f
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Description
End of user record (EOR)
This bit when set to 11 0" indicates that this
user record is completely transmitted within
this MOM message. Bit 0 set to "1" indicates
that this user record will be continued.
TWO STAGE COMMAND PROCESSING (TSCP)
This bit set to "1" indicates that the con-
tent of this MOM message shall be verified
by the sender through PCM downlink before
it is transmitted to the user. This bit
will be always set to 0 within the MOM
messages sent to the Orbiter.
RECORD IDENTIFICATION CODE (RI)
32 bit combinations are reserved for the
identification of service records.
480 bit combinations are available for the
identification of application records, to
specify command functions, receiver addresses
for S/L User S/W and data types.
NUMBER OF USER RECORD WORDS
A five bit code (LSB is bit 15) indicating
the number of data words within this User
Record (including the RIW) as contained within
this MOM Message:
00000 - 1 data word (RIW)
00001 - 2 data words
.
11110 - 31 data words (maximum)
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5.5.1 SSPC Load. The function of this command is to load S/L Commands into
the Spacelab Stored Program Command (SSPC) buffer. The general layout of the	 I
SSPC Command is given in Figure 5.5-1.
RIW
S/L COMMAND
(3-16 BIT WORDS MAX)
31 WORDS MAX
E
S/L COMMAND
(8 WORDS MAX)
r
Figure 5.5-1 SSPC Load Record
Each S/L command to be put into the SSPC includes the GMT at which the command
is to be executed and its length is limited to 8 words including the Nested
RIW (NRIW). The (NRIW) has the same value as the RIW for each command. The
S/L commands which can be stored in the SSPC buffer are limited to:
• Issue discrete
Issue multiple discretes
a Write serial with fixed data
s HRM format load from MMU
• Start task
• Load memory configuration from MMU
e Cancel
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The SA-commands identified above have the general format shown in Figure 5.5-2.
NRIWI)
COMMAND PARAMETERS '	 COMMAND FORMATS
(MAX 4 WORDS)
	
	
DEFINED IN THE
FOLLOWING SECTIONS
F^ GMT
1) TSCP bit is always to be set to zero.
Figure 5.5-2 General Format of S/L Commands
Transferred to the SSPC
5.5.2 Issue Discrete. This command function shall issue a RAU/HRM discrete
function. An ID number identifies the command/end item function. Figure 5,5-3
shows the layout of the issue discrete record.
RIW
ID NUMBER
Figure 5.5-3 Issue Discrete Record
RJSC-12033
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5.5.3 Issue Multiple Discrete. This command function causes one or more RAU/
NRM discrete functions to be issued. This command function will use ;ultiple
command ID numbers to identify the RAU/HRM discrete commands to be issued.
Figure 5.5-4 shows the layout of the issue multiple discrete record. The
number of commands is indicated in the CDW field of the RIW.
RIW
ID NUMBER 1
31 WORDS MAX
f	 1
ID NUMBER N
Figure 5.5-4 Issue Multiple Discrete
Record
5.5.4 Write Serial With Fixed Data. This command function causes a serial
output command to be issued. An ID number shall identify the RAU serial output
channel if required and the command data words which shall be sent to that
channel.
Figure 5.5-5 shows the layout of the write serial with fixed data record.
RIW
ID NUMBER
Figure 5.5-5 Write Serial With Fixed Data Record.
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5.5.5 Write Serial With Variable Data. This command function causes an RAU
serial output command to be issued. An ID number shall identify the RAU serial
output channel. The command data words (up to a maximum of 29) shall be in-
cluded in the record. The format of the write serial with variable data
record is shown in Figure 5.5-6.
RIW
ID NUMBER
COMMAND DATA WORD 1
	
31 WORDS MAX
COMMAND DATA WORD N
Figure 5.5-6 Write Serial With Variable Data Record
5.5.6 HRM Format Load Via MMU. This command allows a high rate multiplexer
(HRM) format to be read from the MMU and loaded into the HRM format buffer.
The format of the HRM format load via MMU record is shown in Figure 5.5-7.
RIW
HRM FORMAT IDENTIFIER
3	 3
Figure 5.5-7 HRM Format Load Via MMU Record
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5.5.7 HRM Format Load Via MOM. This command provides for uplink transmission
of a HAM formatto the	 ormat buffer. The layout of the HRM format load
via MOM record is shown in Figure 5.5-8.
RIW
19 CDW's
HRM FORMAT
(18 WORDS)
Figure 5.5-8 HRM Format Load Via MOM Record
5.5.8 Write Core Memory. This command allows up to 29 consecutive words to
be written into core memory starting from a given absolute word address. The
write core memory record is shown in Figure 5.5-9.
RIW
MEMORY ADDRESS
	 31 WORDS MAX
I UP TO 29 DATA WORDS
Figure 5.5-9 Write. Core Memory Record
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5.5.9 Trite Core Memory Scatter. This command allows non -contiguous locations
in core memory to be changed. Each change is described by the absolute word
address and the single data word to be written to that location. The format
of the write core memory scatter record is shown in Figure-5.5-10.
RIW
MEMORY ADDRESS 1
DATA WORD 1
31 WORDS MAX
MEMORY ADDRESS N
DATA WORD N
Figure 5.5-10 Write Core Memory Scatter Record
i
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1 2
3 4
5 6
Figure 5.5-12 Terminate Record
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5.5.10 Cancel. The task specified by its name shallbe stopped in an orderly
manner. The format of the cancel record is shown in Figure 5.5-11.'
RIW
l	 2
(6 ASCII CHAR)
3	 4
5	 6
Figure 5.5-11 Cancel Record
5.5.11 Terminate. This command is used to immediately stop execution of the
specified task. The format of the terminate record is shown in Figure 5.5-12.
JSC-12033
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5.5.12 Start Task. This command shall . cause a single task to be activated.
The task is requ red to be core resident. The format of the start task record
is shown in Figure 5.5-13.
to .
jw^
RIW
1 2
4
5 6
(6 ASCII CHAR)
Figure 5.5-13 Start Task Record
5.5.13 Load Memory Confi guration from MMU. This command shall be used to load
a memori configuration from the MMU. The configuration is identified by its
name. The format of the load memory configuration from MMU record is shown
in Figure 5.5-14.
RIW
1 2
3 4
5 6
(6 ASCII CHAR)
Figure 5.5-14 Load . Memory Configuration From MMU Record
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5.5.14 Dump Core Memory. The dump core memory provides the capability to
dump the contents of a block of contiguous core memory locations via the
PCMMU. The command specifies the absolute word address of the start of the
dump and the number of words to be dumped. The format of-the dump core memory
record is shown in Figure 5.5-15.
RIW
START ADDRESS
TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS
Figure 5.5-15 Dump Core Memory Record
5.5.15 Dump MMU Block. The dump MMU Block command provides the capability to
dump the contents of a MMU block via the PCMMU. The command specifies the
physical MMU block address of the block to be dumped.
The format of the dump MMU block record is shown in Figure 5.5-16.
RIM
0 0 TRACK FILE SUBFILE BLOCK NUMBER
MMU
HARDWARE ADDRESS
Figure 5.5-16 Dump MMU .Block Record
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5.5.16 Load Memory Configuration frorn MDM. This command provides the capa-
bility for loading a memory configuration from the MDM into the core memory.
The records for the new configuration are received from the MDM via the RECEIVE
MEMORY LOAD AR. The forniat of the load memory configuration from MDM record
is shown in Figure 5.5-17.
-	 New
RIW
1	 2
3	 4
5	 6
(6 ASCII CI-IAR)
Figure 5.5-17 Memory Configuration Record
5.5.17 Checkpoint Initialize. This command aliows a pre-mission defined set
of data to be stored on MMU. The checkpoint data file is defined for each
memory configuration. Figure 5.5-18 shows the format of the checkpoint ini-
tialize record.
1	 RIW
Figure 5.5-18 Checkpoint InItialize Record
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MODE FUNCTION VALUE TYPE REMARK
1 ENABLE MONITORING 0 INTEGER
1 INHIBIT MONITORING 1 INTEGER
2 CHANGE UPPER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT SCALAR ENG UNITS
3 CHANGE LOWER LIMIT LOWER LIMIT SCALAR ENG UNITS
4 CHANGE N-COUNTER N-COUNTER INTEGER
5 CHANGE EXPECTED STATE EXPECTED STATE INTEGER UNCALIBRATED
i
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5.5.18 Checkpoint Retrieval. This command shall cause the retrieval of the
last valid checkpoint data stored on the MMU for the current memory configura-
tion. The format of the checkpoint retrieval record is the same as that shown
in Figure 5.5-18.
5.5.19 Change Monitor Data. This command supports the changes as described
in Table 5.5 - 1 to t e monitor data of one specific item identified by an ID
number. The change monitor data record is shown in Figure 5.5-19.
RIW
ID NUMBER
MODE
1	 1
` VALUE (T OR 2 WORDS)
Figure 5.5-19 Change Monitor Data Record
TABLE 5.5-1 SUPPORTED CHANGES OF MONITOR DATA
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5.5.20 Clear SSPC Buffer. This command shall clear and zero the entire SSPC
buffer. The format is a single RIW as shown in Figure 5.5-18.
5.5.21 Clear Two Stage Buffer. This command shall cause-the two stage buffer
to be cleared to zero and released for the receipt of another MDM message with
the same or different RI. The format is a single RIW as shown in Figure 5.5-18.
5.5.22 Execute Two Stage Buffer. This command shall validate the message in
the two stage buffer and zero buffer for further processing as a command or
application record. The format is a single RIW as shown in Figure 5.5-18.
5.5.23 MET Initialize. This command provides the GMT time at which the MET
time base began. The format of the command record is shown in Figure 5.5-20.
RIW
CMTO
Figure 5.5-20 MET Initialize Record
5.5.24 Set CDT Active/Inactive Bit. This command shall either set or reset
the active/inactive bit in the CDT entry designated by the ID number. If the
bit is set to active (value: = 0), then access of the associated end-item by
application software is allowed. If the bit is set inactive (value 1), access
is precluded. The format of the set CDT active/inactive bit record is shown
in Figure 5.5-21.
RIW
ID NUMBER
VALUE (INTEGER)
Figure 5.5-21 Set CDT Active/Inactive Bit Record
0
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5.5.25 Switch to Master Timer Unit (MTU). This command shall force the S/L:
computer to use the MTU as tyre  realtime clock. The format of the record is a
single RIW as shown in Figure 5.5-18.
5.5.26 Declare DPA End-Item OP/NOP. This command sets the status of a DPA
end-item to eRt er operational state = 0) or non-operational ( state = 1).
If the status is set to non-operational, no S/L asynchronously initiated I/O
involving this item is performed and the self test function for this item is
disabled. The DPA end-item is defined by a 2-character device name and.a
sub-address which is a 16-bit integer number as shown in Table 5.5-2.
Figure 5.5-22 shows the format of the declare DPA end item OP/NOP record.
TABLE 5.5-2 MNEMONICS FOR DPA END-ITEMS
DEVICE
NAME
SUB-
ADDRESS DPA END ITEM
RA -1 RAU COUPLER
RA 0 TO 31 RAU/HRM
KB 0 TO 5 KEYBOARD COUPLER
DD -1 DDS COUPLER
DO 0 TO 5 DISPLAY COUPLER
MU N/A MMU COUPLER
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RIW
DEVICE NAME
(2 ASCII CHARACTERS)
SUB-ADDRESS (INTEGER)
STATE (INTEGER)
Figure 5.5-22 Declare DPA End-Item OP/NOP Record
5.5.27 Orbiter Position Vector (GTOD). This record is transmitted by the
Orbiter to update the Orbiter position vector data in S/L at a TBD period.
The AR includes the current Orbiter position and velocity vector in Greenwich
time of day (GTOD) co-ordinate system, format TBD.
5.5.28 Orbiter Attitude Vector (GTOD}. This AR is transmitted by the Orbiter
to update the Orbiter attitude vector data in S/L at a TBD period.
The attitude is expressed as Euler angles and quaternion relative to the Green-
wich TOD co-ordinate system, and the attitude rates are measured in the Orbiter
body axes. The format of the record is TBD.
5.5.29 Orbiter Position/Attitude Vector in Aries Mean of 1950 Coordinates.
This record is transmitted by the Orbiter to update the Orbiter position and
attitude data in S/L at TBD time period.
The record includes the current Orbiter position and velocity vectors and the
attitude quaternion in Aries Mean of 1950 inertial coordinate system. The
format of the record is TBD.
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5.5.30 Read MMU. This command shall provide the capability to read one block
of MMU to afixed S/L modification buffer. The MMU block is defined by its
physical address. The format of the read MMU record is TBD.
RIW
00 1 TRACK 1, FILE I SUBFILE I BLOCK NUMBER MMU HARDWAREADDRESS
Figure 5.5-23 Read MMU Record
5.5.31 Write MMU. This command shall provide the capability to write one
block from a fixed S/L modification buffer to the MMU. The MMU block is de-
fined by its physical address. The write is performed with no checksum or
redundancy processing.
5.5.32 Update RTC GMT. This command is used to correct the S/L internal time
after the S/L has sensed an MTU failure and reverts to internal time. The
parameters consist of two values of GMT.
The first value denotes the time, according to the current internally main-
tained GMT time, when the correction is to occur. The second value of GMT
denotes the corrected value of GMT. The format of the update RTC GMT record
is shown in Figure 5.5-24.
RIW
TIME OF CORRECTION I
CORRECTED TIME
Figure 5.5-24 Update RTC GMT
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5.5.33 Receive Memory Load. Figure 5.5-25 gives the layout of the receive
memory load AR. The record may be extended via several MOM messages.
RIW
TASK AMI OR MCT
Figure 5.5-25 Receive Memory Load AR
5.5.34 ID Numbers for S/L Commands. The ID number associated with a S/L
command is represented by a 16-bit integer less than or equal to decimal 9999
for all S/L computers. ID numbers are used in the following commands:
a Issue discrete
• Issue multiple discrete
• Write serial with fixed data
Write serial with variable data
• Change monitor data
•, Set CDT active/inactive bit
An ID number identifies a CDT entry which in turn identifies a N/W or S/W end
item. No specific processing is implied by an ID number.
Table 5,5-3 gives the ID numbers allocated to each S/L computer.
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TABLE 5.5-3 ID NUMBER ALLOCATION
ID NUMBER ALLOCATION
TOP LEVEL
GROUPING LOWER LEVEL SIZING LOWER LEVEL SIZE OF
BREAKDOWN GROUPING GROUP
SOFTWARE
H/W MEASUREMENT 3000-6399 3400
EXPERIMENT 3000 TO H/W STIMULI
COMPUTER 6999
INTEGRATION AND 100 6400-6499 100
TEST SPECIAL
RESERVE/GROWTH 500 6500-6999 500
SOFTWARE (a) 400 0000-0399 400
H/W MEASUREMENT 587 0400-1499 1100
H/W STIMULI 300 1500-2299 800
SUBSYSTEM 0000 TO INTEGRATION AND 100 2400-2499 100
COMPUTER 2999 TEST SPECIAL
EXPT CAUTION AND 100 2300-2399 100
WARNING
RESERVE/GROWTH 500 2500-2999 500
SOFTWARE 400 7500-7899 400
H/W MEASUREMENT
(MSU & SCCD) 781 7900-9099 1200
ATE 7000 TO H/W STIMULI
COMPUTER 9999 (MSU & SCCD) 395 91OG-9699 600
INTEGRATION AND 300 9700-9999 300
TEST SPECIAL
RESERVE/GROWTH 500 7000-7499 500
NOTE (a). THIS IS TO INCLUDE S/W ID NUMBERS FOR IPS
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5.6 ORBITER UPLINK FORMAT FOR S/L COMMANDS
The Spacelab Uplink format is as shown in Figure 5.6-1.
5.6.1 Spacelab Serial Data Load. The Spacelab serial data load is used to
throughput data to the Spacelab computers. The definition of the load is
specified below.
Command Word (1)
1	 3	 4	 7	 8	 14	 15	 16
17	 21 22	 23	 24	 27	 28	 32
33	 48
DATA
LAST CW
FIRST CW
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Bi is
	
Descrjption
1-3
	
VEN ADD - Orbiter Vehicle Address
33-48
000 - Illegal
001 - Illegal
010 - Vehicle 102
011 - Vehicle 103
100 - Vehicle 104
101 - Vehicle 105
110 - Vehicle 106
111 - Vehicle 107
SM major function OP code (1000)
Spacelab serial data load OP code (TBD)
As applicable
Fixed to 1100111"
Indicates destination of data (1 =Spacelab Subsystem
Computer; O=Spacelab Experiment Computer)
Fixed to "1"
Fixed to 110000"
Indicates number of data words in the load
00000 = 0 data words
11111 = 31 data words
This is the first data word of the load and shall
always contain the Record Identification Word (RIW).
Refer to the payload FSSR for definition of the
RIW's and subsequent record data words for Spacelab
serial data loads.
4-7
8-14
15-16
17-21
,22
23
24-27
28-32
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ORBITER
CMD
WORD 1
U/L HEADER
(16 BITS)
CMD MDR WD (CHW)
(16 BITS)
RECORD ID WORD (RIW)
(16 BITS)
U/L HEADER
(16 BITS)
CMD DATA WD (COW) 1
CMD DATA WD (CDW) 2
1
I
ORBITER
CMD
WORD N
MAX CDW(s) = 30
Figure 5.6-1 Spacelab U/L Message Format
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CW 2 through CW n (N <16)
1	 3	 4	 7	 14	 15	 16'
LAST CW
FIRST CW
17	 32
DATA
33	 48
DATA
Bits	 Description
1-16	 Same as CW 1
17-32	 Contains one of up to 30 Spacelab serial data
load record data words which follow the RIW.
33-48	 Same as bits 17-32 (if the number of data words
following the RIW is odd, bits 33-48 of CW o
shall be arbitrary fill data).
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5.6.2 Sample Command Format. Figure 5.6-2 shows an example of the coding
for a Spacelab write core memory command.
The coding shown illustrates a command of maximum length consisting-of 30 CDW's.
Each Orbiter command is 48 bits in length, containing 2-16 bit S/L CMD words.
The first 16 bits of each Orbiter command word is an overhead word.
The second and third 16 bit segments in Orbiter word 1 contain the S/L CHW
and RIW with codes as defined in this section. The following Orbiter words
(Bits 17-48) contain the S/L command data words (COW).
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ADD
MAJ
FUNC OP CODE
EC
L
C DATA DATA
VVV1000 -TBD- 10 101110100001111.1 0100010110011110
0 0 CDWCDW
0
VVV 1000 0 1 CDW CDW TBD-
DOWNLINK
WORDS
1-2-3
4-5
6-7
8-9
10-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20-21
22-23
24-25
26-27
28-29
30-31
32-33
CMD
WORD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
V	 - VEHICLE ADDR (ORBITER)	 ,,,,o9661ei_,
CDW - S/L CMD DATA WORD
Figure 5.6-2 Spacelab CMD Format for Write Core Memory
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5.7 DATA FORMATS
5.7.1 Number Description
A. Integer
	
MSB	 LSB
Word 1 01 S 0 Binar =value 15
sign bit
16 bit integer
	
MSB	 LSB
Word 1	 Binary value
Word 7
32 bit integer.
Sign 0-0—► +
Negative values are represented in a 2's complement
B. Scalar
	
MSB	 LSB
	
0	 7	 15
S	 C
MANTISSA (m)
Scalar
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A scalar n is defined by its mantissa m, its exponent e, the base B
of the exponent and its sign:
n = ±m Be
B = base - 16
e = exponent = C 1 _7 - 64
24
m = mantissa = M8-31 =	 at 2 -1
S= sign =0- -qPw+
1 H-
A negative number is represented by the two's complement of the 32 binary
digits of its absolute value. The scalar used during communication shall
be normalized.
A positive scalar is normalized if its mantissa is larger than or equal
to 1/16.
A negative scalar is normalized if its absolute value is normalized.
C. Double Scalar
MSB	 LSB
0	 7	 15
	
Word 1	 S	 C
2
3
	
4	 Mantissa (m)
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A double scalar n is defined by its mantissa m, its exponent e, the
base B of the exponent and its sign:
n = m B e
B	 base = 16
e = exponent = C1-7 - 64
1=56
m = mantissa = M8-63 =
	
	 ai 2-1i=1
S = sign -N+
A negative number is represented by the two's complement of the 64 binary
digits of its absolute value.
A positive double scalar is normalized if its mantissa is larger than
or equal to 1/16.
A negative double scalar is normalized if its absolute value is
normalized.
A.double scalar p is represented by S=C=M=O.
The negative number 8000 0000 0000 0000 is not processed.
5.7.2 GMT. The GMT is represented by a 16 bit integer which specifies the
day with—  year and a 32 bit integer which gives the time in the day in
multiple of 10 msec.
1st January is day 1
.0	 day in the year
0
time of the day in
multiple of 10 ms
GMT
W
(16 bit
integer)
32 bit
integer
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SECTION 6
HIGH RATE DEMULTIPLEXER OUTPUT TELEMETRY FORMATS
6.1 OVERVIEW
This section describes the telemetry data format characteristics anticipated
for the early Spacelab flights. The parameters used to describe these formats
are those which directly or indirectly effect the MCC/POCC's ability to syn-
chronize with, decommutate/preprocess, record, and process/display this data
for MCC/POCC users.
Specific data link formats to be considered in this section include the direct
access channels,. the 16 individual experiment links, the Spacelab subsystem
and computer I/O channels, GMT time word formats, HRM/HROM configuration status
words, the Spacelab recorder links, and the three Spacelab voice channels. The
source of all of the above links is the input to the Spacelab High-Rate Data
Acquisition System (HRDAS).
The 4.2 MHz analog (FM) data link formats are not considered since there is no
requirement to demodulate FM multiplexed data in the POCC.
In the event that this link is used to transmit digital data, the formats the
POCC will process will be constrained by the standard formatting recommendations
in paragraph 6.2.2.3.
In addition to the above formats, this section includes detailed formats of
three typical Spacelab experiments and the payload formats for Spacelab
Flight 1.
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6.2 EXPERIMENT TELEMETRY FORMATS
6.2.1 Direct Link Experiment Formats. The HROAS provides direct access chan-
nels on Rich experimenters can downlink data, i.e., bypass the MUX formatter
and use the full bandwidth of the system. In this operating mode, formatting
is constrained by the standard formatting described in paragraph 6.2.2'.3. The
downlink frequencies are 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0,75, 1.0, 2.0, 4,0, 8.0, 16.0,
32.0, and 48 Mb/s..
6.2.2 Multiplexed Experiment Formats, Up to 16 input ports are available to
SL experimenters for inputting their unique PCM data streams. The HRM input
allows the. experimenter a wide range of flexibility for bit rate selection and
unique format structure; in fact, the experimenter is constrained only by the
following:
• The input data must be PCM NRZ-L code
• The input bit rate, averaged over any sequence of 64 bits, must be no
higher than the nominal data rate allocated to'the user (input buffer
constraint)
• The peak bit rate must not exceed 16 Mb/s (HRM input circuit hardware
constralint).
The experimenter delivering serial data to the HRM will, on the ground, recover
his data from the HRDM completely unchanged. This means that the user himself
has to take care of the formatting and structuring of his serial data.. To
facilitate this task, each HRM experiment channel can operate in two different
modes, as described below.
A. Normal Mode In this mode, the word structure in the HRM output frames
is not correlated with any structure of the input data. The serial in-
put data is arbitrarily chopped into 16-bit words for parallel processing
inside the HRM. Consequently, the user must insert some kind of sync
pattern into his serial input bit stream in order to be able to extract,
on the ground, his scientific data from the serial bit stream of his
output channel.
B. Word Pattern Transparency Mode. In this mode, the input data can be
structured in words that, after multiplexing, can be identified as words
in the HRM output frames in those positions determined by the chosen
format. Synchronously with the frame or format pulse (which indicates
the beginning of a new . frame or format, respectively), experiment data
can be delivered to the HRM in bursts of 16-bit words. Because the
clock counter is reset at the beginning of each format, these words are
6-2
identical to the internal words the HRM handles in parallel. in this
mode, the HRDM delivers the data words without bit rate smoothing at the
nominal bit rate allocated to the particular experiment channel. The
full definition of this mode is TBD.
The mode (normal or word pattern transparency) of each input channel is deter-
mined by an external HRM connector. This connector is programmed by hardwired
jumpers on a mission-to-mission basis.*
6.2.3 Telemetry Format Standards. Telemetry format standards for the data to
be processed in the POCC are contained in JSC-14433, POCC Capabilities Domnent.
*This modeisnot supported by the JSC POCC.
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6.3 HRM/HRDM COMPUTER I/O
Both the subsystem and experiment computers 'outputa serial PCM telemetry for-
mat to the ground via the BIU interfaces at the HRM. The POCC does not process
the subsystem I/O, therefore, this data stream will not be described. The for-
mat for the experiment computers is described in appendix K. These pages are
extracted from the MSFC Spacelab l POCC Requirements Document dated 28 November
1918.
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6.4	 HRM/HRDM GMT FORMAT
The GMT and flight number data which is subcomnutated apross the 16 frames of
the engineering format will be output in a serial burst of 56 bits once each
engineering format.	 The format of the HRDM output will be as shown below.
a	 Flight No.	 (0-99):
•	 Year * Day (x 100) (0-9/0-9): & i	 t	 i X15
•	 Days (0-99) : ,23
e	 Hours (0-23): V4.1
•	 Minutes (0-59) : 2	 ,	 ,	 :;99 1
•	 Seconds (0-59): .	 7
s	 Seconds (: 100) (0-99): 165
The data is BCD coded inside the pattern. Synchronously with the beginning of
each engineering format, the GMT pattern will be ser ?ally output (bit zero
first) from the HRDM in a burst of 56 bits.	 The GMT output bit rate shall be
equal to the HRDM input bit rate divided by 512.
The seconds (: 100) shall be decommutated from the first frame of a format.
The HRDM shall provide one GMT output. The data shall be NRZ-L coded and the
output sha l l consist of data and gated clock lines.
CSC-12033
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6.5 HRM/HRDM STATUS
	 ti
The operational and configuration status of the HRM will be obtained from two
sources:
• Configuration status included in the HRM output format
e Status the S/S computer obtains by interrogating the HRM periodically.
Status from the first source is displayed on the HRDM front panel as the data
is demultiplexed and is also available (via the MSU interface) to the ground
processor controlling the HRDM. The contents of this status source is described
in paragraph 6.5,1.
The routing of the HRM status obtained by the subsystem computer is not clearly
defined at this time. The capability exists for this status to be routed to
the ground via the PCMMU interleaved in the Orbiter downlink, and/or the status
can be routed via the HRM through the subsystem I/O channel, The status infor-
mation which will be available is described in paragraph 6.5.2.
6.5.1 HRM Confi guration Status Words. The first two words of alternate user
format frames words 96 and 97 of the engineering format) contain the HRM con-
figuration status and the subcommutated GMT. Since this data is obtained from
the HRDM via a processor, the ultimate format to be supplied to the user is to
be determined. The status information available is summarized in tables 6-1
and 6-2.
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TABLE 6-1HRM CONFIGURATION STATUS WORD 1
d	 7 8	 9CHANGE	 PLRGMT (BIT 0 = MSB; SEE BELOW) 	 FORMA	 FORMAT IDENTIFICATION* 	 ROUT-FLAG	 IING**
-	 *000000 = BITE FORMAT; ALL OTHER = TBD
**0 = OFF (NO SIGNAL OUTPUT); 1 = MUX
FRAME CONTENT
0, 2, AND KUNDREDTHS OF4-14 SECONDS
1 SECONDS
3 MINUTES
5 HOURS
7 DAYS
9 YEAR AND DAY(X 100)
11 FLIGHT NO.
13 SPARE
15 SPARE
RANGE
0-99
0-59
0-59
0-23
0-99
0-9,0-9
0-99
6-8
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TABLE 6-2
HRM CONFIGURATION STATUS WORD 2
n	 3 /t	 6 7	 Q in	 11 19	 14 id	 79
HRM FREQUENCY FREQUENCY KUSP 48 MHZ KUSP 4 MHZ KUSP 2 MHZ HDRR(MHz) (MHz) ROUTING ROUTING ROUTING ROUTING
BITS 0-3 HRM FREQ (MHZ-) BITS 7-9 KUSP 48 MHz ROUTING
0000 0.125 000 OFF
1000 0.250 100 OFF
0100 0.500 010 OFF
1100 1.000 110 OFF
0010 0.125 001 DACH NO. 1
1010 0.250 101 DACH NO. 2
0110 0.500 011 HDRR DIRECT DUMP
1110 1.000 111 MUX
0001 0.125
1001 1.00 BITS 10-11 KUSP (4 MHz) ROUTING
0101 2.0 00 OFF1101
0011
4.0
8.0
10 PLR DIRECT DUMP
1011 16.0
01 HDRR DIRECT DUMP
0111 32.0
11 MUX
lill 48.0 BITS 12-13 KUSP (2 MHz)
BITS 4-6 HDRR REPRO FREQ (M HZ) 0010
OFF
PLR DIRECT DUMP
000 2.0 01 HDRR DIRECT DUMP
l00 4.0 11 MUX
010
110
8.0
12.0 BITS 14-15 HDRR ROUTING
001 16.0 00 REPRO (DATA OFF)
101 24,0 10 DACH NO.	 1.
011 32.0" 01 DACH NO. 2
ill 11 MUX
4	 ..
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6.6 HRM/HROM RECORDER FORMATS
6.6.1 HDRR Formats. Data is recorded on the HDRR using NRZ -L plus .clock re-
cording technique, but the actual data format is dependent on the format of the
source from which data is received and the mode in which the recorder dumps data
to the ground. The HDRR can record and reproduce data formats from the direct
experiment channels and from the HRM multiplexer unit (with multiplexed data
from HDRR, payload recorder, direct experiment channels, experiment data bus,
subsystem data bus, GMT, and voice). Recorder playback for dumping data to
the ground is always in the reverse direction.
6.6.2 Payload Recorder Formats. Digital data is recorded on the payload
recorder using the bi -p ase T technique, but the actual data format is source
and mode dependent. All digital data to the payload recorder is supplied
through the HRM multiplexer unit as described under HDRR formats. The payload
recorder is very flexible and has many operational modes (see paragraph 3.2.1.4).
The number of modes will be preselected for a given flight. The ground pro-
cessing equipment receiving payload recorder dumps will require a capability
of detecting serial digital data in either forward or reverse direction.
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The HRM accommodates three voice channels, coming from the SL intercom master
station in module configurations and, if required, from the Orbiter ACCU in
pallet-only configurations.
A HRM built-in voice digitizer performs the necessary analog/digital conversion
for the three voice channels and the time-division multiplexing of the digi-
tized voice signals.
The voice digitizer transforms each analog voice signal to a 32 kb/s digital
signal; delta modulation is used for A/D conversion.
Each of the three voice digitizer circuits transmits four bits in parallel at
a sampling- 1requency of 8 kHz into an input buffer; three bits for the ON/OFF
status of each channel plus one spare bit complete the parallel 16 bits. Thus,
if a configuration with voice is programmed, the bit rate to be allocated to
this input is fixed at 128 kb/s.
The ground-based HRDM demultiplexes the voice channel and makes the composite
(three -channel) digital voice available at an output port for potential re-
cording. The HRDM also performs second
-level demultiplexing of the voice chan-
nel, providing three separate digital voice channel outputs. Each of these
channels are D/A converted using delta demodulation., and they appear as three
analog voice channels at the HRDM! output. Online internal distribution of
these three analog voice channels . is
 planned at the JSC POCC, as well as a
capability to remote any channel to external users as required. The d isposi-
tion of the digital form of the voice channels is TBO.
The characteristics of the output of the HRDM delta demodulator are as follows.
• 0dbmt3dbm
e Output bandwidth flat between 300 Hz and 2300 Hz
• Bandpass roll-off - 18 db, below 300 Hz and above 2300 Hz
• Output impedance - 600 ohms ± 1 percent
• Coupling: do isolated and balanced ( transformer coupling).
i^
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6.8 SPACELAB FLIGHT 1 PAYLOAD TELEMETRY FORMATS
This section defines the payload telemetry formats for flight 1. The format
characteristics are described in table 6-3. Further details are contained in-
the following paragraphs.
6.8.1 Experiment INS001. Formats A & B for Experiment INS001, Imaging Spec-
trometric Observatory are shown in tables 6-4 and 6-5, respectively.
6.8.2 To be supplied.
6.8.16 To be supplied.
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HRDM
CHNL
EXP
ID
SIT
RATES
KB/S
MAJOR FRAME
RATE
PERIOD SEC
MINOR FRAMES
PER
MA'OR FRAMES
WORDS
PER
MINOR FRAME
BITS
PER
WORD
SYNC PATTERN	 FRM CUR
LOCATION
LOC HEX LOC RANGE
1 INS013 512. .2 40 32 8
2 IES019 256. .02 20 32 8
3 IES020 1,000. .002048 8 32 8
i
.4 IES023 42. -.1995 4 256 8
5 IESO34 377. 2.78 256 512 8 jl
6 IES201 204.8 .125 32 100 8
7 INSOOI 2050. .2 125 410 8 1,2,3 FA,F3,20
7 INS001 255.84 1.0 -78 410 8 1,2,3 FA,F3,20
8 INS002 512. 1.0 250 256 8
9 INS003 272684 1.3 256 173 8
10 INS102 32. .96 16 240. 8
11 INS104 4. 1.248 4 156 8
12-15 SPARE
16 TGA? 246.784 1.0 64 241 16 1,2,3
DIRECT IES034 32,000. .3277 256 512 8
g - n
W rNCWW
I
TABLE 6-4
EXPERIMENT INSODI, FORMAT A
rni
FUNCTION FRAME ENGINEERING DATA SPECTROMETER DATASYNC COD COUNT S/C -EXP DATA WORD 1 WORD 2 200 WORDS 1 SPATIAL LINE
MINOR
	 YTFRAME 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9	 10 ll _	 410
1 FA F3 20 0 EXP ID EXP MODE ENG DATA SM NO. 1	 LINE NO. 1
2 1 GMT DDD GMT HH FROMSM NO. I3
2 GMT MM GMT SS
4 3 GMT S/100 MIS ID
5 4 EXP 1D EXP MODE
jr	 IF
SM NO.1
6 5 RESERVED RESERVED ENG DATA LINE NO. 2FROM
SM NO. 2 I
25 24 LINE NO. 5
26 25 ENG DATA LINE NO. 6
FROM
SM NO. 3 IFjj50 4 9 T	
I
LINE NO. 10
51 50 ENG DATA LINE N0. 11
FROM
i
SMNlO.4
75. 1 LINE N0. 15
76 75 ENG DATA LINE NO. 16
FROM
SM NO. 5
100 99 LINE N0. 20
101 100 LINE N0. 21RESERVED
i
125 124 LINE N0. 25
n
w
w
t
jWORDS	 MINOR FRAMES	 BITS	 MAJOR FRAMES2.05 MB/S = 410 FRAME X I25 MAJOR M- •E X $ WORD X 5
^kti y
......	 ....
cyl
3n
• ^ NOWW
t	 i
A
S
t
M
i
BITS	 WORDS	 MINOR FRAMES	 BITS	 MAJOR FRAME255.$40 = 410	 X 78 MAJOR FR7a	 X 8 WORD X 1	 SEC
RAM ENGINEERING DATA SPECTROMETER DATAFUNCTION SYNC CODE OUNT S/C EXP DATA WORD 1 I WORD 2 200 WORDS	 1.SPATIAL LINE
MINOR	 BYTE
FRAME 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9	 10 11 t	 -	 — 410
1 FA	 F3 20 0 EXP ID	 EXP MODE ENG DATA 5M NO.. 1	 F	 LINES 1-8
2 1 GMT DDD	 GMT Hid FROM SM NO. 2	 Y.	 LINES 1-8
3 2 GMT MM	 GMT SS SM M0. 1 SM NO- 3	 E	 LINES 1-8
4 3 GMT S/100 MIS ID SM NO. 4	 X	 LINES 1-8
5 4 EXP ID	 EXP MODE SM NO. 5	 1	 LINES 1-8
6 5 RESERVED RESERVED SM NO. 1	 Y.	 LINES 9-16
7 6 SM NO. 2	 LINES 9-168 7 SM NO.. 3	 LINES 9-16
9 8 SM NO. 4	 LINES 9-1610 9 SM NO. 5	 LINES	 -1
11 10 ENG DATA SM NO. 1	 f	 LINES 17-24
FROM
SM NO. 2 ETC.	 -
e. 19 SM	 D. 5	 LINES 25-32
21 20 ENG DATA SM NO. 1	 E	 LINES 33-40
FROM
` SM NO. 3 ETC.l
Sip 29 SM O.5	 LINES 41-48
31 30 ENG DATA Sm NO. 1	 LINES 49-56
FROM ETC.SM NO. 4.
40 39 SM NO. 5	 E	 LINES 57-64
41 40 ENG DATA SM	 . i	 LINES 65-72
FROM
SM NO. 5 n
50 49 SM NO. 5	 LINES 73-80
51 50 RESERVED M	 . 1	 LINES 81-8
4
ETC.
^
75 74 SM NO. 5	 E LINES 113-120
RESERVED RESERVED
76 75
77 76
78 77
Amossc(e)—a
TABLE 6-5
EXPERIMENT 1NSOO1, FORMAT B
r"
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1. Messerschmitt-Biilkow-Blohm. HRM CDR Final Design Report, Vol. I.
2. Martin Marietta Corporation. MCR-77-429, SpaceZab High Rate DemuZtiplexer
FinaZ Design Report, Final Issue. Denver, Colorado, September 1977.
3. Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm, Space Division. HRM-50-EQ-MB-0031, Unit
Specification, High Rate DemuZtiplexer. Ottobrunn,.Germany, 3 March 1977.
4. NASA and ESA. SLP/2104, European Space Agency SpaceZab Payload Accommoda-
Handbook, Issue No. 1, 30 June 1977.
5. NASA-JSC. ICD-2-05301, Shuttle Vehicle/SpaceZab Avionics Interface
Control Document, Rev. B. 5 June 1977.
6. NASA-GSFC. SE-R- 13109-01, Interim Specification Recorder, Magnetic Tape,
Wideband Digital Analog (Shuttle).
7. NASA-MSFC, Preliminary Downlink Format Guidelines.
8. NASA-MSFC. Preliminary SpaceZab Mission 1 Integrated Payload Requirements
Document, Section 21, POCC Requirements Annex. 21 October 1977.
9. NASA-MSFC. Preliminary SpaceZab Mission 1 Integrated Payload Requirements
Document, Section 9, Command and Data Management System. 21 October 1977.
10. NASA-JSC. Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodation Level II Program
Definition and Requirements, Rev. 23, Vol. XIV, Section 14, Avionics
Subsystem. 10 November 1977.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS	 t
A/A Air-to-Air
ACCU Audio Central Control Unit
ACS Attitude Control System
A/D Analog to Digital
AFD Aft Flight Deck (Orbiter)
A/G Air-to-Ground
AMI Absolute Memory Image
ATC Air Traffic Control
BCD Binary Coded Decimal
BCH Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
BER Bit Error Rate
Y	 BITE Built-In Test Equipment
BTU Bus Interface Unit
BSR BITE Status Requestj
CCTV Closed Circuit Television
CDMS Command and Data Management System
CHW Command Header Word
C/0 Checkout
CPU Central Processing Unit
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
C&W Caution & Warning
CWEA Caution & Warning Electronics Assembly
D/A Digital to Analog
DACH Direct Access Channel
DDS Data Display System
DDU Data Display Unit
DEMUR Demultiplexer
DER Dedicated Experiment Processor
DM Development Model
DMA Direct Memory Access
DOMSAT Domestic Communications Satellite
a	 ;
DQM Data Quality Monitoring
B-1
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EC	 Experiment Computer
ECAS	 Experiment Computer Application Software
ECL	 Emitter-Coupled Logic
EGOS	 Experiment Computer Operating System
EIA
	 Electrical Industries Association
EOT	 End of Transmission
ERSW	 Error Status Word
ESA
	 European Space Agency
EVA	 Extravehicular Activity
EXP. 	 Experiment
FDA	 Fault Detection and Annunciation
FIFO	 First In, First Out
FM	 Frequency Modulation; Flight Model
FSS	 Fire Suppression System (Orbiter)
GML	 General Measurement Loop
GMT	 Greenwich Mean Time
GPC	 General Purpose Computer
GSFC	 Goddard Space Flight Center
GSTON
	 Ground (components of) Spaceflight Tracking & Data Network
HDRR	 High Data Rate Recorder
HDST	 Headset
HRDA
	 High Rate Data Assembly
HRDAS	 High Rate Data Acquisition System
HRDM	 High Rate Demultiplexer
HRM	 High Rate Multiplexer
ICMS	 Intercom Master Station
ICOM
	
Intercom Channel
ICRS	 Intercom Remote Station
ID	 Identification
IMCP	 Integrated Monitor and Control Panel
INT	 Intercom (channel)
I/O	 Input/Output
IOU	 Input/Output Unit
IPS
	
Inches per Second; Instrument Pointing Subsystem
IRIG	 Interrange Instrumentation Group
B-2
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is Interconnectin9 Station
ITSW Internal Status Word
IUS Interim Upper Stage
JSC Johnson Space Center
KB Keyboard
KBD Keyboard Display
kb/s Kilobits Per Second
kHz Kilohertz
KUSP Ku-Band Signal Processor
LED Light Emitting Diode
LSB Least Significant Bit
LSU Loudspeaker Unit
Mb/s Megabits Per Second
MCC Mission Control Center
MDM Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
MET Mission Elapsed Time
MHz Megahertz
_	 MMC Martin Marietta Corporation
MMDB Master Measurement Data Base
MMU Mass Memory Unit
MOC Mission Operations Computer
MSB Most Significant Bit
msec, ms Millisecond
MSS Multispectral Scanner
MSU Measurement and Stimuli Unit
MTU Master Time Unit
MUX Multiplexer
NASA National Aeronautics. and Space Administration
NFOV Narrow Field of View (MSS)
NIP Network Interface Processor
NRZ Nonreturn to Zero
NRZ-L Nonreturn to Zero - Level Defined
NRZ-S Nonreturn to Zero - Space
OD Operational Downlink
B-3
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OFT	 Orbital Flight Test
OI	 Operations Interface; Operational Instrumentation	
A
O/P	 Output
PB-1	 NASA Standard Parallel Binary One.Time Code
PBI
	 Pushbutton Indicator
PCM	 Pulse Code Modulation
PCMMU	 Pulse Code Modulation Master Unit
PDI
	 Payload Data Interleaver
PLR
	 Payload Recorder
PM	 Phase Modulation
POCC	 Payload Operations Control Center
POD	 Payload Operations Division (JSC)
PROM	 Programmable Read Only Memory
PS	 Power Supply; with number, Power Saving Mode 0 thru 2
PTT	 Push to Talk
QM	 Qualification Model
RAAB	 Remote Amplifier and Advisory Box
RAM
	
Random Access Memory
RAU	 Remote Acquisition Unit
RIW	 Record Identification Word	 .
SAR	 Synthetic Aperture Radar
SBR	 Subroutine Logic
SCOS	 Subsystem Computer Operating System
SOL	 Software Development Laboratory
SL	 Spacelab
SPL	 Scratch Pad Line
S/S	 Subsystem
SSC	 Subsystem Computer
SSPC	 Spacelab Stored Program Commands
	
i
STDN	 Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
STS	 Space Transportation System
S/W	 Software
i
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TA Task Agreement
TBD To Be Determined
TBS To Be Supplied
TOM T.me Division Multiplexed
TDRS Tracking Data Relay Satellite
TDRSS Tracking Data Relay Satellite System
TLC Telecommand
TPC Telemetry Preprocessing Computer
TTL Transistor-to-Transistor Logic
lis Microsecond
UT Unit Tester
UTC User Time Clock
VCO Voltage Controlled Oscillator
VOX Voice Operated Transmission
WER Word Error Rate
WFOV Wide Field of View (FSS)
WUI Western Union International
XCT Execute
.^ t
.1
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- C.1 FUNCTIONAL CONCEPT
The RAU's are the principal interfaces for the bidirectional link between ex-
periments and the CDMS for acquisition of low bit rate di g ital data, analog
data and distribution of commands. The data exchange between RAU's and the
I/O unit is performed via simplex serial buses with 1 Mb/s clock rate. The
data are encoded in a self-clocking biphase code (Manchester II). Each experi-
ment RAU incorporates the following user interfaces:
A. Inputs
e 128 flexible differential inputs for analog or discrete signals
a 4 serial PCM data channels with associated clocks, code.NRZ-L.
B. Output
a 64 ON/OFF command channels
a 4 serial PCM command channels with associated clocks, code NRZ-L
e 4 [User Time Clock channels (1024 kHz)
e 4 User Time Clock Update channels, 4 pulse cycles/s.
A block diagram of the RAU is given in figure C-1. It should be noted that
the measuring points shown are for bench testing only.
The RAU data acquisition is based on a software controlled concept. The soft-
ware for subsystem data acquisition and control is provided by Spacelab. The
software for experiment data acquisition and control has to be provided by the
experimenter in accordance with his requirements. Applicable portions of the
Spacelab software can be used by the experimenter.
The RAU's will be scanned periodically with basic periods of 10 ms, 100 ms, or
1 second. Each scan cycle will be initiated and controlled by the GML which is
part of the Spacelab computer software. The experimenters may design their
own software to generate additional measurement cycles using the operating sys-
tem task scheduler. This scheduler will accept priority levels and queue up
experiment software requests for data and command transmission.
C.2 PHYSICAL CONCEPT
Thirty-two different addresses are foreseen for the RAU's on a bus. The address
for a particular RAU is determined by a patch connector. For electrical rea-
sons the buses (S/S and experiment bus) are split into two branches, causing a
split of the 32 RAU addresses on each bus.
0
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TO 110 UNIT	 RAU	 TO EXPERIMENT
USER TIME
1 USER TIME ][ CLOCK 4 USER TIME CLOCK
CLOCK BUS MODULE
4 USER TIME CLOCK UPDATE
4 SERIAL PCM COMMANDS
4 SERIAL PCM CLOCK
EXPERIMENT
MODULE 4SERIAL PCM DATA
4 REQUESTi
. 4 SERIAL ACM CLOCK
INTERFACE "'^ 64 FLEXIBLE INPUTS
MODULE 32 ONIOFF COMMANDS
1 COMMAND LINE ][ 64 FLEXIBLE INPUTS
1 DATA LINE ][ 32 ONIOFF COMMANDS
][ CORE dcdc1 CMDLl^ NEE	 .NT) MODULE
1 DATA LINE RED. X
-^. N MEASURING POINTS
Wu
IREI)IltriWlN'11
— —- - - 1 — H1 2 POWER ON
+6 2 POWER OFF :a POWER
y
z
cc
2 POWER FEEDER .*. SUPPLYMODULE
1 POWER ON JINDICATOR OMEN .,
LEGEND:
X TRANSFORMER COUPLING
	 DIODE COUPLING
--4* DIFFERENTIAL FLOATIN
SWITCH ^- SINGLE ENDED OUTPUT
	
DIFFERENTIAL COMPLEh
RELAYS SWITCHING
OUTPUT
4
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The split is for the S/S bus is:
A
• AFD branch, addresses 0-7 (including IPS S/S RAU's)
• Main branch, addresses 8-31.
The split for the experiment bus is:
• Airlock branch, addresses 0-7 (including IPS experiment RAU's)
• Main branch, addresses 8-31.
The electrical characteristics of the buses allow the accommodation of up to
22 RAU's per branch. Eight experiment RAU's is the total number of units de-
livered by the Spacelab program.
Experiment RAU's can be connected to the experiment data bus at a number of in-
terconnecting stations (IS's) in the module and on each pallet. There are two
interconnecting stations in the core segment, three in the experiment segment,
and two on each pallet segment. Each station accommodates two RAU's.
The Spacelab baseline provides standard locations for RAU's in the lower part
of the experiment racks. However, the concept allows the user to integrate
RAU's together with his experiment equipment, if he uses his own racks and/or
experiment equipment mounted directly to the center aisle or to the pallet.
In every case the user has to ensure that the cable length between RAU and IS
is less than 5 meters, and that the applicable interface specifications of the
RAU are met in accordance with EQ-MA-0003.
There are two different types of RAU. The smaller type is the subsystem RAU
consisting of the power supply module, core module, and the interface module
(see figure C-1). The larger type is the experiment RAU consisting of the sub-
system RAU modules plus the experiment module (which provides serial PCM input
and outputs) and the User Time Clock (UTC) module. The functions of the RAU
are described in the subsequent paragraphs. Figure C-2 depicts the physical
characteristics of the experiment RAU.
C.3 RAU - EXPERIMENT LINKS
The RAU-experiment links are depicted in figure C-1.
C.3.1 Data from RAU to Experiments
A. Serial PCM Command Channel. Four RAU channels can deliver serial PCM
commands to the experiments, in connection with four RAU provided 1
MHz clock pulses. The code is Nr.Z-L. The maximum command exchange per
iJSC-12033
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TIME CLOCK BUS
INTERFACE
2 SERIAL PCM COMMANDS
2 SERIAL PCM DATA ,2 OTC OUTPUTS
2 SERIAL PCM COMMANDS
2 SERIAL PCM DATA . 2 OTC OUTPUTS
a
32 FLEXIBLE INPUTS
 16 ONIOFF COMMANDS
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Figure C-2 Experiment RAU Physical Characteristics
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software requested transaction will be thirty-two 16-bit-words (plus
parity bit). The time gap between each two transmitted words will be
3 i1s. In addition to commands to control experiment functions, the user
may receive via this link additional software generated information such
as GMT, MET, ground data, Orbiter state vector, etc.
B. ON/OFF Commands. Each RAU will provide 64 ON/OFF commands as constant
voltage levels to the experiments. These outputs may be used to set or
reset experiment functions. Each ON/OFF command output has to be indi-
vidually addressed by the computer software. The load capability of
these RAU outputs is designed to drive opto-couplers directly.
C. User Time Clock Outputs. The experimenter can receive timing information
from the RAU UTC module. A 1024 kHz clock (duty cycle 0,5) and an up-
date pulse group (every 250 ms) are available. These signals are de-
rived from the master oscillator in the Orbiter MTU and are therefore
synchronized with GMT within the accuracies of the count-down electronics
chains of the Orbiter MTU.
C.3.2 Data from Exneriment to RAU
A. Serial PCM Data Channel. Four RAU channels are available to transfer
NRZ-L coded serial PCM data from experiments via RAU to the computer.
Each channel consists of a data line, a clock line, and a request line.
The RAU will accept from the experiment 17 bit words, including.a user
generated parity bit as long as the user provides a logic one level on
the request line. However, an internal timer in the RAU will restrict
the number of serial data words accepted to a maximum of 32. If the re-
quest line level changes from one to zero during the transmission of a
word, all 17 bits of this word will be accepted by the RAU and trans-
mitted to the computer. Each serial PCM data channel will provide the
user with a 1 MHz clock signal to read out the data contained in the ex-
periment buffers. With appropriate software it is feasible to announce
the request for serial PCM data by an ON/OFF command to the experiments.
NOTE: The parity bit is assigned to a value that makes the number of
ones in each 17-bit word an odd number. The status (one or zero) of the
experiment provided serial PCM data request lines may be scanned by the
RAU on a special software request and transferred to the experiment com-
puter. In this special case the four request lines will be handled like
discretes.
B. Flexible Inputs. The experiment RAU provides 128 flexible inputs. The
electricallyidentical differential inputs can be programmed to accept
either:
e Discrete input signals (i.e., one bit of parallel digital data)
* Analog input signals which are digitized in the RAU.
V	 ,i
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The use of flexible inputs as analog or discrete channels is determined
by the actual software request (i.e., in principle each flexible input
may be changed from analog to discrete or vice versa between two subse-
quent software acquisition commands). However, in the case of discrete
data acquisition only, blocks of 16 inputs are addressable. Thus 16
bits in parallel are accepted and, after addition of one parity bit in
the RAU, they are serially transferred to the computer via the I/O unit.
The number of 16-bit blocks accepted during one scan cycle is software
controlled and may vary from 1 to 8. In the case of analog data acqui-
sition, two adjacent input channels (analog single mode) or blocks of
16 input channels (analog scanning mode) are addressable. The selection
of the acquisition mode is software controlled.
The analog/digital conversion has a resolution of 8 bits; thus the con-
version of signals in two adjacent input channels leads to a 16-bit word.
This word, after addition of one parity bit, is sent via the serial. data
bus to the I/O unit. In the analog scanning mode up to 64 words per
software request can be transmitted to the I/O unit. The analog/digital
conversion in the RAU has the following characteristics:
• Full scale voltage range: -5.12 V to +5.08 V
• Resolution (full scale voltage range): 8 bits (7 bits + sign)
* Output code: binary, two's complement, MSB transmitted first (see
table C-1)
• Common mode input voltage range: ±6 V
• Operating temperature range (RAU specification): +10° C to +50°C
• Quantization error: ±20 mV maximum
Non-linearity: ±10 mV maximum
• Temperature coefficient: 50 ppm/°C maximum (10 ppm/°C typical)
• Common mode rejection ratio: 5 40 dB between 0 and 500 Hz (special
value)
• Overall accuracy: 0,6 percent of full scale *1/2 LSB (assuming ±1 V
common mode voltage).
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TABLE C-1
CODING OF THE RAU ADC
input Voltage Range
ADC Output Bit Pattern
Sign B 7 1,9 B BS B 4 83 B2 9 1=
I.SB
+5.08	 < U(+10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
+5.04	 G U 6+ 5.08 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
+5.00
	
< U+ 5.04 O 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
+ O.4B	 < U	 + 0.12 O 0 0 0 0. 0 1 0
+0.04	 < U
.
	+0.08 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 1
0.00	 < U<+ 0.04 0 0 0 0 O o o O
-0.04
	 < U	 0.00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-0.08	 .< U(- 0.04 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 O
-0.12	 <	 U	 - 0.08 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
-5.04	 < U<- 5.03 1 O O 0 0 O O 1
-5.08	 < U4- 5.12 1 0 0 0 0 O 0 O
-10	 `	 Uf:- 5.12 1 O 0 0 O O 0 O
REPRODU'CIBILrly
OPORIGwi PAGE LS POOR.
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I	 C.4 I/O UNIT - RAU LINK
I
	
	 The experiment RAU's are linked to the I/O unit by the experiment bus. The
data bus consists of a simplex command line which carries instructions and data
from the I/O unit to the RAU's and a simplex data line which carries responses
and data from RAU's back to the I/O unit. The data bus and the interfaces at
the I/O unit and the RAU's are dual redundant. Instructions and data are trans-
ferred at i Mb/s in 16-bit plus parity words in Manchester II (Biphase-level)
code. Each word is preceded by a 3 us nonvalid Manchester synchronization
signal.
An additional "clock bus" if. also provided which distributes the MTU derived
f
	
	
1024 kHz clock and update pulses from the I/O unit to experiment RAU's for the
user. The data bus and the RAU/bus interface is dual redundant.
The subsystem bus connecting the subsystem RAU's to the subsystem I/O unit is
}	 similar to the experiment bus except that the "clock bus" is not provided.
C.4.1 Command Transfer
A. Serial PCM Command s. The serial PCM command transfer from the I/O unit
to the RAU is depicted in figure C-3. The transfer will start with a sync
pattern and an instruction word followed by the inverted sync and the
inverted instruction word. The instruction word includes RAU address,
operation code, and channel address as sketched in figure C-4. After
the acceptance of this message the RAU will send back an acknowledgment
sync to the I/O unit (time delay < 10 lis). The I/O unit now starts the
transmission of command information as 16 bits + parity data words as a
block with a maximum of 32 words per transaction. Each word is preceded
by an inverted sync pattern and the end of the block is indicated by a
noninverted sync (EOT).
The RAU will check the received data-words by checking the sync, the
Manchester code pattern, and the parity while transmitting them to the
experiments. In the case of an error, the RAU will shutdown its output
immediately. Otherwise it will send back an acknowledgment sync to the
I/O unit after receiving the EOT sync (lime delay < 5 lis).
B. ON/OFF Command. The ON/OFF command transfer from the I/O unit via the
RAU to the experiments is depicted in figure C-5. The transfer will
start with a sync signal and an instruction word followed by the in-
verted sync and the inverted instruction word. The instruction word is
depicted in figure C-5 and contains the RAU address, operation code, one
bit indicating the level to which the ON/OFF output of the RAU has to
be set, and the binary coded channel address. Figure C-5 shows both an
ON and an OFF command., i.e., the ninth time the first instruction word
i
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contains a 1 while this bit in the second instruction word is set to 0.
The validity of the instruction word is checked as described for serial
PCM commands. If no errors are detected, the.RAU will send back an
acknowledgment sync to the I/O unit; otherwise, the status of the com-
mand channel will remain unchanged.
C.4.2 Data Transfer
A. Serial PCM Data Inputs. The transfer of serial PCM data from an experi-
mei,C via RAU to the I/O unit will be initiated by a software generated
instruction word on the command line (figure C-6). The structure of the
instruction word is also given in figure C-6. After receiving this
word, the RAU will check the status of the request line of the addressed
serial PCM data. channel. If the status of the request line is detected
as zero, the RAU will send back a sync signal to the I/O unit within
a maximum time delay of 10 vs. In this case, the computer system will
stop the dialogue for this channel or repeat the transfer of instruction
words as determined by software. If the status of the request line is
detected as one, the RAU will start to deliver .lock pulses to the ex-
periment within a time < 2.5 vs. These clock pulses are grouped in
blocks of 17 pulses and separated by a 3-1ps time gap. Each block will
take 17 us and will be used to read out one 17-bit word from the experi-
riient buffer. (The 17th bit always has to be the experiment-generated
parity bit.) The RAU will continue to deliver these clock pulses as
long as the status of the request line is one, the number of words trans-
mitted from the experiment to the RAU is not greater than 32, and no
parity error is detected in the user's data words.
The data words received by the RAU will be processed and transmitted to
the I/O unit in real time. Processing includes a check of each parity
bit, conversion from NRZ-E to Manchester II (Biphase-level) code, and
the generation of sync signals at the beginning of each data word and
at the end of the data transfer.
As depicted in figure C-7, there exists another possibility to scan the
status of the RAU request lines for serial PCM data inputs. The request
line scan may be of advantage for experiments using several RAU input
channels for serial PCM data with randomly distributed acquisition times.
The dialogue between I/O unit and RAU for scanning the request line
status of four channels of one RAU will take a maximum of 53 vs, while
the data acquisition mode described above will need at least 132 ps to
check four channels with rtgtiest lines having zero status.
The dialogue will start with a sync signal and an instruction word trans-
mitted by the I/O unit on the command line. The structure of this in-
struction word is shown in figure C-7.. After a maximum time delay of
10 ps, the RAU will answer with a data word as shown in figure C-7, pre-
ceded by an inverted sync signal and followed by a sync signal. Four
bits of this data word (one for each channel) will contain the status of
the request lines.
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B. Flexible Inputs. The acquisition of analog signals (analog mode) as well
as parallel digital data (discrete mode) is performed via the flexible
inputs.
1. Analog Data. The acquisition of analog data is depicted in figure
C-8. The instruction word includes RAU address, RAU channel or
block address, and operation code. Included in the operation code
is the information to acquire analog data and the sampling mode as
shown in figure C-8. Two modes are possible:
a. Analog Single Mode. This mode allows the sampling of two adja-
cent channels. The binary RAU channel address in the instruction
word has to be even and may be in the range from 0 to 126. The
di%;itized analog signal of the addressed channel and the next
following one will be transmitted to the I/O unit.
b. Analog Scanning Mode. This mode samples blocks of 16 input chan-
nels. The number of blocks acquired per software request is de-
termined by the user and may vary from 1 to 8. This information
is-contained in the instruction word in an N of 8 code.
Each block address is directly correlated to 16 flexible hardware
inputs. The correlation between hardware inputs and software chan-
nel and block addresses cannot be changed by the user. After re-
ceiving the instruction word, the RAU initializes the 8-bit analog/
digital conversion. The digitized signals of two input channels
form a 16-bit word. The RAU adds a parity bit, encodes the word,
and starts the transfer to the I/O unit less than 20 us after re-
ceiving the instruction word. As the analog/nigital conversion cir-
cuitry consists of two sample and hold units and a fast ADC, there
will be no time delay in addition to the transmission time determined
by the RAU-I/0 unit dialogue.
2. Discrete Data. The acquisition of discretes is depicted in figure
C-9. The dialogue starts with a software-generated instruction word
which is sent on the command line to the RAU. The instruction word
contains RAU address, operation code, and the block address in an
N of 8 rode. The smallest unit which may be sampled is a block of
16 discrete inputs transferred as 16 bits plus a parity bit per word
via the data line to the I/O unit. The number of blocks transmitted
per software request may range from 1 to 8. The correlation between
software block address and pin allocation of the RAU cannot be changed
by the user. The transfer between RAU and I/O unit is completed by
an RAU-generated sync on the data line.
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C.4.3 RAU Test Modes. The RAU is designed to check the performance of the
received data. This applies to the instruction and data words from the I/O
unit and the serial data words from the experiment. In addition, the I/O unit
will check the data words from the RAU.
Data and instruction words from the I/O unit and RAU data words sent to the I/O
unit have to fulfill the following criteria:
e Word transmission at 1 Mb/s bit rate
f Manchester II coding properties
• Each word must consist of a sync (or sync) + 16 data bits + parity bit
• Valid operation code (applicable to instruction words only)
Odd parity of each word.
If a word does not fulfill one of these criteria, the word is considered invalid
and will not be accepted by the receiving unit. In particular, the RAU will
stop its work and the error will be indicated in the RAU internal status word
(see figure C-10) by bit No. 12, which is set to logical level one. In addition,
the RAU will not send back to the I/O unit an acknowledge sync signal (see fig-
ures C-3 and C-5) or and end of transmission signal (see figures C-6, C-7, and
C-8).
After the error has been detected, the I/O unit (or more precisely the RAU-
coupler of the I/O unit) repeats either the whole sequence, if the failure is
related to ON/OFF commands or acquisition of data via flexible inputs, or the
instruction words only, if the failure is related to serial PCM commands or
serial PCM-data acquisition.
If the repetition has no success, the RAU-coupler of the I/O unit will initiate
a self test. The RAU internal status word (as depicted in figure C-10) will be
acquired by the I/O unit. The results will be analyzed to decide whether to
switch over to the redundant part of the experiment CDMS data bus (including
the redundant bus interface units) or to switch off the RAU.
Experiment data words at the RAU input will be checked only with respect to the
experiment-generated add parity bit. If a parity error is detected, the RAU
will stop sending bit shift pulses to the experiment. In addition, no end of
transmission (EOT) sync (see figure C-6) will be sent back to the I/O unit, and
bit No. 11 of the RAU internal status word (see figure C-10) is set to level
one. In contrast to the traffic on the data bus, there is no automatic self
test related to parity errors in the experimenters data; therefore, the user
should acquire this status word periodically by hit own request.
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A more detailed test, including a check of the RAU analog-to-digital converter,
is depicted in figure C-11 and will be performed only on user's request.
RAU internal status word acquisition is as follows. The dialogue (figure C-10)
starts with an instruction word on the command line. Whithin less than 20 us,
the RAU will return a data word containing the following.
A. Bits 0-4. This is the RAU address.
B. Bit 5, Primary Power Breakdown. The primary power voltage will be
checked for under-voltage below 24 V during a period longer than 500 us.
The bit 5 will be set to one when the primary power recovers the normal
range. This bit will be reset to zero by the acquisition of the inter-
nal status word, and will keep this state if no voltage drop occurs.
If no failure occurs, bit 5 will show one level for the first internal
status acquisition, and always zero for the following acquisitions.
C. Bit 6, UTC Status. This bit will be set to one in the case of complete
Tr momentary absence of UTC signal coming from the 1/0 unit. This bit
will be reset to zero after internal status word acquisition.
D. Bit 7, Experiment Module ON/OFF Status. This bit is set to one if the
RAU experiment module is powered.
E. Bit 8, Interface Module Correction Status. This bit is set to one if
5e RAU interface module is physically  connected and powered.
F. Bit 9, ON/OFF Command Status of the Core Module. This bit, set to one,
will indicate that the ON OFF command boards in the core module are
energized.
G. Bit 10. This bit, set to one, will indicate that the ON/OFF command
boards of the interface module are energized.
H. Bit 11, Serial_ PCM Input Channel_ Status. This bit is set to one if, on
any of the four serial input channels of the RAU, the serial PCM clock
is not working properly, the user words show wrong parity, or the nominal
time for transferring 32 user data words has elapsed (timeout). This
bit is reset to zero after each acquisition of the status word.
I. Bit 1.2, I/O Unit - RAU Data link Status. This bit is set to one if the
RAU detects an error in the serial data incoming from the I/O unit. After
each acquisition of the status word, the bit is reset to zero.
J. Bits 13-15. Spares.
The RAU test command initiates the RAU BITE cycle. This mode provides more
detailed information about the status of the RAU including the previously men-
tioned internal status word. The dialogue is depicted in figure C-11.
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E.1 GENERAL
The PCMMU is an interface device between the Orbiter GPC and the Spacelab sub-
system and experiment computers.. Reference 6 defines this interface. The
GPC can access Spacelab data from the PCMMU for performance monitoring and
backup caution and warning processing. Selected mission phase dependent data
will be passed to the ground station for maintenance and mission support. The
PCMMU has access to a specified block of memory in the subsystem and experiment
computers. The experiment computer must support the PCMMU by placing data into
the memory locations at predefined rates.
E.2 PCMMU OPERATION
The PCMMU contains a fetch command sequence and a random access memory (RAM)
for storing the fetched data. During a mission (prelaunch through landing),
the sequence of fetch commands issued by the PCMMU for the transfer of data
from a specific Spacelab memory locations to a specific RAM location shall be
absolutely fixed. The PCMMU shall accept 16--bit words at a rate of up to 64
kb/s. The data is moved from the PCMMU RAM, combined with the Orbiter PCM
data, and transmitted to the ground as part of the Orbiter's PCM telemetry
data.
The PCMMU master frame fetch cycle is 1 second. The PCMMU accesses data across
the data bus from the Spacelab subsystem and experiment computers every 500 Ps
via the PCMMU fetch. command sequence. Each of 2000 fetch commands is issued
in sequence from l to 2000 over every 1-second interval. Each PCMMU fetch
command can access up to ten 16-bit words from the Spacelab subsystem and ex-
periment computers. Data requests alternate every 500 ps between the subsystem
computer and the experiment computer, with the subsystem computer always.accessed
first. The PCMMU fetch commands can sample the Spacelab computer's data at
rates dictated by the PCMMU format.
A BITE status request (BSR) fetch command shall be issued to each Spacelab.
input/output unit once each PCMMU master frame fetch cycle. The BSR will occur
in the same place in the fetch command sequence every cycle. Receipt of the
BSR by the Spacelab input/output unit shall always initiate a BITE request
response.
The information signals will be transferred over the data bus in serial-digital
pulse code modulation form in Manchester II Bi-Phase Level Code. Data shall
be transferred at a 1 Mb/s rate. The fetch command shall consist of 24 data
3
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bits plus sync and parity. Each response message shall be in the form of
data words, with each word consisting of 24 data bits plus sync and parity.
The sync word shall be a nonvalid Manchester Code.
The fetch command word format is given in table E-1. The dump OP code is used
to request the return of data from the computer memory. The memory address is
the address relative to the PCMMU buffer start address. The PCMMU coupler is
initialized with the PCMMU buffer start address. The memory address and number
of words are irrelevant when the Return Command and Return BITE Status Word OP
Codes are used.
The response data word format is given in table E-2. The state of the error
bit (bit 26) is determined by the input/output coupler.
E-2
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BIT DESCRIPTION
1-3 COMMAND SYNC - THREE BIT NONVALID MANCHESTER CODE
4-8 SPACELAB ADDRESS - FIVE BIT CODE WHICH IDENTIFIES THE
SPACELAB I/O THAT SHALL RESPOND TO THE COMMAND
SUBSYSTEM I/O = 10000, EXPERIMENT = 11000
9-11 OPERATIONAL CODE - 010 RETURN COMMAND
110 RETURN BITE STATUS WORD
100 DUMP
12-22 • MEMORY ADDRESS - MEMORY ADDRESS OF FIRST DATA WORD IN
THE RESPONSE MESSAGE (0-1999)
23-27 NUMBER OF WORDS - FIVE BIT CODE THAT IDENTIFIES THE
NUMBER OF DATA WORDS TO BE TRANSMITTED.	 THE SPACELAB
SHALL TRANSMIT WORDS FROM A CHANNEL ADDRESS INCREASING
MONOTONICALLY STARTING AT THE CHANNEL ADDRESS
00000 = 1
01001 = 10
28 PARITY - ODD PARITY
TABLE E-2
RESPONSE DATA WORD
BIT DESCRIPTION
1-3 DATA SYNC - THREE BIT NONVALID MANCHESTER CODE
4-8 SPACELAB I/O ADDRESS - FIVE BIT CODE THAT IDENTIFIES
THE SPACELAB I/O RESPONDING TO THE COMMAND WORD,
IDENTICAL TO BITS 4-8 OF THE FETCH COMMAND WORD
9-24 DATA - CONTAINS THE REQUESTED DATA, BITE DATA, OR RETURN
COMMAND DATA.	 BIT 9 IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT
25 FIXED AT "1" FOR ALL WORDS
26 ERROR - INDICATES DETECTION OF INTERNAL SPACELAB ERROR
CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ACQUISITION AND HANDLING
OF THIS DATA WORD
27 FIXED AT "I" FOR ALL WORDS
28 PARITY - ODD PARITY
2.-
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E.3 EXPERIMENT COMPUTER SUPPORT OF THE PCMMU
A PCMMU fetch command will be received by the experiment input/output unit
every millisecond. The command may request 1 to 10 data words, the BITE
status word, or the return of the command word. Data from the same memory
location may be requested at rates dictated by the PCMMU format. The fetch
command sequence will be repeated every second. To support the fetch command
sequence, the experiment computer shall place the appropriate data into the
memory locations that are being fetched.
The length of the PCMMU buffer required in the experiment computer is dependent
on the fetch command sequence. The fetch command sequence should be determined
by the number of parameters to be fetched and their desired fetch rates. The
PCMMU buffer will be divided into three sections. synchronous data, operating
system variable data, and application programs variable data. The lengths of
each section is mission-dependent.
A BITE status request (BSR) will be received once a second. The storing of data
into the PCMMU buffer shall be synced to the BSR. Since the location of the
BSR is fixed within the fetch sequence and the parameters to be transmitted are
known, buffer locations can be assigned to each parameter prior to each mission.
This will ensure that the locations will not be written into at the time the
data is fetched and that the fetched data is current. The parameters to be
fetched and their fetch rates are mission-dependent. All data accessed by the
Orbiter shall be in fixed locations within the PCMMU buffer.
E.4 SYNCHRONOUS DATA
The synchronous data portion of the buffer will be used for the transmission
of synchronously sampled data. Data collected for PCMMU transmission via the
general measurement loop (GML) must be placed in this portion of the buffer.
Experiment computer data may also be in this section of the buffer. No pro-
cessing shall be performed on the data.
The first word transmitted in the fetch cycle must be a code identifying the
start of PCMMU cycle. The second word transmitted in the fetch cycle must be
a code identifying the PCMMU mode. The PCMMU modes shall correspond to the
GML modes of data collecting. The number of modes and the format of the codes
identifying the modes are mission-dependent. The start of PCMMU cycle code
must be a binary 1111000011110000.
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E.5 APPLICATION PROGRAMS VARIABLE DATA
A section of the PCMMU buffer that is fetched once per second must be reserved
for data requested by application programs. The length of this section of
the buffer is mission-dependent. The application must request the ECOS to
transmit the data and indicate the number of words to be transmitted. The
ECOS must affix a code identifying the application, and a word indicating
the number of words to be transmitted. The ECOS must schedule the loading of
the data into the PCMMU buffer so that all the data words will be transmitted to
the same cycle. Any additional identification coding within the data words is
the responsibility of the application program. Memory dump will be one of the
application programs that will use this section of the buffer.
E.6 OPERATING SYSTEM VARIABLE DATA
A portion of the buffer that is fetched once per second must be reserved for
operating system variable data. This data includes error messages, two-stage
buffer commands, keyboard entries, displayed data, and general log information.
Since the generation of this data is not synchronized with the PCMMU fetch
sequence, and in most cases a block of data must be transmitted as a unit,
temporary buffers will be required for the data. The data in the temporary
buffers shall be loaded into the PCMMU buffer once per second. Since the
location of the BSR in the fetch sequence is fixed, the interrupt caused by
the BSR can be used to schedule the transfer of the data from the temporary
buffers into the PCMMU buffer so that this section of the buffer is not being
loaded while the data is being fetched. The number of memory locations in the
PCMMU buffer that must be reserved for the operating system variable data is
mission-dependent. The data must be loaded into the PCMMU buffer with the
following priority: error messages, two-stage commands, keyboard entries,
displayed data, and general log. The two-stage buffer will never have more
than one entry, but the other buffers may have multiple entries. No partial
entries in the temporary buffers shall be loaded into the PCMMU buffer.
Each entry in the PCMMU buffer must be preceded by a header word. The header
word format is given in paragraph A below. Paragraph B below defines the data
description code in the header word. The header word must contain a data
description code which identifies the type of data, and a binary number indi-
cating the number of words within the entry including the header word. The
number of words indicator for the end of valid buffer code must be all zeros.
A. Header Word Format
e Bits 1-5, Data Description Code
• Bits 6-16, Number of words.
E-5
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B. Data Description Code, The code configurations and corresponding data
definitions are as follows:
• 10001, Error Messages
e 10010, Two-Stage Buffer
• 10011, Keyboard Entry
• 10100, Displayed Data
• 10101, General Log
• 11011, End of Valid Buffer.
E-6
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E.7 MINIMUM SET OF ASYNCHRONOUS DOWNLINK DATA
The following parameters are the minimum set of asynchronous data the SSC is
to output to the PCMMU for downlink. However, this requirement can be met if
the parameters are acquired by the GML.
1. Hardware-Associated Items
a. Normal Exchange Inputs
(1) S/S IOU RAU coupler ITSW.
(2) S/S IOU DDS coupler ITSW.
(3) S/S IOU PCMMU coupler ITSW.
(4) S/S IOU MDM coupler ITSW.
(5) S/S IOU TIME coupler ITSW.
(6) S/S IOU MMU coupler ITSW.
(7) S/S IOU RAU coupler ERSW.
(8) S/S IOU DDS coupler ERSW.
(9) S/S IOU PCMMU coupler ERSW.
(10) S/S IOU MDM coupler ERSW.
(11) S/S IOU TIME coupler ERSW.
(12) S/S IOU MMU coupler ERSW.
(13) Exp IOU RAU coupler ITSW.
(14) Exp IOU DDS coupler ITSW.
(15) Exp IOU PCMMU coupler ITSW,
(16) Exp IOU MDM coupler ITSW.
(17) Exp IOU TIME coupler ITSW.
(18) Exp TOU MMU coupler ITSW.
(19) Exp IOU RAU coupler ERSW.
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(20) Exp IOU DDS coupler ERSW.
(21) Exp IOU PCMMU coupler ERSW.
(22) Exp IOU MDM coupler ERSW.
(23) Exp IOU TIME coupler ERSW.
(24) Exp IOU MMU coupler.
(25) S/S (BU) Computer'Program mode error word.
(26) Exp (BU) computer program mode error word.
b. Functional Test Inputs
(1) MMU status register A.
(2) MMU status register B.
(3) Each S/S RAU (8) has the following.
• Internal status word
• Digital Test word
• Analog test word Nos. 1-8.
(4) Each Exp RAU (32) has the following
• Internal status word
• Digital test word
• Analog test word Nos. 1-8.
(5) S/S IOU coupler (6) functional test results.
(6) Exp IOU coupler (6) functional test results.
(7) S/S PCMMU link test word(s).
(8) Exp PCMMU link test word(s).
(9) S/S MDM link test word(s).
4.
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(10) Exp MDM link test word(s).
(11) S/S MMU link test word(s).
(12) Exp MMU link test word(s).
c. Monitoring Point Inputs
(1) Each S/S RAU (8) has the following:
a BIU status
a. S/S secondary voltage.
(2) Each Exp RAU (32) has the following:
e BIU status
a S/S secondary voltage.
(3) Each DDU/KBD (3) has the following:
e 16 MHz clock (normal/abnormal)
a. Deflection test
• Occupancy (busy)
a KBD blocking
e All keystrokes (SPA.)	
1
s All system messages displayed
a All applica:.ion program messages displayed
a Page.I/D being viewed..
(4) S/S IOU undervoltage.
(5) S/S IOU secondary current.
(6) Exp IOU Undervoltage.
(7) Exp IOU secondary current.
1
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d. Miscellaneous
(1) S/S main memory dump.
(2) Exp main memory dump.
(3) Mass memory unit dump.
(4) Transmission (I/0) errors in data received from ground.
2. Software-Associated Items
a. Software Error Processing
(1) CDMS mode switch indicator (software to hardware).
(2) Results of €/0 error processing routines.
(3) I/O error accumulator (for retries that worked).
(4) Compute,. self-test for SCOS, interpreters, and applications.
b. Software Status
(1) Checksum verification of loads.
(2) Priority interrupts assigned.
(3) Interrupts inhibited (and by whom).
(4) Number of programs executing concurrently.
(5) Stack (queue) status.
(6) Name of program executing.
(7) Time program started.
(8) Time program ended.
•
(9) Reason terminated (normal/abnormal).
(10) Status of program:
• Hold
• Retest
0 Executing.
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0 .1) All commands issued by an application program.
(12) All pages applicable to each application program.
(13) Next location in main memory available for an application
program load.
(14) High rate MUX status (at l S/S).
• Current format ID
• Audio channel MUX status
• Input overflow status
• Temperature
r Power su pply status/voltages
• Power saving status
• BIU errors
• Load parity errors
BITE status monitoring.
(15) IPS - TBD.
(16) Read/write status
s Address
• Data current
• Data desired (loaded)
• Mode
• Bit set/reset
a Sequence.
(17) SPC buffers (10 commands with GMT)..
(18) MMU tape status.
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(19) HDRR status - [time remaining on tape (assumes remainder of
data on GML)].
(20) GMT of last checkpoint.
(21) Orbiter state vector (if processed by Spacelab S/W).
(22) Uplink buffer for data.
(23) Computer (internal) GMT and MET.
(24) Location (address) of where each program is loaded relative
to beginning of load area.
(25) Core available for loading (number of available registers).
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This appendix contains the whole of section 9, Command and Data Management 	 k
System, of the Preliminary MSFC Spacelab Mission 1 Integrated ParyZoad Require-
ments Document, dated 21 October 1977. It is a summary of all Spacelab 1
experiment data requirements, and an assessment of those requirements against
the CDMS capability of Spacelab.
	
9. 0	-COMMAND AND DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
	9.1	 INTRODUCTION
Data presented in this section is a summary of all
Spacelab 1 experiment data requirements, and an assessment of
these requirements against the Spacelab CDMS capabilities. The
experiment requirements an summarized reflect the latest informa-
tion that was exchanged during the ESA and NASA ERD reviews
during August-September 1977. The assessment of these require-
ments against the Spacelab CDMS capabilities was performed by
ESA/SPICE with its ECOS/GSOC study team and MSFC Data Systems
Laboratory personnel. Considered were requirements against the
Experiment Computer, and its associated peripherals, and the High
Rate Data Acquisition System.
While . the study of the control and management of the
experiment data from the Spacelab payload must inevitably consider
both the airborne and ground operations, this study is primarily
devoted to evaluatir , the airborne experiment requirements because
the CDMS configuration is a function of experiment requirements.
However, since continuous ground coverage will not be available
for Spacelab, it was necessary to evaluate the data flow requirements
for realtime and post mission operation.
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OVERVIEW
9.21 l	 Objectives
The primary objective of the study was to support the
Spacelab Integrated Payload Requirement Review, and to specifically:
a. Assess the Spacelab 1 experiment requirements
against the baseline capability for adegnacy.
b. Assign experiments to CDMS resources.
c. Define constraints and ground rules.
d. Identify Mission Peculiar Equipment (MPE).
e, Identify problems and propose solutions.
f. Provide recommendations for future activities.
9.2.2	 Approach
The approach selected was to compile all experiment
requirements into a composite set and to define, by experiment, the
required CDMS interfaces. After which, an analysis of these require-
ments against all elements of the Orbiter /Spacelab data was conducted.
Of prime consideration were the loads on the Experiment Computer, and bus
the High Rate Multiplexer (HRM), the High Data Rate Recorder
(HDRR), and the Analog/Video system.
To determine the experiment / timeline compatibility,
the timeline was examined to determine which experiments will
operate together over specific time intervals. With this information,
along with the experiment interface assignments to the CDMS, a
detailed analysis of the load on the Experiment Computer data bus
was made. For each time interval the data rates to the Experiment
Computer were determined.
Similarily, the timeline was examined to determine the
maximum data rates into the HRM, and the output of the HRM was
evaluated against the TDRS coverage for compatibility. Also, video
and analog requirements were considered as inputs into the Ku-Sand
Signal Processor in a similar fashion.
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After determining the maximum data rates into the
CDMS, a detailed analysis of the composite digital data gates into
the Ku-Band signal processor was made. Considered in this analysis
were, TDRSS coverage, recorder dump requirements and the
functional objectives of each experiment. The capability to conduct
an automated analysis of the analog/video-digital mix versus the
timeline has not reached full maturity. However, a hand analysis
of a selected portion of the timeline during higli analog/video activity
was conducted.
9.2.3	 Assumptions/Groundrules
The following assumptions/groundrules were used in
support of this study:
a. Utilize the Module layout dated October 5, 1977,
and the Pallet layout dated September 28, 1977, for the purpose of
assigning interfaces to the CDMS.
b. Consider the timeline dated August 28, 1977, for
the data flow analysis.
c. VFI will be controlled by the Experiment Computer
and operates continuously throughout the mission.
d. The minimum sampling rate for experiments is
one sample per second.
e. All data will be transmitted to the ground, except
for some select onboard processed data.
f. Low rate data (:S5KBPS)will be transmitted via the
Experiment Computer I/O-High Rate Multiplexer (HRM) link. High
rate data will be routed directly to the HRM.
g. Data allocated to the PCMMU will be considered a
subset of the data allocated to the Experiment Computer 110 - HRM
link.
h. Only software requirements to support acquisition
of "raw" telemetry data were considered,
4
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i. Sun and horizon sensors will interface to the CDMS.
Specific assumptions/groundrules for the CDMS appear
in the appropriate sections.
9.2.4	 Progress
During the ERD reviews it was possible, through direct
discussions with the Principal Investigators, to avoid many incom-
patibilities. With these discussions, it was possible to achieve a
mutual understanding of the experiments and their requirements on
the data system to meet their scientific objectives. In many cases
requirements were reduced as a result. In particular, the require-
menu for 100 samples per second were minimized. The net result
was a projected load on the Experiment Computer that fits well within
the baseline capability, and sufficient growth margin.
All electrical interfaces, except caution and warning,
have been identified.
The CDMS guidelines have been updated consistent
with the maturity of the design and understanding of the CDMS hard-
ware and software capabilities.
Computer programs, developed by the Data Systems
Laboratory, were utilized to assign CDMS resources, i.e., Remote
Acquisition Unit (RAU), as aids to evaluate the Experiment Computer
data bus, and to evaluate the composite data flow versus GET.
An analysis of HRM formats could not be conducted to
the same level of detail as the evaluation of the load on the data bus.
However, maximum loads on the HRM were evaluated and no serious
problems were identified. A detailed analysis of the HRM formats
will be a. natural follow-on exercise,. utilizing the results of this study
and an updated timeline.
Since this was the first joint attempt at a detailed
analysis of the CDMS requirements for Spacelab 1 the experience
and design aids gained will be invaluable for future integration studies
for Spacelab 1 and subsequent missions.
9. 3	 REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
The CDMS requirements are summarized, by experiment,
in Tables 9.3.1. - 9. 3. 3. Depicted are:
a. The location of the experiment
b. HRM requirements
c. Analog /video requirement
d. RAU requirements
Detailed experiment requirements are summarized in Appendices A,
B, and C.
i
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9. 4	 EXPERIMENT/ TIMELINE COMPATIBILITY
9.4.1	 Approach
The approach to assessing the experiment complement
against the timeline was to assume the timeline of August Za, 1977,
to be valid and to use it as a basis of departure. Since available
time and personnel were limited for this study, -it was necessary to
devise a method to reduce the granularity of the data contained within
the timeline. The method selected was to examine the timeline and
divide it into time segments whenever a relatively large group of
experiments could be operating simultaneously. The following
assumptions w; re made for each time segment to produce the
"smoothed " timeline:
a. All experiments operating within a time segment
will operate continuously over that time interval.
b. The maximum experiment data rate is assumed to
be constant over the total time segment.
For example: If an experiment operates five time wi hin a one-hour
interval and generates 1KBPSfor only one of the operations, a one-
hour continuous operation at a constant 1KBPSrate was assumed.
9. 4. Z	 Experiment Groups
As can be observed from Figure 9. 1, the timeline was
eventually divided into 14 parts (A through N). Those experiments
operating during a specific time interval were combined to form a
group, for example: all experiments operating during time segment
E (54. 5 - 56. 5) were assigned to group E. During each time segment
it will be necessary for the Experiment Computer to gather data from
each experiment for inclusion into a predefined data format for sub-
sequent transmission to the ground. Each one of these formats is a
General Measurement Loop Table (GMLT) that resides in a core
memory buffer of the Experiment Computer.
Also, the smoothed timeline was used to project
probable maximum loads on the High Rate Multiplexer and the CCTV
system for all 14 time segments.
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9. 5	 CONSTRAINTS/ GR OUNDRULES
The information presented in this section describes
the CDMS and its associated components that were considered for
the purposes of supporting this study. Listed are the components
that were allocated for management and control of the payload.
Also listed, by subsystem, are the constraints/ground-
rules necessary to support the objectives of this study.
9. 5. 1	 Hardware Resource Allocations
The total CDMS is depicted in Figure 9. 2 and the
experiment requirements were assessed against its presently under-
stood capability. The following CDMS resources were allocated and
any other elements identified as required to accommodate the payload
are classified as Mission Peculiar Equipment (MPE):
a. Eight Remote Acquisition Units
128 flexible inputs
64 on/off commands
- 4 PCM data lines
- 4 PCM command lines
- 4 user time clock
- 4 user time clock update
b. One .High Rate Data Acquisition System
High Rate Multiplexer
0 16-16 MBPS inputs
0 2 Direct 32 MBPS-inputs
o 3 Voice inputs
o Interconnect to Experiment and Subsystem
Computer busses
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- High Data Rate Recorder
o Maximum input rate 32 MSPS, for data
acquisition during TDRSS outages.
C. One TV /Analog Channel
- For onboard CCTV or analog signal (3Hz-4. 5MHz)
d. One Experiment Computer with access to the Mass
Memory Unit, and three display units (two in Module, one in the AFD).
9. 5. 2	 Sys tem
'The system constraints on the resources as listed
above are listed under either the appropriate CDMS subsystem, the
subject under consideration, or the appropriate appendix.
9. 5. 2. 1
	
General Measurement Loop
a. RAU Assignments
(1) Analog channels with the same sampling rate
will be assigned by pairs or in groups of 16 whenever possible.
(2) Discrete channels with the same sampling rate
will be assigned in groups of 16 whenever possible.
(3) All experiments will interface to a single RAU
whenever possible.
(4) Experiments operating simultaneously should
interface to a common RAU(s).
(5) Cable restrictions are undefined, but the cable
length and number shall be minimized.
b. The GMLT will remain constant for a given time
segment.
c. If a RAU is powered off a new GMLT is required.
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d. A GMLT can be activated only on whole seconds.
e. A GMLT is repeated each second.
f. Data bus errors are ignored.
g. All GMLT data will be routed to the HRM except as
noted.
9. 5.2.2	 PCMMU
a. All data samples at 10 S/S or less will be routed
to the PCMMU buffer.
b. There are 2000 memory locations for PCMMU
downlink.
c. The format is fixed for a given mission.
These groundrules were made in the absence of a definite set of
requirements for PCMMU contents to support Orbiter operations.
9.5.2.3	 Commands
One RAU command slot will be reserved during each
computer minor cycle.
9. 5. 2.4	 High Rate Multiplexer
The following CDMS timeline constraints were provided
to be included into the timeline program to assure that data flow is
considered along with the other disciplines/concerns for the current
Spacelab integration study.
a. The real time composite data rate of simultaneous
experiments cannot exceed 48MBPS;composite rates during each loss
of signal (LOS) cannot exceed 32 MBPS.
b. During every acquisition of signal (AOS) of 10 or
more minutes a maximum of 10 minutes is required for a HDRR
dump. During this time the composite digital rates cannot exceed
16MBPS, and no real time transmission of video or analog is allowed,
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however, video/analog can be recorded for delayed transmission.
This number was^by mutual consent with timeline personnel + reduced
to three minutes for a HDRR dump.
c. If video or analog is required in real time, the
composite data rate cannot exceed 2 MBPS.
d. Only two video/analog signals 'may be accommodated
if there is LOS or the data rate exceeds 2 MBPS.
e. Analog/video data scheduled during non-real time
cannot exceed 30 minutes.
f. If video/analog is scheduled during LOS, then
dumps must be scheduled prior to the next recording. This requires
30 minutes of real time and a composite data rate of less than 2 MBPS.
9.5.2.5	 Video/Analog
The Spacelab module will be equipped to provide, in
conjunction with the orbiter CCTV system, the capability to observe,
record,and transmit the video and wideband analog signals which will
be generated by the various TV cameras and the SEPAC plasma-wave
probes. The constraints imposed on the use of the video/analog
system are as follows:
a. One video transmission channel to ground is
available and must be time-shared. Its use is further constrained
by the restriction which it places on the composite digital data rate
capability of the Ku-Band signal processor, and the consequent
necessity to schedule its use to be compatible with other experiment
operations.
b. Permanent tape recording of analog or video data
for transport of tapes to ground is not permitted. The primary
purpose of the video/analog recorder is to provide data storage
capability during inaccessibility of the TDRS link, for later trans-
mission to earth. A secondary purpose for the recorder is to enable
the acquisition of two simultaneous video or analog experiment outputs.
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C, The maximum recording time for the video/analog
recorder is 60 minutes for single-channel recording anca 30 minutes
for dual-channel recording. Only one channel can be played back at
a time.
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9. 6.	 CONFIGURATION DEFINITION AND RESOURCE
ALLOCATION
Data presented in this section reflects the ability of the
CDMS to accommodate the experiment requirements as defined in the
most recent ERD review.
Considered are the interfaces to the RAU, HRM, Analog/
Video inputs. Also, an evaluation of the load on the Experiment
Computer data bus, the composite data rates versus GET and a
format for the data on the Experiment Computer I/O - HRM link are
presented.
9.6. 1	 Remote Acquisition Units
The experiment assignments to RAU's are depicted in
Table 9. Z which illustrated the location relative to the Spacelab. Based
on the most recent understanding of the CDMS requirements, the
allocated experiment RAU's can be reduced from eight to seven
(four for the Module and three for the Pallet). The experiments are
assigned to the RAU's as indicated and the tables summarize the
growth margin. As can be observed, only RAU's lP and 3P have
negative growth margin; two solutions are possible for RAU 3P-
(1) Convert these lines to another RAU or (Z) work with the PI to
decrease the number of discrete commands. Number Z is the preferred
solution and experiment 1NS001 is a probable candidate, since 40 discrete
commands are requested and they could be combined into a single serial
command stream for execution via a PCM Command. The net result
will be a reduction in wires and a reduction in MPE weight.
Two solutions are also possible for RAU 1P. They are:
a. Reduce the number of PCM data channels for experiment
JES015 by one.
b. Reduce the number of PCM data channels for experiment
1ES019 by one. This solution is considered for the bus load analysis.
For more detail see Appendix C.
9. 6.2	 High Rate Multiplexer
Experiment outputs with data rates that exceed the capability
of the RAU's interface directly to the HRM for multiplexing with other
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MODULE
RAU	 INSO41
INS"2
]NS00:3
2M	 IES027
IEA033
RAU	 IES020
IES290/201
4M	 IES300 (1)
IES100 (2)
FORWARD
	
. x
	
RAU IMAM
	co	 INT011
1M	 INTO12
VPI
RAU	 IES013
IES018
3M	
IES020
IES022
IEAQ34
RAU FLEXIBLE
INPUTS
DISCRETE
COMMAND
PCM
DATA
PCM
COMMAND
USER TIME
CLOCK
IM 54 28 2 3 4
2M a7 45 0 0 1
3M 105 24 0 0 1
4M 100 61 1 0 1
TOTAL 349 158 3 3 7
RAU FLEXIBLE
INPUTS
DISCRETE
COMMAND
PCM
DATA
PCM
COMMAN D
USER TIME
CLOCK
iP 75 36 ^u 0
2P 21 6 0 1 2
31p 22 T 2 2 4
TOTAL 113 1	 35 1. 3 6
REMOTE ACQUISITION UNIT (RAU) MARGIN SUMMARY
PALLET
IES013
	
RAU
	
1ES018
I ES620
IES021
	
2P	 1ES023
IEAD34
SUN
SENSOR
IESO14 ] NADIR
RAU
IES015
RAU
INS001
INSQ02IES017
IES019 INS003
1P IES024 3P INSO04
IES027 INS005
IES029 HORIZON
SENSOR
(1) — 13 CONNECTIOPIS
(2) 1 CONNECTION REMOTE ACQUISITION UNIT (RAU) MARGIN SUMMARY
TA'	 9.2
0
OA
rn
q 
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high rate experiment outputs, GMLT, voice and other Spacelab data
into a composite data stream, which is sent to the Ku Band Signal
Processor (KUSP).
The FIRM to the KUSP is the only path dedicated to the
acquisition and 'transmission of digital data from Spacelab to Earth.
As such, all experiments that require digital data for real time and
Post mission processing must link to the HRM either via the experiment
computer or directly to a HRM channel input.
The format of the experiment digital input to the HRM must
be organized to satisfy ground processing routines. The format will
place restrictions in areas such as:
a. Sync Codes
b. Frame ID
c. Frame dimension
d. Experiment and mission ID codes
e. Time tags
f. Status and housekeeping data
g. Science data
h. Word sizes
The total number of experiments that interface directly to
the HRM exceeds the number of available inputs. Consequently, a
premultiplex switch will be required as depicted in Figure 9. 3.
Also shown are the experiment assignments to the
respective HRM input channels and their corresponding maximum input
rates in kilo bits per second.
Two HRM inputs were selected for the premultiplexer to
allow for the possibility of two experiments interfacing to the premulti
plexer switch to run simultaneously. Experiments were selected to
interface the HRM by two criteria:
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GML
	SUBSYSTEM	 EXPERIMENT
	
COMPUTER (25.6)	 COMPUTER (25.6)
D	 I EA034 32,00
1
2
	
3	 INA009 (10,400)
	
4	 INS001 (120)
HIGH	 5	 INS002 (510)
RATE	 6	 INS003 (300)
KUSP	 MULTIPLEXER 7	 INSlGO (50)
	
8	 VFI (64)
9 VFI (64)
10 VFI (16)
11 I'ES013 (51.2)
12 IES019 (224)
13 IES020 (1,000)
14 IES023 (42)
15 IEA034 (300)
16 IES20O/ 201(266)
VOICE (128)
N
CD
1 IN A009 (16)
2 INSD03 (1)
SELECTOR 3 INS100 (2)
SWITCH	 4 IES013 (0.50)(1)
5 IES018 (102)
RAU
(1)ONLY ONE IS REQUIRED UNLESS THE DEP FAILS
(XXX) = KILO BITS/SEC
HRM CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS
FI f" ,RE 9.3
a. Low data rates
4
b. Minimum probability of running simultaneously
However, if the 1 KER-7S output of 1NS003 and the 2 KBPS
output of 1NS100 are interfaced to a RAU and the two outputs of 1ES018
are switched internal to the experiment (the 102KBPSis only required if
the 0. 5 K33PS output fails) the requirement for a premultiplex can be
eliminated.
In this case 1NA009 and 1ES018 will interface directly
to the HRM.
During TDRSS outages the High Data Rate Recorder
(HDRR) and arbiter Payload Recorder will provide temporary data
storage. The HDRR can record at rates of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 MBPS
and play back at selectable rates of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 MBPS. The Orbiter
Payload Recorder can record up to 1 MBPS and play back at a corres-
ponding rate. It is not intended that these recorders be used for
permanent storage of data.
For detailed information on the HRM, see Appendix E.
9.6.2. 1	 Requirements Analysis
Table 9.3 is an assessment of the maximum requirement
which could be placed on the HRM if timeline constraints, requirements
for direct throughput, recorder playback, and video downlink require-
ments are ignored. This figure depicts the method of deriving an
HRM mode configuration and means of determining the necessary HRM
input parameters for control. Although a slight liberty was taken in
assigning the HRM rate for experiment NA009, the maximum of a
16 megabit output will not be exceeded in actual timelined operation.
Since the HRM can accommodate only a fixed number of
different input rates, it is necessary to select the closest possible
rate to the experiment requirements consistent with HRM compat-
ability. This is shown as the Nearest HRM Input Rate in column
three of Tables 9.3. Once selected, the combination of these rates
cannot exceed the output rate selected.
When the highest possible requirement for the HRM
programmable output is established, other considerations such as
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Experiment Nearest HRM
Direct Inputs Data Rate Input Rate
NA009 10 MB 10 MB
ES020 1 MB 1.167 MB
NS002 510 KB 667 KB
NS003 300 KB 333 KB
ES034 300 KB 333 KB
ES200/201 Z56 KB 333 KB
ES019 224 KB 333 KB
NS001 120 KB 166.7 KB
VFI 64 KB 83.3 KB
VFI 64 KB 83.3 KB
ES013 51. 2 KB 62. 5 KB
NS100 50 KB 62. 5 KB
ES023 42 KB 62. 5 KB
VFI 16 KB 20. 83 KB
Sub total = 12, 947. 2 KB 13, 707. 63 KB
Switched Inputs
(any two)
NS003	 1 KB
NS140	 2 KB	 20.83
NA009	 16 KB	 20.83
ES018	 0, 5 KB (10Z KB)
	
Total 12, 965. 2 KB C 16 MB	 13, 749. 29	 KB
*Maximum
13.75 MB
Voice	 .1667
BIU 1	 . 062 5
BIU 2	 .0625
Overhead	 1.6
HRM Output 15. 6417 MSC 16 MB
HRM SETUP ASSESSMENT
TABLE 9. 3
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requirement for high bit rate, direct throughput must be assessed
in conjunction with other experiment requirements. This is, in
effect, the beginning of applying a timeline function to the operation
of the HRM.
Table 9.4 shows the same basic grouping of the mission
timeline into the fourteen segments utilized in the assessment of
the Experiment Computer General Measurement load Table (GMLT)
requirements. The segments A thru N begin at the Ground Elapsed
Time shown above the segment and relate to times of the Experiment
Timeline utilized as baseline information. This broad cut was satis-
factory for the GML assessment, but tends to indicate problems with
the HRM and Ku Band Signal Processor in segments B, F, G, H and I.
Further breakdown of these segments (as shown for seg-
ment H in Table 95.) shows that the problem of accommodation may still
exist as evidenced by the circled areas in columns Hl and H7. However,
the step description relating experiment operation reveals that scheduling
conflicts are resolved. This is not surprising since the mission operation
timeline does take into consideration equipment restrictions, at least
to a minimal level in the scheduling of experiment operations.
Although total equipment accommodations appear to be
sufficient from a timelined point of view, operational problems will
exist due to the multiple changes of HRM formats required during the
time interval around 79 hours and again around 89 hours of the current
timelined operations. It is highly questionable whether or not the total
receiving and transmission system can be reconfigured and verified
rapidly enough to handle the timelined requirements. This problem
needs a more detailed assessment and changes in the modeling system
which generates the timeline in order to arrive at a mission profile
which takes into consideration ground system operational constraints.
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EXPERIMENT
Cl!
zZ 
uj
v 
ae
TIMELINE OPERATIONS
GET O 12 32.5 52.3 54.5 56.6 52.5 73.5 91.0 97A 117 122.5 136.8 148
GNIL A B C D E F G H I .! K L M N
NAO09 10M B 10MB I DM B 10M B
ES020 1MB 1MB iMB 7MB. 1Pr1B
NSOD2 VIDEO 510 510 510 510 510 510 510
NS003 VIDEO 1 300 300 300 300 300 3W
EA034 32MB(D)l 300 300 300 304 300
ES2001201 VIDEO 266 1 256
ES019 224 224 224 224 224 224
NS001 720 120 121 1"1 120 120 120 120 120 120 12G 120
VFI 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 04 64 64 64
VFI 64 64 64 CA I 64 64 s4 64 64 64 64 64 64
ES013 51.2 51,2 51.2 51.2
NS100 VIDEO 50 50 ;' 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
E8023 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
VFI 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 76 16 16
NS0O3 1 1 7 1 1 1
NS100 2 2
NA009 16 16 16 16
ES018 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
TOTAL(K8S) 1,144 2,401 2,093 531 581 10,32311,93412,7'5911,759 1,425 1,425 915 871 144
(D) EA034 REQUIRES 32MO BYPASS MODE OF HRM
iINOTE: ALL VALUES KILO BITS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
HRM OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS
TABLE 9.4
N8003
NMDO
NAB
TIMELINE OPERATIONS
RESTRICTING
GET 73.5
91.0 73.5 74.2 75.6 77.0 79.4 85
87.8REQUIREMENT
GML H H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7
10MB X X X
IMB X X X
VIDEO 510 X X. X X
VIDEO 300 x X X X
32MBJD) 300
VIDEO
224 x
120 X x X x
64 x x X x x X X
+64 x x X x X X X
51.2 X X X
VIDEO 50 X X
42 X x x X
16 x x X x X X x
1 x X x x
2 X X
1s x X x
0.5 X
TOTAL 112,760 1 10,883 238 318 1	 607 112,1341 2,182 112,024
EXPERIMENT
YA009
=S020
YS002
MS003
:A
=5019
N
	 1t3001
UFI
VFI
ES013
0100/101,102
ES023
VFI
DOTE: ALL RATES IN KBS EXCEPT WHERE NOTED
DETAIL OF TIME SEGMENT H
TABLE 9.5
9.6.3	 Analog/Video
Analog/video requirements from five experiments were
evaluated. The experiments are 1NS002, 1NS003, 1NS101, 1NS102
and 1 ESZ00 /201, and the proposed method of accommodating them
within the constraints of the CDMS is shown in Figure 9.4. Five
television cameras will provide video data from the experiments and
one of the experiments (1NS002) will generate a wideband analog signal
for downlink transmission. These signals will be routed, as required,
by means of a video switch to a TV monitor, to the orbiter CCTV system
and to and from an analog/video recorder. The video switch will be
operable by computer software, by the payload specialist (either manually
or by use of the Spacelab keyboard) or by ground command. It will inter-
face with the video switching network in the orbiter, which will provide
additional routing capability.
The video monitor, provided by Spacelab, will permit
viewing of any of the five TV cameras. Downlink transmission or
onboard recording can be accomplished simultaneously with monitor
operation.
The analog/video recorder is capable of recording either
one or two channels of video or other wideband signals.
The output signals from the SEPAL (1NS002) monitor camera,
the Low-light-level TV camera (1NS003) and the SEPAC plasma-wave
measuring equipment will be accommodated either individually or
simultaneously (according to the timeline) as follows:
a. The SEPAL monitor camera output will be routed to
the Spacelab monitor only.
b. The Output of the LLLTV camera, when operated
alone, will be viewed on the monitor, transmitted to ground or both
simultaneously.
e. The plasma-wave measurement, when performed
simultaneously with the LLTV imaging, will be recorded while the LLTV
signal is transmitted to ground. In the absence of TDRS contact, both
signals will be recorded for later transmission to ground.
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FIGURE 9.4
d. The Sled Experiment (1ESZ00/201) presently requireq
one channel of video, an infrared camera to monitor the eye movement
of the Payload Specialist during the course of conducting the experiment.
However, under consideration is the possibility of monitoring the motion/
posture of the specimen, either simultaneously or on a time shared basis.
Two approaches appear to be feasible at this time: (1) employ a split
screen technique, (Z) transmit one channel in real time and record one
channel for delayed transmission.
Experiments 1NS101, 1NS102 (except for part of
FO4) and 1ES200/201 will have their requirements satisfied by a
portable camera provided by Spacelab. This camera will be mounted
in a suitable location to provide a view of the sled operation for 1NS10Z
and may be hand held for observing the preparation of plans for
experiment 1NS101. The time lapse images to be obtained in that
experiment will be stored by a video recorder which is part of the
experiment package. The video camera and recorder that will be
used for obtaining the time-lapse images will not interface with the
Spacelab video system.
That portion of experiment F04 of 1NS102 which requires
observation of a waking crew member after a normal sleep cycle will be
accommodated by use of an orbiter camera which will be located at the
crew sleep station in the orbiter mid-deck. That portion of the experiment
which involves observation of the crew member in the module will use
the portable camera which was previously mentioned for use with 1NS101
and the other experimental activities of 1NS102.
The method to be used for synchronizing the cameras
with the Spacelab Monitor, and perhaps with the Orbiter monitors, is
yet to be determined. Use of the Orbiter-provided synchronization
pulse, use of the camera provided pulses and generation of a synchroniza-
tion pulse within the Spacelab switching system are methods presently
under consideration. Development of a satisfactory method of synchroniza-
tion is a subject of further study, and does not appear to pose any
insurmountable difficulties.
9. 6.4	 Experiment Computer Data Bus
After the experiments were assigned to RAU's according
to the constraints/groundrules in section 9. 5. 2. 1 and Appendix D, an
analysis of the load on the experiment computer data bus to collect
experiment data and to issue commands was made. To do so the following
assumptions were made:
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a. Data are collected from the RAU's and sent to the HRM
with separate command triplet sets. Note: A command triplet is
composed of three 16 bit words, and a set of triplets executed over
1 second period constitutes one GML. Word one defines the Experi-
ment Computer memory address that data will be read from or
written to when executing the triplets. Word two defines the skipping
indicator, op code of the command and word count relative to the
command. Word three provides the RAU address and more detail
relative to RAU commands.
b. GML data for HRM only will reside in a separate
buffer from the PCMMU data.
C. Continuous operation of an experiment over a given
time segment.
Each triplet can access, and store up to 64-16 bit words,
and each triplet has an attendant overhead during which no data can be
transferred on the bus. The overhead for data acquisition is:
(1) Discrete and Serial input data = 115 microseconds
(2) Analog input data =	 125 microseconds
(3) And for data to the HRM =	 175 microseconds
Consequently, efficient utilization of the data bus was
dictated. With this in mind, the constraints /groundrules listed in
section 9. 5. 2. 1 were followed.
Data from the requirements as summarized in Appendix A
and the experiment groupings as defined in 9.4 were next analyzed to
project the load on the experiment computer summarized in Table 9. 6.
Only the busiest 10 millisecond time segment out of a given second was
considered.
Time computations were made according to the following:
a. HRM output = (175 + 20 N) A sec
b. Analog Input = (125 t 20N) At s ec
co Discrete & Serial Input = Ai- sec
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Software overhead to support GML requires Z. 59 milli-
seconds of the 10 millisecond minor cycle time slot. (1.47 ms for
set up and 1. 12 ms for wrap up software).
The time for a worst case asynchronous data bus 1/0
operation will be reserved for each minor cycle and the maximum time
required to perform the worst case operation is 1. 685 milli-seconds.
The worst case being a three word serial output followed by two 32
word serial inputs (see Appendix D). This operation is required when
interfacing an RAU to three serial inputs and two outputs to the Spacelab
Payload Standard Modular Electronics (SPSME). Total time = [115 +
(20x3 )] = 1. 685 ms.
Thus, the maximum GML time is limited to: 10 ms -
2. 59 ms - 1. 685 ms = 5.725 ms.
The data presented in table 9. 6were based on the above
time computations. Shown are the bus times for each time segment
which include the time that the data are actually on the bus, associated
overhead and the margins in both microseconds and % of available time.
These margins represent growth potential and are based on the most
available conservative data. Also, while not optimum, data routed to the
computer were immediately routed to the HRM with separate triplets.
Further studies are planned to determine the optimized procedures for
assignment of RAU measurements and generation of the resulting
triplets.
Based on the data presented in this section, one GMLT
for the total payload is feasible with the utilization of skip triplets
when an experiment is inactive, and should be a design goal for Spacelab 1
payload integration. This will greatly facilitate reaitime and post
mission data processing. Also, an Experiment Computer 1/0-HRM
data rate of 25. 6 KBFS will accommodate the CDMS requirements as
presently defined and understood. Data routed from the Experiment
Computer 1/0 to the HRM will be formatted into a PCM format that
will be compatible with standard telemetry processing equipment at
the POCC and GSFC. The experiment computer will insert the
appropriate synchronization, time, identification., and error words,
along with the data gathered by the RAU' s. into the format. Also,
sufficient words will be allocated to allow for the insertion of certain
Experiment Computer and Orbiter related data. Examples are:
state vector, orbiter attitude, command tables, and selected processed
information.
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TABLE 9. b DATA TRAFFIC SUMMARY
as
:u r-
^; m
caa
TIME A B C D E F GSEGMENT
TIME FOR DATA 1540 2485 2765 1955 2315 1	 2389 2M1ON SUS (µs)
OVERHEAD (µ s) 4685 4.635 4695 405 4685 4615 24685
(.0 $) 3675 2330 2558 3338 3m 2935 3225
-MARGINS
% 54.2 43.4 44.5 582 52A 51.2 56.3
TIME R I J It L M NSEGMENT
TIME FOR DATA 2260 2785 1480 1880 1990 2200 1ngON BUS (µs)
OVERHEAD {µs1 4655 4985 Sins 4635 4685 4685 405
[µa) 3055 2630 3155 3435 3425 3115 3425
MARGINS
% 53.4 421.2 67.3 81.0 59.8 54.4 55.8
OVERHEAD INCLUDES:
1) MAXIMUM TIME REQUIRED FOR HRM OVERHEAD .= 411 ZRICRO SECONDS
2) TIME REaUIRED FOR WORST CASE ASYNCHRONOUS 1/0 OPERATIONS = 1,645 MICRO SECONDS
3) EXPERIMENT COWUTER SOFTWARE 2510 MICRO SECONDS
i
- W
The analysis of the data bus traffic supports the utiliza-
tion of a data stream up to a 25. 6 KBPS capacity. This rate will
support all requirements for data rates up 1, 10, 100 samples per
second and provide a sufficient margin for growth and non GMLT data.
Also, there is enough capacity for a fixed format for the mission
duration; however, a decision regarding this should be deferred until
the total contents of the strearn are defined and the full capability of
ECOS is understood.
There are several possible formats that can be considered,
see Appendixes C and D. The smallest one that can support Spacelab 1
is 10 minor frames of 64 words each with a data rate of 10. 24 KBPS.
This one, however, precludes 100 s/s data and does not provide enough ;growth
margin to accommodate non GML data,
The data format presently considered for Spacelab 1 is illustrated in
Figure 9.5. This format has the following characteristics:
a. Rate of 25. 6 KBPS
b. Major Frame comprised of 20 minor frames x $0
channels.
c. Channels 1 and 2 are designated for sync (24 bits
for sync, S bits for minor frame identification).
d. 100 samples/sec measurements will occupy every
16th channel as required, for example: 20, 36, 52, 66 of each frame
in the format.
e. The following data will be located in channel 3:
(1) Source ID - an eight bit byte that identifies the
format as a GML format.
(2) GML format - an eight bit byte to identify the
location of all measurements within a specific GMLT.
(3) GMT - Time for the first minor frame days,
hours, minutes, seconds and 10 millisecond intervals.
(4) Error ID - indicates the type of error that generates
an error interrupt to the Experiment Computer
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GMLT - HRM FORMAT
FIGURE 9.5
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(5) Mission ID - identifies the mission
(6) Subframe number - 10 ms GML count	 4
(7) Index Word - indicates which set of memory
locations (toggled every 250 ms) containing GMT was last updated.
(8) All other allocations will contain data
9. 6. 5	 Data Flow
The data flow analysis summarized in this section
addresses the compatibility of the onboard tape recorders to adequately
accommodate the digital and analog data during TDRS blackout periods
and to perform the required tape recorder playbacks during the available
TDRS coverage. Compatibility with TDRS and the other network elements
was also considered.
The data flow simulation was accomplished by integrating
the experiment operating timeline, the associated experiment data
rates, and the TDRS coverage. The result of the simulation were then
evaluated against the guidelines to minimize data losses and partial tape
recorder dumps.
TDRS Coverage
The TDRS coverage based on the August 1477 timeline
is as follows t
Percent Coverage = 631r,
Maximum Gap = 113 Minutes
Maximum Contact = 84 Minutes
Average Gap = 20 Minutes
Average Contact = 34 Minutes
This coverage assumed that the TDRS satellites are located at 41 W
and 171 W, and the Orbiter Antenna kit (COMMB) is not used.
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4 -	 4.6.5.1	 Digital
The digital data flow analysis addresses the High Rate
Multiplexer (HRM) wideband data and assumes the utilization of the
Spacelab High Data Rate Recorder (HDRR). The Payload Recorder is
not considered in this study due to its limited capability. The maximum
record rate of the Payload Recorder is only 1 MBPS, and past studies
have shown that its low record to dump ration is incompatible with the
data requirements. Additionally, data gaps introduced by the Payload
Recorder following each track change make it undesirable for science.
However, it should be pointed out that the Payload Recorder may be
required during periods of high analog and video data flow, since its
low rate playback (1 MBPS) can be accomplished in Mode 2 of the Ku-band.
Playback of the HDRR requires Mode 1 which will inhibit analog or
video downlink.
The minimum record rate of the Spacelab HDRR is a
1 MBPS which implies that the minimum, composite data rate out of the
HRM is at least 1 MBPS. To constrain the HRM formats to a minimum of
1 MBPS is consistent with the guideline to minimize the number of HRM
formats.
Most of the experiment data rates are in the low to medium
range (less than 1 MBPS). Experiments which equal or exceed 1 MBPS
are:
a. ES020 - 1 MBPS
b. NS004 - 10MBPS
C. ES034 - 32 MBPS
The high rate experiments operate for relatively short
periods of time and do not impact the data flow timeline. Other inputs
to the HRM which were considered are:
a. VFI - 64KBPS, 64 KBPS, 16 KBPS (3 channels)
b. Experiment computer I/O channel - 25. 6 KBPS
C. Subsystems computer I/O channel - 25.6 KBPS
d. Voice - i28 KBPS
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Shown on Figures 9.5. 1-10 are the downlink data rate
praffle, the real time data rate profile, Spacelab HDRR percent full,
and the TDRS communications timeline. The downlink data profile
represents the sum of the real time data plus the HDRR playback data
(when present) during TDRS coverage. During TDRS blackout periods the
downlinked data rate is zero and the data represented by the real time
data profile must be recorded. The recorder utilization is shown in
the bottom plot entitled Spacelab HDRR Percent Full. Following the
TDRS blackout, the tape recorder is played back at the fastest
rates possible. For most of the mission, the real time data rate is
1 MBPS, so that when recorded, the maximum playback will be 16
MBPS. Therefore, the typical downlink data rate during tape recorder
playback is 17 MBPS (1 MBPS real time and 16 MBPS - dump).
The maximum downlinked data rate over the mission is
33 MBPS. This occurs for short duration (. 06 hours) during the operation
of the Microwave Scatterometer, ES034. The 32 MBPS generated by
ES034 will flow through the direct channel thus bypassing the HRM, and
be downlinked over channel 3 (2-50 MBPS), mode 1 of Ku-bank system.
Data from all other sources will be multiplexed by the HRM, and the
I DiBPSdata stream will be downlinked over Channel 2 (16 KBPS - 2 MBPS)
of the Ku-band system. During TDRS blackout periods the 32 MBPS data
stream will be routed to the HDRR and the 1 MBPS data stream will be
routed to the Payload Recorder.
It should be noted that presently the maximum downlink the
network can support is approximately 44 MBPS due to a DOMSAT limitation.
This implies that the maximum HRM format is constrained to 32 MBPS.
Also the playback of the HDRR at its maximum rate of 32 MBPS must be
routed to the HRM bypass channel, which will require Payload Specialist
involvement or be multiplexed at a reduced rate, up to 16 MBPS.
Considering these requirements, guidelines and constraints,
the analysis of the digital data flow revealed no significant problems.
The minimum reserve of the HDRR never goes below 40 5c., no partial
tape recorder dumps are required, and no data are lost.
9.6.5.2	 Analog/Video
The SL-1 requirements for analog and video data flow as
defined by the August 1977 timeline will probably exceed the capability
of the onboard recorder and available TDRS communications to prevent
data losses. Additional excessive partial dumps will be required which
will add significant complexity to the operation of the recorder. The
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factors which affect the analog data flow are-
a. The 4. 5 MHz downlink will accommodate only one
analog or video signal at a time.
b. Video/Analog data can be downlinked only in Ku band
mode 2. If the digital rate exceeds 2 MBPS, video/analog data must
be recorded.
co The playback rate of the video/analog recorder is
1,1.
d. The recorder playback must be in the forward mode,
which requires a rewind of up to 6 minutes following a record cycle.
e. Two channels of data can be recorded simultaneously;
however, both channels must be downlinked serially before that portion
of the tape can be reused.
f. The recorder can record one source for up to one hour,
and two sources for one-half an hour.
A typical period of high analog and video data flow (72-91
hours) is shown in Figure 9. 6. The analog and video requirements at
the top of Figure 9. 6 reflect a combined total of 20 operations of 1NSOOZ,
1NS003, and 1NS10Z. These requirements, particularly 1NS002 which
has both analog and video, place a tremendous burden on the data system.
The plots on the lower half of Figure 9. 6 reflect the utilization of
analog/video recorder in terms of percent full. As the data is recorded
the percent full will increase, and as it is dumped, percent full will
decrease. During this period a total of 23 recorder dumps were performed
on channels 1 and 2. Of that total 14 dumps were only partially completed,
that is, the dump had to be terminated due to the loss of TDRS coverage
or because an experiment requiring analog or video data had been activated.
It should be noted that the recorder operation depicts on
optimal utilization which is unlikely under mission conditions. With
the magnitude of partial dumps and the complexity required to manage
the recorder, it is most probable that considerable data would be lost.
Two recommendations can be made to alleviate this
problem. First, the operation of these experiments must be separated
.,act.:
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J	 by sufficient time to permit a complete recorder playback. If ova.
signal is recorded, a time equal to the record time must be scheduled
during TDRS coverage, prior to the next recording requirement. If
two signals are recorded, that time must be reduced to allow a serial
playback of both channels.
Secondly, experiments requiring analog or video data
should be scheduled during TDRS coverage as much as possible.
This would be particularly helpful during the operation of NS002.
It
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4. B	 CONCLUSIONS:
a. The total payload data requirements are within the
CDMS hardware capabilities - no major incompatibilities were
identified. However, this conclusion is reached independent of
the software study. A final CDMS position is not possible without
considering the CDMS hardware and software as a single resource.
b. Where is sufficient margin for growth on the data bus.
f
c. There is potential difficulty in accommodating all analog/
video requirements.
d. Data rates will not exceed the projected TDRS band-
widths.
NOTE: There is no sun sensor on Spacelab Mission 1. Although a sun
sensor was assumed in the analysis of the Command and Data
Management System, the results and conclusions are not
changed.
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49.9 DATA CHARTS
Data charts IA thru ZC provide an assessment of the Command
and Data Management System (CDMS) requirements necessary to
satisfy the expressed and in some instances implied requirements of
the experiment complement for Spacelab 1, Where portions of an
experiment were located both in the module and on the pallet with no
indications of split relative to the command or data requirements, an
estimate of the split was made in order to arrive at a somewhat more
realistic loading of the various system components. Even if the
assumed splits are off by 507o, sufficient margins exist in the Remote
Acquisition Units (RAU) to accommodate the required rearrangements.
Chart B presents the requirements for RAU resources relative
to each experiment. By computing the data rates resulting from these
requirements and entering these in chart A, a total requirement
placed on the CDMS data input/output capability can be obtained. This
results in a maximum requirement independant of any experiment
operations scheduling and will immediately indicate whether or not
there is a possibility of problems. The summation of the RAU
Flexible and Serial input Rates of columns one and two on chart 2A
results in approximately 51 kilobits as the maximum possible input
rate required and presents no problems to the CDMS.
The data presented in the RAU/HRM column of chart A is
greatly in excess of what the final requirements should be due to
assumptions utilized in developing this set of data. The RAU/HRM
Rate column represents that portion of the experiment data which
must be downlinked in order :to monitor the experiments health,
status, and operation. Due to the absence of requirements relative to
this type of data on most experiments, the assumption that all data of
ten samples per second and less would be downlinked. Since this
assumption again places a maximum requirement on the system,
establishment of the final and real requirement can only serve to
expand the comfortable system margins which are currently projected.
The same assumption was utilized relative to the PCMMU data
which represents that data required by the orbiter for monitoring
experiments. Once the complete requirements are determined,
these rates will also drop although the current projection of 10 kilobits
ip
presents no CDMS problem.
Where specific requirements were not available relative to the
experiment commands from the RAU, the assumption was made that 	 {
pulsed commands were required. Thus if an experiment required two
(2) on/off commands, this was interperted as four (4) commands to
satisfy the functions. The number of commands required for some of
the experiments as shown on the requirements assessment chart C
therefore may not agree with other data sources'.
Several assumptions were made relative to the SEPAC (NS002)
experiment. A split between the module and pallet was assumed for
the sixty-two analog measurements and discrete commands were
assumed for experiment control. Also, since the experiment requires
DEP loading and interchange of data during operation, a serial input
to the CDMS was assumed for request and control purposes.
Assumed requirements relative to other experiments were
commands to NS003 for experiment equipment activation and control
and for motor control on NS004. It is probable that other experiments
such as NA009 and NT011 will also require some command controls.
This, however, will be well within the system capability.
The RAU assignment charts list the various experiments and
associated requirements which have been allocated to each RAU.
Designations of 1M, 2M, 3M and 4M have been utilized relative to the
module RAU's and the pallet RAU's have been designated 1P, 2P and
3P.
For the most part, experiment locations and experiment
CDMS support requirements could be matched without difficulty. The
one exception was the number of serial command channels required of
RAU 3M which must be satisfied by utilizing the unused channel of
RAU 2M located across the aisle. This configuration should not be
difficult from an integration ana checkout viewpoint nor provide any
restrictions from an operational sense.
In order to derive the CDMS RAU input/output loading assess-
ment, the mission timeline was broken into fourteen segments labled
A thru N or sheets 1C and 2C. The segments result in a smoothed
assessment of data rates and can be utilized to highlight areas which
might need a more detailed assessment of operating requirements.
However, from the standpoint of RAU activity and the requirements of
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General Meastirement Loop (GML) operations necessary to support the
experiments, no problems were encountered even with the excessively
stringent requirements indicated in segments B, H and L Segment H
shows the majority of experiments operating and still leaves an
approximate 50 010 margin on RAU activity.
By utilizing RAU assignment coding in preparing the activity
matrix on sheet C of the requirements assessment, a rough idea can
be obtained relative to powered down operation of the RAU's. Although
this is a rough assessment, segment A reveals no requirement for
RAU`s ZM, 4M, 1P, and 3P for the first 12 hours of the mission.
Should RAU power consumption become a critical item, a more detailed
assessment by other methods would be required,
Mx
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a ^s
°c wa
tj
a
cac x¢ t ° a++
°ac cc °` C.7 s s4
EXP MIP KBS K9S KBS KBS KBS =
1NS001 16IP .512 .720 .720 120 1 (1)
.176 -3P
1NS002 MIP •128 .366 .054 .560 .560 510 1 2 3 3
1NS003 M - .096 .096 .096 300 2 2M +/
1NSO04 P .024 - .024 .024 - 3P
1NSO05 P .680 -- .680 .680 - 3P
1NS006 M
1NS007 M - -
1NA008 P .048 .128 .176 .176 - 3P
1NA009 M .158 - .158 .158 1 x 104 2 1M
1NT011 M 3.376 .054 3.44 .240 _ 1M
1NT012 M - - 1M
VFI MIP 'p 0 .064 .084 3 1M16
1NS100 M 2 2 4M 3
IES013 Map 1034	 •169 4.48	 -
.203 203 51.2 1 3ZE
IIES014 P .012 - .012 .012 - 1 P
1ES015 P .009 .896 .905 .905 - 1P
1ES016 P .072 .144 .216 .216 - 2P
1ES017 p ,102 .064 .166 .166
- 1P
1ES018 m
.064 .512 .576 .576 10.5{2' 2 3 M
1ES019 P T - 25.6 - _ 224 1 1 P
11? VARIABLE RATE
(2) COUNTINGENCY ONLY
ASSESSMENT 1A
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ORIGINAL PAGE: IS
OF Pooh QUALITY
INPUTS D UTPUT$
ANALOG
1	 10	 100
DISCRETE
1	 10	 100
SERIAL
1	 10	 100
DISCRETE SERIAL
NO F
4
32 6 4d t J
16	
46
_ 4 0 1 J
- -
6 B
1 t0 - 10
5 S
- - 13
^ - S 4 J
16 30 -
2 2 4 - 4 -
-
.. 20 4
4	
t1 e!,--
 
26
2B
X1
1 t
1 4 - 2 t ,/
1 1 fi 5 4 1
9 - 9 4 1 1
3 4 4 1 v
9
-- 32 g 1 3
- 16 7 1 1
ASSESSMENT 1B
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RAU,'GML ASSESSMENT
0 12 32.1 62.3 545 66.6 10.5 73.5 11.0 11.4 117 122.6 138.1	 141
A 1 C 0 f F 0 H 1 K t M	 N
73p
ZM 
3P
21k 2M
3P
2M IN
3P
2M 2M
3P W 3P 3P 3P
3P
1M 1M
im 1M
1M 1M 1M
1M 1M
a 4M 4511 4M 4M
36
2P
3M
2P !,/2P^^
If 1•P
1P
2P 2P
1P 1P 1P 1P I 1P
3M 3M
1P 1P 1P 1P
ASSESSMENT 1C
^4
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ORIGINAL, PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
EXP
1ES020
1ES021
IES022
1ES023
1ES024
1ES025
1ES026
1ES027
IS028
1ES029
1ES030
1ES031
1ES032
1 EA033
1 EA034
1ES200/201
1ES300
SUN
X
:
v
Qroe
x
^ a
Ewa
s6w uj Zc
W
z
^
x
c
w
c^
--+
a
M/P KBS KSB KSB KSB KBS
M p ,006 .006
.012 1 x 103 1 2P
P .065 .016 .081 .061 - 2P
M .016 .016 .016 - 3M
p .120 .128 .248 .248 42 1 2P
P 1031 .031 .031 - 1P
M
M
.026
.026 .052 .052 - 2M
rm
P .035 .035 .035 - 1 P
M j
M
M
M .128 .128 .256 .256 - 2M
yp .D40
1.12	
1.f 2 1.12 1.16 3.2 00	 4 2 3M2P
M .994 6.80 1.994 .994 2.56 1 4M
M .010 2.08 2.09 2.09 - 4M
P .200 .200 .200 2P
p .008 .128 .136 .136 3P
6.967 44.160 14.275 10.127 13016.7
51.127
ASSESSMENT 2A
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INPUTS OUTPUTS
ANALOG DISCRETE SERIAL DISCRETE SERIAL
1 10 100 1 10 100 1 10 100 NO F
B 15 1
7 0 1 18
-- - 2 2 1
16 - 8 6 1
2 15 - 3
3
3
2
2 -
2
2
4 3 2
16 - 8 3 , V,
5 -
7
7
10
15
J-7
1
1
4 4 8 -	 2
32
i 3
1
1
1
-
- 10 13 1
1 12 2
1 8 2
ASSESSMENT 2B
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
RAU/GML ASSESSMENT
0 it 12.6 62.3 54.5 SLI 1t.6 11.0 17.4 m 1 n.6 131.1 us
A 1 C 8 E f 6 J3MA  1
K L M M
3M 2P 2# YP 7M 2PVA_j 3!M21' 2P 2P 2? 2PIF 1P
2M 1P 2M 1P1P I 
2M 3M 2P 3MtP W
t
ASSESSMENT 2C
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RAU 1M
EXPE—
RIMENT
HRM—
CHAN—
NELS
DISCR,
DATA—
CHNLS
ANAL.
DATA—
CHNLS
PCM—
DATA—
CHNLS
ON/OFF
CMD—
CHNLS
PCM
CMD—
CHNLS
UTC +
UTCU-
CHNLS
NA009 2 30 16 — — — —
NT011 — — 8 1 — — —
NT012 -- — — — 2 1 —
VFI 2 20 _ 1 34 — —
TOTAL 4 50 24 2 36 1 —
RAU 2M
EXPE—
RIMENT
HRM—
CHAN—
NELS
DISCR.
DATA—
CHNLS
ANAL.
DATA—
CHNLS
PCM
DATA—
CHNLS
ONIOFF
CMD—
CHNLS
PCM
CMD—
CHNLS
UTC +
UTCU-
CHNLS
I11S001 R	 E — 4 t B t 1
NS002 1 — 16 .1 6 1 1
NS003 2 — — 1 B 1 --
ES027 — — 3 2 — —
EAD33 — — 16 1 3 1 1
TOTAL 4 0 39 4 27 4 3
= Naauawtu
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ORIGINAL PAGE: Ig
OF POOR QUALITY
RAIL 3M
EXPE—
RIMENT
HRM—
CHAN—
NELS
DISCR.
DATA—
CHNLS
ANAL.
DATA—
CHNLS
PCM—
DATA—
CHNLS
ON/OFF
CMD—
CHNLS
PCM
CMD—
CHNLS
DTC +
UTCU-
CHNLS
ES013 1 2 4 1 4 1 1
ES018 2" — B 1 9 1 1
ES020 1 6 — — 15 1(1) —
ES022 — — — 1 2 1 —
EA034 2 -- — 1 10 1 9
TOTAL 6 6 12 4 40 5 3
*COULD BE ONE LESS
(1) REQUIREMENT SATISFIED BY RAU W
;w
RAU V
EXPE—
RIMENT
HRM—
CHAN—
NELS
DISCR.
DATA--
CHNLS
ANAL.
DATA—
CHNLS
PCM
DATA—
CHNLS
ON/OFF
CMD—
CHNLS
PCM
CMD—
CHNLS
UTC +
UTCU-
CHNLS
ES020 — — — — —
NS10o
ES200 1
ES201 — 2 6 2 3 1 --
ES300 — 10 — 1 — 1 1
TOTAL 1	 2 12	 1 16 3 3 3 3
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rEXPE-
RIMENT
HAm-
CHAN-
NELS
DISCR.
DATA-
CHNLS
ANAL,
DATA-
CHNLS
PCM_
DATA-
CHNLS
ON /OFF
CMD-
CHNLS
PCM
CMD-
CHNLS
UTC +
UTCU-
CHNLS
RAU 1P
EXPE-
RIMENT
HRM-- '
CHAN-
NELS
DISCR.
DATA-
CHNLS
ANAL.
DATA-
CHNLS
PCM
DATA-
CHNLS
ON/OFF
CMD-
CHNLS
PCM
CMD-
CHNLS
UTC +
UTCU-
CHNLS
ES014 - 4 1 - 2 1* 1
ES015 - 1 1 2* 4 1 1
ES017 - 3 9 1 8 1 1
ES019 1 - - 1 7 1 1
ES024 - 15 2 - 3 - -
ES027 - 2 ' 3 - 2 - -
ES029 - 3 4 - 2 - -
1 33 20 4 28 4 4
* COULO RFOUCE BY ONE
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ORIGINA'_ PAGE IS
RAE12 P	
OF POOR QUALITY
EXPE-
RIMENT
HRM-
CHAN-
NELS
DISCR.
DATA--
CHNLS
ANAL.
DATA-
CHNLS
PCM-
DATA-
CHNLS
ONIOFF
CMD-
CHNLS
PCM
CMD-
CHNLS
UTC +
UTCU--
CHNLS
IS013 - 25 18 - 12 - -
ES016 - - 9 1 4 1 1
ES020 -- 5 - - 1 - --
ES021 - 9 7 1 18 - -
ES023 1 - 15 1 6 1 1
IEA034 - - 5 i 15 1 -
SUN SENSOR 12 - 2 - -
RADIATION
TOR
1
2 52 55 4 5B 3 2
RAID 3P
EXPE-
RIMENT
HRM-
CHAN-
NELS
DISCR.
DATA-
CHNLS
ANAL.
BATA-
CHNLS
PCM
DATA-
CHNLS
ON /OFF
CMD-
CHNLS
PCM
CMD-
CHNLS
UTC +
UTCU--
CHNLS
jwl - - 22 - 40 - -
NS002 - - 46 - 2 1 _
NS003 - - -
NS004 - 10 1 - 10 - -
NS005 - - 13 - 13 - -
NA008 - - ' 6 1 4 1 -
NOR SENOR - - 1 1 2	 N - -
16 B9 2 71 2 0
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9.10 NASA EXPERIMENT RCQUIREMBTS
This appendix lists, by experiment, the requirements fort
data systems support from each experiment. These requirements were
derived from the latest ERD's, and discussions'with individual investi-
gators. The requirements listed herein were used to establish the data
system configuration assessed by this study.
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M,, .	 1 NS001
NAME: Imaging Spectrometric Observatory
LOCATION: Experiment located on pallet with electronics
in the module.
OUTPUTS: From pallet to RAU
(1) 22 Analogs C l SPS
From Module to RAU
(1) 4 Analogs at 1 SPS
(2) 32-16 bit status words
(3) Digital bit stream to HRM with one of three
bit rates as defined by the functional objective.
1. 5 KBPS, 15 KBPS, 120 KBPS
INPUTS:
(1) 128 word/16 bit command table to be loaded
from MMU to experiment DEP prior to each
operation
(2) Time - GMT and 1024 KI-1z plus update.
(3) Four ON/OFF commands in the module.
(4) Twenty ON/OFF commands on the pallet.
DISPLAY:
Alpha numeric display at the DDU will be required
for the above 26 Analog outputs only in the case of
a malfunction.
The experimenter is providing his own display GSE
in the POCC. The input required is the experiment
HRDM output and orbiter attitude data.
FUNCTIONAL OBJ1
NS001A
NS001 B
NS001 C
NS001D
NS001 E
NS001 F
NS001 G
ICTIVES:
Initial Turn ON and Checkout, 1. 5 KBPS HRM input
Weak Nocturnal low altitude emissions 1. 5 KBPS
Medium intensity nocturnal emissions 1. 5 KBPS
Downward looking dayglow 120 KBPS
Daygiow atomic emissions 15 KBPS
High altitude nocturnal emissions 15 KBPS
Twilight emissions 15 KBPS
H-65
2NS001H Contaminant study: 	 resonance
flourescence 120 KBPS
NS0011 Contaminant study:	 spacecraft atmosphere
induced emissions 15 KBPS
NS001M Electron accelerator induced emissions 120 KBPS
To be run with NS002H, NS002I, NS002J,
NS002K.
NS001N -For EUV stellar sources 15 KBPS
NS001 J Calibration study 15 KBPS
NS001K Dayglow emissions 1.5 KBPS
NS001L Dayglow scans 1. 5 KBPS
OPERATION:
A normal observation run may contain a thermal warm-up
period of 30 minutes and one or more observing sequences.
The length of a typical run is approximately 60 minutes,
depending on the FO and the number of observing sequences.
Observing sequences may run from 10 to 40 minutes.
COMMENTS:
This experiment is controlled by its DEP in normal operation i. e. , it
will operate in the hands off mode. The DEP command table is loaded
prior to early operation through the CDMS. The command table can be
transmitted from the POCC in a contingency situation.
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1NS002
NAME: Space Experiment with Particle Accelerator (SEPAC)
LOCATION: Manual Control Panel - Module
Experiment and DEP - Pallet
OUTPUTS:
(1) 512 KBPS to HRM any time experiment is on.
(2) 62 one sample/sec analog flexible inputs to RAU
(16 module, 56 pallet) any time experiment is on.
Routed to DDU for onboard CRT display. (Graphics
required)
(3) 4. 2 MHZ TV downlink any time experiment is on.
(4) 4. 2 MHZ wideband to analog recorder any time
experiment is on. To be dumped later as time
line allows. (Selected Samples)
(5) TV monitor onboard. Cameras provided by
experimenter. Monitor in experiment pack.
INPUTS: (RAU)
(1) Time GMT and 1024 KHZ plus update.
(2) DEP load from MMU-1K-16 bit words prior to
each experiment.
(3) Software transfer - 200 words once per experiment.
(4) DEP parameter change from keyboard for
contingency. - lK words.
(5) Experiment deactivation - 1K words once per
expe riment.
(6) Aspect information - SK words on command.
(POCC)
Experimenter will provide his own GSE; however
POCC must strip out 62 analog status measurements
for CRT display from the HRM bit stream.
DISPLAY: See OUTPUTS above
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
The data outpuVare the same for all functional objectives.
This experiment operates with 1NS001, INS003, ES018
and ES019 within the time bracket 120 to 135.
t
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OPERATION:
A typical operation sequence will run about 30 minutes
ranging from 14 to 34 minutes. System checkout requires
34 minutes which will be added to the total ti=ne of the
experiment run when required. It is assumed that
checkout will be performed prior to each experiment
run unless experiments are run back to back.
COMMENTS:
The SEPAC experiment has its own experiment rack in the module
for some control and display. The module CRT and keyboard will
also be used for graphics display and loading the DEP.
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1 NS003
NAME: Atmospheric Emission Photometric Imager
on Low Light Level TV Observations
LOCATION: Experiment on pallet, Electronics in module
OUTPUTS: (1) 1KBPS to HRM
(2) 300 KBPS to HRM
(3) 4. 2 MHZ TV Downlink to POCC.
These outputs are required in all modes
although not necessarily full time.
INPUTS:	 (1) DEP Load - Transfer 2K words (100 wds/ser)
from keyboard to DEP per operation.
(2) Experiment Activation - lK words from MMU to
DEP. Once per operation. Routed to DDU, also.
(3) Aspect Data - 180 words/sec. , 8K words.
Continuous from MMU to DEP.
(4) Experiment Deactivation - 1.K words from MMU to
DEP once per operation. Routed to DDU also.
(5) Software Transfer - Contingency if DEP software
fails. 32K words from MMU to DEP. (1MBPS).
DISPLAY: Module CRT-ASCII Messages.
Module TV Monitor
POCC displays are same as onboard display, plus
digital displays of photon counting array and housekeeping.
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Data outputs are the same for each functional objective.
Experiment operates with NSOOZ, in time period 120-135.
OPERATION:
A typical experiment operation requires about 1 hour
and 30 minutes including time for thermal control.
It is assured that 30 minutes per experiment would be
required if run back to back.
COMMENTS:
This experiment has itb own DEP which controls the experiment
during normal operation. Contingency commands are required.
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NAME:: Ion States of Solar and Galactic Cosmic Rays
LOCATION: Pallet
OUTPUTS: From pallet to RAU to CDMS to HRM
Encoder	 16 bit discretes	 -every 15 sec.
INPUTS: From CDMS to RAU to Experiment
ON/OFF signals 8 discretes
ON/OFF signal Z discretes
(Power ON and power OFF)
DISPLAY: No onboard display required
No RT POCC display required
Off-line POCC data storage/examination
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
This experiment has one FO.
OPERATION:
See Comments.
COMMENTS:
Experiment timeline as continuous operation. Will be turned off at end
of operation by ECAS. Operation and control completely by ECAS. No
on-board intervention required once experiment begins operation.
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NAME: Far UV Astronomy Using the FAUST Telescope
LOCATION: Pallet
OUTPUTS: From experiment orb pallet to RAU
5 Analog measurements at 1 SPS
8 Analog measurements at 10 SPS
INPUTS: From keyboard to experiment via CDMS/RAU
13 Discrete commands
DISPLAY: All thirteen (13) outputs will be displayed onboard
by the DDU and at the POCC in real time.
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
NS005A, NS005B
Each FO will output the same thirteen signals.
The Imaging Spectrometer will be operated along
with this experiment. Its FO is NS001N.
OPERATION:
A normal observing run will contain one or more
observing sequences. Typically, a normal run
will last for approximately 15 minutes with
observing sequences of up to five minutes.
COMMENTS:
This experiment is controlled completely by PS with keyboard commands,
DDL1 display and RT voice from data monitoring at the POCC.
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I NS006
NAME: HZE (High-Charge and Energy) Particle Dosimetry
This experiment does not levy any requirements on the data system,
and has no connection thereto.
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1NS007
NAME: Persisting Circadian Rhythms
This experiment does not levy any requirements on the data system,
and has no connection thereto.
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NAME: Active Cavity Radiometer (ACR Solar Irradiance Monitor)
LOCATION: Experiment will be mounted on the pallet, and will
view along the +Z Spacelab axis.
OUTPUTS: 6 Analog @ 1 SPS
1 Digital @ 120 BPS (Serial Digital)
INPUTS:	 2 Discrete command signals.
I Digital command signal.
Commands and clock from RAU to ACR experiment.
DISPLAY:	 POCC display devices: 1 CRT and 1 line printer.
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
NA008A, NA008B. Each FO will output the same signals.
OPERATION:
One experiment operating cycle lasts
10 minutes, typically.
COMMENTS:
Real time transmission is preferred but NRT transmission is acceptable.
All ACR control commands for normal operations will be stored in and
executed from Spacelab CDMS timeline software. Only override
commands will be sent by the PI from POCC keyboard.
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1NA009
NAME: Atmospheric Trace Molecules Observed
by Spectroscopy (ATMOS)
LOCATION: Optical Sensor mounted in Spacelab top airlock;
Electronics mounted in module standard equipment
rack.
OUTPUTS: From Optical Sensor in Airlock to Electronics
Package in module to HRM:
Science Data
1 Digital @ 107 BPS
Diagnostic Data
1 Digital C 1. 6 x 10`1 BPS
From Optical Sensor in Airlock to Electronics
Package in module to Experiment RAU:
Engineering Data:
16 Analog Channels sampled at 10 SPS
30 Discrete Data Signals sampled at 10 SPS
INPUTS:	 From keyboard through I/O and RAU to experiment:
2 Discrete Command Signals
1 Digital Command Signal
DISPLAY: Analog Engineering Data: POCC and Onboard Display
Digital Science Data: POCC
Digital Diagnostic Data: POCC Display
Discrete Engineering Data: POCC and Onboard Display
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
NA009A, NA009B, NA009C, NA009D and NA009E
In each FO, the experiment will output the same
set of data signals. Experiment 1ES013 will
operate concurrently with FO's NA009D and NA009E.
OPERATION:
The ATMOS instrument views the sun through the
stratosphere; ;z.0 measures the spectral absorption
of solar energy. Ea . -.h data taking run is initiated
prior to the sun emerging from or disappearing
behind the earth. The resulting "interferograms",
after processing, provide absorption spectra for
scientific analysis. Each cycle is typically three
minutes in duration. However, a run may consist
•	 of different numbers of cycles.
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COMMENTS:
The data taking sequence will be preprogrammed in the CDMS, with
provisions for changes by command from the ground, or manual
operation by the payload specialist using the ATMOS control/display
panel.
PI desires photographic record (using handheld camera) of sun during
sunrise cr sunset data taking periods.
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1NT011
NAME: Tribological Experiment in Zero Gravity
LOCATION: Module - port side
OUTPUTS: From experiment in module to RAU:
4 Analogs @ 100 SPS (Displacement Transducers)
1 Analog @ 1 SPS (Temperature)
1 Analog (D. C. ) @ 10 SPS (Camera Shutter)
1 Analog C 10 SPS (Flywheel RPM)
1 PCM @ 64 BPS (Low "G" Channels)
1 Analog @ 1 SPS (Low "G" Accelerometer Block Temp.)
INPUTS: None.
DISPLAY: All outputs will be displayed on DDU. POCC display
requirements TBD.
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
NT011A and NT011B.
OPERATION:
The fluid spreading experiment cycle lasts for
approximately 20 minutes. However, data are
collected for less than 2 minutes of each cycle.
COMMENTS:
Science data is on film. Control independent of CDMS.
w
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INT012
NAME: Geophysical Fluid Flow Cell
LOCATION: Module
OUTPUTS: None. Self ( r,T.-tainerl experiment
I T :'PITT5:
	
F rrrr) RAU to DEP
G1,VT
ON/OFF Power discretes
DISPLAY- Does not use DDt t or PT POCC.'
FUNCTIO TNAI.. C)F-.IFCTIVFS:
N1012. is this expf rirr—tit' q only functional ,ri°'`rvr
OPFRATIr)N:
This experiment is self controlled and regi.ii rr-ri
only to hP turne rs on. It will automatically s^rl:,^n p
itself. Normal run cycle is six hours.
C OMMENTS:
Data will be recorded with a camera system. Experiment is operateri
and controlled by DEP. DEP will not require loading. Experiment
has its own control panel.
REPRUDUCIBILITy OF THg
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POUa
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1 NS 100
NAME; Life Sciences Mini-Lab
LOCATION: Module
OUTPUTS: 1NS101-Television 4. 2 MHz
INS102-Television 4. 2 MHz
50 KBPS to HRM
1NS104-2 KBPS to HRM
INPUTS; ' Time - 1024 KHZ plus update
This is the only RAU interface for INS100
and is required for 1NS102 and INS104.
DISPLAY: Onboard
1NS101-CRT (TV) PI provided.
1NS102-Storage oscilloscope PI provided
INS104-Oscilloscope, PI provided
POCC
INS101-CRT
I NS102-Strip Chart, TV, Storage Scope.
INS104-Graphics display
FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Functional Objectives have data requirements
as defined any time they are in operation.
Experiments 1NS102 and INS104 operate with
1ES200.
OPERATION:
1NS101 operates continuously. TV downlink is
required for a maximum of 30 minutes each 24 hours.
1NS102 requires about one hour and 30 minutes
of data collecting per operation.
COMMENTS:
1NS100 contains seven separate experiments, INS101 through INS107.
Only 1NS101, INS102 and INS104 require inputs and outputs to the CDMS
as described ,-above.
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1.1 GENERAL
This appendix describes the operating modes, format structure, format change,
control and monitoring and data flow considerations for the high rate multi-
plexer/high rate demultipiexer (HRM/HRDM) combination.
1.2 HRM
I.2.1 Functional Description
I.2.1.1 Description of the Block Diagram. The block diagram, figure I-1,
shows in detail all interfaces and all major functional blocks of the HRM. The
general data'flow direction is from left to right. The interfaces are:
a 22 inputs
a Five outputs
a Two direct channels.
1.2.1.2 Data Flow. The different data sources are:
a Experiments (16)
a Recorders (2)
e Voice channels (3)
r Onboard computer (2)
a GMT (1)
a Experiment direct access channels (2)
The first four types of inputs have FIFO's as interface elements, while the
last two types deliver data into the data stream. Some interfaces include
transcoders:
a The onboard computers need.BIU's
a The payload recorder needs a Bi-phase to NRZ-L decoder
a The voice channels are delta modulated
a The GMT needs an IRIG-B to NRZ-L decoder.
l
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The data stream on the main data bus is controlled by both the controller and
the format counter. The format counter has the highest priority, because it
defines the actual format. It is responsible for the correct timing of.
• Synch word
• Status word
• Fill word.
The controller is second in the hierarchy. It calls data from the diverse
user's FIFO's and composes a data stream on the main data bus, which is 17 bits
(16 data + 1-empty) wide and ends at the formatting FIFO.
The 16 data bits are loaded into the formatting FIFO if the 17-bit (empty) sig-
nal is low. If it is high (indicating that no new data is available from the
called input FIFO), the write pulse of the formatting FIFO is inhibited and a
one is shifted into the fill encoder and the fill allocation. Both fill regis-
ters form an BCH (31,16) encoder word.
the formatting FIFO has the capacity to buffer a complete line (36 words). The
output is controlled by the format counter and works at a predetermined rate,
which is 16 times slower than the output rate fHRM of the following parallel/
serial converter (= serial outstage in the diagram).
The output signal of this stage is distributed to the built-in-test-equipment
(BITE), and to the diverse multiplexers of the KUSP, HDRR and PLR. The multi-
plexers can access also data directly from HDRR, PLR and from experimenters
(DACH).
The BITE is turned on either by telecommand or by POWER-ON RESET. In this mode,
all input FIFO's generate a bit pattern which is compared with the reference
data from the format counter. Each error in the data stream on the main data
bus is monitored.
The user FIFO's are called according to a program, which is stored in the in-
struction table. The table is loaded parallel with an execute (XCT) signal
with data, which is shifted serially into the buffer registers. The table data
is stored in the S/S computer and transferred via S/S BIU into the HRM. The
table data is interpreted in the instruction decoder; the subroutine (SBR)
logic determines the mode of communication.
Parallel to the table data, the status data is loaded into format counter
(f HRM and fREPRO) and into routing register.
The status and the GMT are interfaced in the main data stream at predetermined
time slots. Much housekeeping data is monitored (MONI) and transferred back
via S/S BIU to the S/S computer.
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I.2.2 HRM Operating Modes'. The modes of operation are:
• Normal mode, with independent multiplexer (MUX) data routing to KUSP,
PLR and HDRR outputs
• Power-Saving Mode, with parts of the HRM switched off
s BI:E Mode, with all multiplexer data inputs switched to an internal stimu-
lus signal.
I.2.2.1 Normal Mode. The three signal types are:
f MUX data (input data buffered in FIFO's and formatted)
a DACH data (direct experiment data)
r Direct dump data (from HDRR or PLR)
They are routed individually according to the configuration status stored in
word 17 and word 18 of the formatting table.
The HRM operates in various modes to route user data directly or in multiplexed
form to the KUSP 2
 or to the recorders. The HRM can be set to generate different
formats which define the share of transmission bandwidth assigned to each user.
The basic modes for the normal mode of operation are:
a. Real-time transmission of multiplexed data
b. Recording of multiplexed data
c. Playback of recorded data via HRM
d. Direct dump of recorded data to KUSP
e. Bypass of the MUX for direct transmission of experiment data
f. Bypass of the MUX for direct recording of experiment data
g. HRM switched off.
Other modes require simultaneous operation of the following basic modes:
e a+b
• a+c
1-4
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a a+d
r a+f
The following shows the routing capability of the HRM:
OUTPUT	 INPUT
KUSP (2 MHz)	 OFF/MUX/HDRR/PLR
KUSP (4 MHz)	 OFF/MUX/HDRR/PLR
KUSP (48 MHz)
	 OFF/MUX/HDRR /Direct Ch. No. 1+2/PLR
HDRR	 OFF/MUX/Direct Ch. No. 1+2
PLR	 OFF/MUX
The PLR can be dumped directly to the KUSP after its playback data is trans-
coded to NRZ-L. Routing of direct access channel to the PLR is not foreseen
in the reference system because it is assumed that the users of the direct
channels exceed the PLR capacity.
It is up to operations personnel to program the desired routing; false routing
is not inhibited and cannot cause permanent degradation.
I.2.2.2 Power-Saving Mode. There are 3 power saving modes, PSO, PSI, and PS2
as follows.
a Group 1 experiments (No. 1 to 8 inclusive) are switched off by PSI
a Group 2 ex eriments (No. 9 to 15 inclusive) are switched off by PS2 (not
breadboard
e The complete multiplexer section and both groups of experiments are
switched off by PSO.
The normal mode can be restored only after switching off the HRM power. The
following paragraphs show which functional groups are affected by which command:
A. Power Saving Effects in Breadboard
1. PSI.	 Experiments No. 1-4, boards Al + A2.
2. PSO
a Experiments No. 1-4, boards Al + A2
e PLR, board B
1-5
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• Intercom, board D
• GMT decoder, board E
• Format FIFO + BCH Encoder, board H
• I/O FIFO, board M.
B. Power Saving Effects in gM
1. PSI. Experiments No. 1-8.
2. PS2. Experiments No. 9-15.
3. PSO
• All experiments (No. 1-15)
PLR
• Both I/0-FIFO's (S/S and Experiment)
• Experiment-I/0-command decoder
a Intercom
s GMT-decoder
Format FIFO + BCH-encoder
• P/S converter, BITE
• Controller.
I.2.2.3 BITE Mode l . In BITE mode, all input data channels are switched over
to an internal generated data stream, generated by the BITE. The data stream
is loaded into all input FIFO's, which are multiplexed as in the normal mode.
At the serial output of the MUX section, the data stream is tested by the BITE
for errors. The format table for the BITE format is a hardwired program,
which is called by a discrete command BITE ON, or automatically after each HRM
POWER ON transition after a POWER OFF period greater than 0.5 ms, or (in bread-
board only) by a format identification code (l 1 1 1 1 1). This feature -dn
be used to run the MUX in BITE mode with programmed formats and bit rates.
The normal mode can be restored by loading a new format into the table register
and sending an EXECUTE NEW FORMAT signal.
..ri
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1.2.3 Format Structure
I.2.3.1 Overall Format Concepts. In the HRM/HRDM design, two format defini-
tions are used 7 . The engineering format consists of 16 frames with 192 words
each. Each frame contains a sync word and a status word. In the status
word, the GMT information is I-ransferred with eight bits subcommutated over 16
frames. The frame count is transferred with four bits in the sync word.
The user format consists of eight frames with 96 words. Each frame begins with
the sync or the status word of the engineering format. The normal frame is
composed of 6 lines x 16 words and is used for all frequencies except 48 MHz,
for which the format is arranged in 8 lines x 12 words.
The two definitions are used to identify the contents of the HRM format. The
engineering format is the definition of the overall structure, and the user
format defines the contents of the format.
Figure I-2 shows the format structure for all binarily related bit rates from
0.125 Mb/s to 32 Mb/s. At 48 Mb/s, the width of both the engineering and user
frames is reduced to 12 words and the length is increased to 16 lines for the
engineering format and 8 lines for the user format. The format is output from
left to right and top to bottom. Figure I-3 shows the eight frame user format
structure for both the 16 column and 12 column cases.
1.2.3.2 HRM Format Structures. The formatting of data within the HRM system
is performed according to a set of parameters stored in one of two random ac-
cess memories (instruction tables). One table is the operating table and the
other is free to accept a new set of instructions. The tables are exchanged
synchronous to the format after an execution command has been received.
A. Format Programming. The programmer has to work only with the user for-
mat. He has the flexibility to assign each user's share of bandwidth
with three types of priority:
• In mode 3 (highest priority) the number of user words is specified
as words per line
• In mode 2 (lower priority) the number of user cords is specified as
words per frame and
• In mode 1 (lowest priority) the number of words is specified as words
per format.
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Figure I-2 Engineering and User Format
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FORMAT STRUCTURE 1 IS USED FOR HRM OUTPUT BIT RATES OF 32 MB/S AND ALL LOWER
OUTPUT RATES BEING BINARY RATIOS OF 32 MB/S.
FORMAT STRUCTURE 2 IS USED FOR THE 46 MB/S OUTPUT RATE ONLY, SINCE IT IS NOT
BINARY RATIO OF 32 MB/S.
THE FRAMES ARE ORGANIZED IN 6 LINES AND 16 COLUMNS IN FORMAT STRUCTURE 1 AND IN
8 LINES AND 12 COLUMNS IN FORMAT STRUCTURE 2. THE LAST WORD IN EACH LINE IS
OCCUPIED BY THE FILL WORD IDENTIFICATION. EVEN FRAMES START WITH A SYNC PAT-
TERN, ODD FRAMES WITH A STATUS PATTERN.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
FORMAT STRUCTURE 	 OF POOR QUAMY
Figure I-3 HRM Format Structure
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The formatting of user data is accomplished with a formatting table of
16 consecutive instructions. Each instruction word comprises 16 bits
which serve to define two users and their share (number of words alloted
to the user):
BITS	 DEFINING
O,1
	
PRIORITY OF INSTRUCTION
2-6	 FIRST USER
7,8	 NUMBER OF WORDS OF FIRST USER
9,13	 SECOND USER
14,15	 NUMBER OF WORDS OF SECOND 'USER
With a set of 16 such instructions, the programmer can assign the band-
width shares of each user. In addition to the 16 instruction words,
the formatting table comprises two configuration status words (words 27
and 38). An example of programming is shown in table I-1.
B. Constraints. The NRM-controller offers high flexibility to the program-
mer, but some constraints are still present.
I. The instruction table must be programmed in a series of descending
mode number; that is to say, first entries in the instruction table
shall be assigned with Mode 3 instructions followed by Mode 2 and
Mode 1 instructions.
2. An odd number of instructions with the same mode has to be increased
by a SKIP instruction to give an even number.
3. The number of entries in a table is limited to 32.
4. Special attention should be paid to the last line (No. 18) in the
table (instructions 31 and 32). It shall be assigned with Mode 0
(end of table) or Mode 1 instruction only. A mode 1 assignment to
the last line has the following effects:
a. If only instruction 31 is used and instruction 32 is a SKIP, the
controller will execute instruction 31 until the end of a user
format.
b. If both instructions are used, the controller will execute both
instructions in an alternating series.
For QM, this feature will be extended, so that the last line could
be assigned also with Mode 2 instructions.
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TABLE I-1
FAOGRAMMING EXAMPLE
INSTR
WORD MODE
USER
ADDRESS
WORD/
USER
FREQ
FRAME
(KHZ)
BIT POSITIONS USER FREQUENCY SHARE
(KHZ)01	 23456 78	 9 10 11	 12 13	 14 15
1 3 HDRR (23) 4 1000 11 11101 00 0	 0 1 0 1 0 0 E1 41,6
PLR	 (20) 4 1000 E2 -
E3 41,6
2 3 HDRR 4 1000 11 11101 00 1	 1 1 1 1 1 1 E4 125
SKIP (31) 1 - E5 -
E6
3 2 EXP3	 (3) 1 41,6 01 11000 11 0	 0 0 1 0 0 1 E7 -
EXP8 (8) 2 83,3 E8 83,3
E9 -
4 2 EXP4 (4) 3 125 01 00101 -0 1	 1 1 0 1 fj 1 E10 10,4
HDRR 2 83,3 Ell -
E12 -
5 2 INTERCOM (19) 3 125 01 11001 10 0	 0 1 0 1 1 1 E13 16,7
PLR 1 E14 -
E15 -
6 2 EXPI	 (1) 1 41,6 01 10000 01 1	 1 1 1 1 1 1 E16 -
SKIP 1 - DUMMY -
INTERCOM 130,2
7 1 SS-1	 (21) 4 20,8 10 10101 00 0	 1 1 0 1 0 0 PLR 1041,6
EXP-I/0 (22) 4 20,8 HDRR 2083,3
SS-I/O 26
8 1 SS-I/0 1 5,2 10 10101 11 0	 1 1 0 1 1 1 EXP-I/0 26
EXP-I/O 1 5,2
^O
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TABLE I-1 (CONT'D)
J
IPJSTR USER WORD/
FRED
FRAME
BIT POSITIONS USER FREQUENCY SHARE
WORD MODE ADDRESS USER (KHZ) Ui 23456 78 9 10 i1 12 13 14 15
9 1 1 EXP10	 (10) 2 10.4 10 01010 01 1	 0 1 0 1 1 0
EXP13	 (13) 3 15.6 HRM	 4000.0
10 1 INTERDOM (19) 1 5,2 10 11001 11 1	 1 1 1 1 1 1
SKIP 1 --
11-16 0 SKIP 1 - 00 11111 11 1	 1 1 1 1 1 1
SKIP 1 -
INSTR INFORMATION CODE BIT POSITION FOR WORDS 17-18
WORD 01 23456 78 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
17 SPARE X Xx XXXXx xX 1	 0 0 0 0 0 0
18
FHRM	 4 MHZ 11 1101	 100 000 11 00 00
FREPRO	 2 MHZ
KUSP1
	 OFF
KUSP2	 MUx
KUSP3	 OFF
HDRR	 REi' 2O
L{J'1
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5. For BB only, it is necessary to assign in a format at least 1 in-
struction with Mode 1.
6. The HRM address for I/O units shall not be 00000, because this code
is identical to the clear condition of the input register.
C. Formatting Example. In figure I-4, an example of a particular HRM for-
mat s given. Table I-2 shows the set of instructions defining this
format. The nominal data rates allocated to each input channel as a
result of this format are given in table I-3.
D. BITE Format. Figure I-5 shows the content of the BITE format which is
the rniy preprogrammed format in the HRM.
NOTE: Words and lines are numbered from l and bits within a word are
numbered from 0 (zero).
E. Experiment Bandwidth Selection. Table I-4 summarizes the experiment
bandwidths made available by selecting appropriate format parameters.
1.2.4 HRM Control and Monitoring
I.2.4.1 Discrete Commands and Monitoring. Table I-5 lists all the commands
and their verification except those of the BIU. Table I-6 lists all the BIU
discrete commands and their verification by BIU status word response. Some of
the information serves a monitor function only so they do not appear in the
list as the result of any given commands.
Table I-7 lists the formatting and configuration status formats. The verifi-
cation is not shown since these 18 words are read out exactly as they are
loaded (see table I-7). Paragraph I.2.3 explains the use of the formatting
information, and table 1-4 lists all the possible data rates that are selectable
using a single parameter (any combination of parameters can be added per the
constraints discussed in paragraph 1.2.3).
The use of the configuration status capabilities is clear in the tables since
each function is realized independently. This means that any combination of
routing capabilities is selectable since no function affects any other function.
It should be noted that there are some restraints from the interfacing equip-
ment (such as recording and playback of the HDRR cannot be done simultaneously
by the HDRR) but the HRM will accept and perform the specified functions.
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Figure I_a Example of HRM Format
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TABLE I-2
EXAMPLE OF INSTRUCTION TABLE
Instruction Mode Channel 	 Words
	
Channel
	
Words
Word
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
TABLE I-3
EXAMPLE OF RATE SHARING
HRM Output Data kate = 4 Mb/s
Data Rate Shares Data Fate Shares
E 1 6	 750 kb/s E it = 5.2 kb/s
E 2 d	 250 kb/s E 12 = -
E 3 A	 166.5 kb/s E 13 = -
E 4 A	 125 kb/s E	 14 10.4 kb/s
E 5 is	 125 kb/s E 15 =
E 6 =	 - E 16 = -
E 7 5.2 kb/s 1/01 26 kb/s
E 6 1E	 20.6 kb/s 1/02 t 26 k 1s
E 9 A	 10.4 kb/s HDFeR !9 2000 kb/s
E 10 6	 15.6 kb/5 pl„R	 = -
Vaice E 130.2 kb/s
(HRM Voice fixed at 128 kb/s)
3 HDRR
	 4 E 1	 3
3 E 2
	
1 HDRR	 4
2 E 3
	
4 E 4
	
3
2 E 5	 3 Voice	 3
1 1/01	 3 1/02	 3
1 E 8
	
4 E 9
	 2
1 I/01	 2 Voice
	
1
1 1/02	 2 E	 11	 1
1 E 10	 3 E 14	 2
1 E 7	 1 Skip	 0
0 Skip	 0 Skip	 0
0 Skip	 0 Skip	 O
0 Skip	 0 Skip	 O
O Skip	 0 Skip	 0
O Skip	 0 Skip	 0
O Skip	 O Skip	 0
Configuration Status
I-15
STA/SY
SYNC, 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14	 15	 16
STA/SY
EXP 1 HDRR EXP 7
EXP2 PLR
E3 E3
FILL
E8 E8 E4 E4
E4 E4 HDRR
VOC
HDRR
VOCE13 E13
VOC PLR E1 E1
FE1	 i/01 I/O1 I/O1
1
2
3
4
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	 11/01L 	 I' 11/0 2 	 1 1/02 1 " STATUS
1"	 11/021 JVC	 I E2	 1 " SYNC, 1
I"	 IE2	 I 1_1/01 1 1/02 1 " STATUS
1"	 11/021 X X	 I SYNC, 2
1"	 IX	 I	 " IX X	 11 STATUS
L	 Lx	 I IX	 I X	 _l	 ^ 1	 SYNC, 3
I"	 IX	 1	 " IX	 1 X	 I STATUS
WORDS 17 AND 18 IN CODEFORM
C 1 2	 3 1 4	 5 6	 7 i 8 9 10 11 12 1 13 14 15	 PIT POS
X X X X I X X X X j X 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
	 0	 WORD 17
1 1 0	 1 1 0	 0 0	 0 i 0 1 1 1 0 1 0	 0	 0	 WORD 18
KUSP (2 MHz): OFF
KUSP (4 MHz): MUX
KUSP (4S MHz): DACH 1
HDRR	 REPRO
PLR	 : OFF
FREQ (MUX): 4 MHz
FREQ (REPRO): 1 MHz
AA10914(A)-I
Figure I-5 Content of BITE Format
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TABLE I-4
EXPERIMENT BANDWIDTHS
OUTPUT BIT RATE
PARAMETER 48 32 16 8 4 2	 1 0.5 0.25 0.125
WORDS/
LINES MB/S MB/S MB/S MB/S MB/S. KB/S	 KB/S KB/S KB/S KB /S
2 1 500 250	 125 62.5 31.254 16 8 4 1.5 0.75 375 187.5	 93.75 46.88 23.443 12 6 3 1 0.5 250 125	 62.5 31.25 15.632 8 4 2 0.5 0.25 125 62.5	 31.25 15.63 7.81
1 4 2 1
WORDS/ I
FRAME MB/S MB/S KB/S KB/S. KB/S KB/S KB/S I	 KB/S KB/S	 KB/S
4 2 1.333 666.7 333.0 166.7 33.33 41.67 20.83 10.42	 `	 5.21
3 1.5 1 500 250 125 62.5 31.25 15.63 7.81	 2.60
2 1 0.667 333.3 166.7 83.33 41,67 20.83 I	 10.42 5.21	 1.30
1 0.5 0.333 166.7 83.33 41.67 20.83 10.42 I	 5.21 2.60	 0.65
WORDS/
FORMAT KB/S KB/S KB/S KB/S KB/S KB/S KB/S KB/S B/S B/S
4 250 166.7 83.33 41.67 20.83 10.42 5.21 2.60 1302 651
3 187.5 125 62.5 31.25 15.03 7.81 3.91 I	 1.95 977 488
2 125 83.33 41.67 20.83 10.42 5.21 2.60 1.30 651 326
1 62.5 41.67 20.83 10.42 5.21 2.60 1.30 I	 0.651 326 163
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DISCRETE COMMANDS AND MONITORING
COMMAND TYPE FUNCTION VERIFICATION TYPE
POWER ON RAAB SWITCH HRM ON IN BITE MODE POWER ON/OFF STATUS RELAY CONTACT
PULSE READY FOR COMMANDING ON	 = CLOSED
OFF = OPEN
POWER OFF RAAB SWITCH ALL HRM POWER OFF POWER ON/OFF STATUS
PULSE
BUS CONTROL BIU SELECT BIU BUS A OR B (SS) SS BIU MORITOR RAU, LEVEL
S/S RELAY (CONTACT CLOSED = A) OV = B, +5V = A
CONTACT
BUS CONTROL BIU SELECT BIU BUS A OR B (EXF) EXP p IU MONITOR
EXP RELAY (CONTACT CLOSED = A)
CONTACT
POWER STATUS LOGIC 1	 (+5V) = 0
SECONDARY VOLTAGE +15V ANALOG
SECONDARY VOLTAGE +8V ANALOG
SECONDARY VOLTAGE +5V ANALOG
SECONDARY VOLTAGE -8V ANALOG
L
ri
TEMPERATURE ANALOG C)
Lo
w
I	 ^^
TABLE I-6
H
BIU COMMANDS/MONITORING
BTU COMMAND VERIFICATION
OP-CODE FUNCTION
LOCATION
(HK f OVFL LEVEL(BITS CODE FUNCTION REGISTER)
5-8) (BITS
WORD BIT10-15)
OVERFLOW, EXP 1 1 0 1
EXP 2 1
EXP 3 2
EXP 4 3
EXP 5 4
EXP 6 5
EXP 7 6
EXP 8 7
EXP 9 8
EXP 10 9
EXP 11 10
EXP 12 11
EXP 13 12
EXP 14 13
EXP 15 14
EXP 16 15
OVERFLOW, VOICE 2 0 1
PLR E 1
HDRR 2
I/O 1 3
I/O 2 4
HRE1 RECEIVER ERROR (SS) 3 0 1
HCS1 C-SYNC (SS) 1
HUDC1 UNDEFINED END (SS) 2
HME1 MATCH ERROR (SS) 3
HRE2 RECEIVER ERROR (EXP) 4
HCS2 C-SYNC (EXP) 5
HUDC2 UNDEFINED CMD (EXP) 6
HME2 MATCH ERROR	 EXP 7
n
NO
w
w
x
TABLE I-6 (CONT'D)
BIU COMMAND VERIFICATION
FUNCTION FUNCTION LOCATION (HK + OVFL REGISTER) LEVELOP-COD"--- CODE WORD B
0001 001000 VOICE CHANNEL 1 ON 3 8 1
0001 001001 VOICE CHANNEL 2 ON 9 1
0001 001010 VOICE CHANNEL 3 ON 10 1
0001 001100 VOICE CHANNEL 1 OFF 8 0
0001 001101 VOICE CHANNEL 2 OFF 9 0
0001 001110 VOICE CHANNEL 3 OFF 10 0
0001 000001 POWER SAVINGS EXCEPT ROUTING ON (PSO) 11 0
0001 000010 POWER SAVINGS ON, GRP 1 	 EXP (PSI) 12 0
0001 000011 POWER SAVINGS ON, GRP 2 EXP (PS2) 13 0
- MUX FUNCTION ON 14 1
0001 000100 EXECUTE NEW FORMAT 15 1
0001 000101 BITE ON 4 0 1
- BITE GO 1 0
- BITE ERROR COUNT 2-7 (BINARY TRUE) XXXXXX
- FORMAT ID (WORKING) 1	 8-13 XXXXXX
0100 XXXX00 LOAD NEW TABLE (FORMAT + CONFIGURATION) SEE TABLE I-7
0100 XXXX11 LOAD DATA INTO FIFO SEE TABLE I-7
1001 XXXXOO DUMP TABLE SEE TABLE I-7
1001 XXXX11 DUMP HK + OVFL REGISTER SEE ABOVE
N
c-
cn
n
r
NOWW
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TABLE I-7
FORMATTING TABLE (CONFIGURATION STATUS) FORMATS
WORDS 1-16
0	 1 2	 67	 89	 1314	 15
'
MODE DEVICE ADDRESS WORDS/ DEVICE ADDRESS WORDS/
(INSTRUCTION N) DEVICE (INSTRUCTION N + 1) DEVICE
(INN}R (INSTR
N+1)
BITS. 0-1
DDODE MODE
00 0 END OF TABLE
10 1 SUBCOMMUTATION
01 2 NORMAL COMMUTATION
11 3 SUPER-COMMUTATION
BITS 2-6 AND DEC DEVICE ADDRESS
9-13 CODE INSTRUCTIONS N AND N + 1
00000 0 DUMMY WORD 0
10000 1 EXP NO.	 1
01000 2 EXP NO.	 2
11000 3 EXP NO.
	 3
00100 4 EXP NO.	 4
10100 5 EXP NO.	 5
01100 6 EXP NO.	 6
11100 7 EXP NO.	 7
00010 8 EXP NO. 8
10010 9 EXP NO.	 9
01010 10 EXP NO.	 10
11010 11 EXP NO.
	 11
00110 12 EXP NO.
	 12
10110 13 EXP NO.	 13
01110 14 EXP NO.	 14
11110 15 EXP NO.
	 15
00001 16 EXP NO.	 16
11001 19 VOICE CHANNEL
00101 20 PLR
11101 23 HDRR
10101 21 I/O CHANNEL 1	 (S/S COMP)
01101 22 I/O CHANNEL 2 (EXP COMP)
11111 31 SKIP
BITS 7-8 DEC WORDS/DEVICE
AND 14-15 CODE INSTRUCTIONS N AND N + 1
11 3 1 WORD
0 ? 2 2 WORDS
10 1 3 WORDS
00 0 4 WORDS
I-21
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TABLE I-7 (CONT'D)
	 4
I
WORD 17
0
	
89
	
tr;
PLR
SPARES	 FORMAT IDENTIFICATION*
	 ROUT-
ING**
*000000 = BITE FORMAT; 111111 = BITE FORMAT (BB ONLY); ALL OTHER = TBD
**0 = OFF (NO SIGNAL OUTPUT): 1 = MUX
WORD 18
n	 a	 h 7	 n in	 11 19	 11 la	 ,rl
HRM FREQUENCY HDRR REPROFREQUENCY KUSP 48 MHz KUSP 4 MHz KUSP 2 MHz HDRR(MHZ) (MHZ) ROUTING ROUTING ROUTING ROUTING
BITS 0-3 DEC CODE HRM FREQUENCY
0000 0 0.125
1000 1 0.250
0100 2 0.500
1100 3 1.000
0010 4 0.125
1010 5 0.250
0110 6 0.500
1110 7 1.000
0001 8 0.125
1001 9 1.0
0101 10 2.0
1101 11 4.0
0011 12 8.0
1011 13 16.0
0111 14 32.0
1111 15 48.0
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TABLE I-7 (CONT'D)
WORD 18 (CONT'D)
BITS 4-6	 DEC CODE
000 0
100 1
010 2
110 3
001 4
101 5
Oil 6
ill 7
BITS 7-9 DEC CODE
000 0
100 1
010 2
110 3
001 4
101 5
Oil 6
ill 7
BITS 10-11 DEC CODE
00 0
10 1
01 2
11 3
BITS 12-13 DEC CODE
00 0
10 1
01 2
11 3
BITS 14-15 DEC CODE
00 0
10 1
01 2
11 3
HDRR REPRO FRE
TEST INPUT
2.0
4.0
8.0
12.0
10.0
24.0
32.0
KUSP 48 MHz ROUTING
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
DACH NO. 1
DACH NO. 2
HDRR DIRECT DUMP
MUX
KUSP (4 MHz) ROUTI NG
OFF
PLR DIRECT DUMP
HDRR DIRECT DUMP
MU X
KUSP (2 MHz) ROUTING
OFF
PLR DIRECT DUMP
HDRR DIRECT DUMP
MUX
HDRR ROUTING
REPRO (DATA OFF)
DACH NO. 1
DACH NO. 2
MUX
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I,2.4.2 System Description and Restraints
A. Commands. The receipt of formatting commands must be verified before an
execute command is given since no automatic functions are provided to
avoid execution of false commands. The HRM will attempt to execute all
commands, but no damage can occur as a result.
No provision is made for negating a power savings command since damage
would result if this were possible. The HRM must be turned OFF to dis-
charge the filter capacitors to resume normal operation (full power)
again.
The BITE mode is entered when power is turned ON or if the BITE ON com-
mand is given. The BITE. is turned off automatically if an execute NEW
FORMAT command is given.
B. Formatting. Martin Marrietta Corporation (MMC) has supplied the fol-
lowing formula, which defines the limitations for format allocations
with respect to HRDM overflow/empty if the conditions on user frequency
and output register setup described above (i.e., the user rate tl per-
cent and the output rate is selected within }0.5 percent of the user
nominal rate).
C= 16+(WXS}
Where:
A = Output channel bit rate (selected)
B = Total HRDM input bit rate
C = Number of words to selected channel during W
W = Number of words in the input data stream
This definition must be true for all values of W.
(NOTE: This defines the format word allocation to prevent
overflow of the output channel FIFO's)
The formula indicates that at least 17 consecutive (or closely spaced)
words for C are required before the formula can be violated and that the
smallest W for any given C is worst case. The largest W that need be
considered is longest cycle period which is 16 words for mode 3, 96
words for mode 2, and 768 words for mode 1. Therefore:
• Mode 3 (uo rds/line) cannot violate the formula
I-24
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• Mode 2 (words/frame) can violate the formula if 21 consecutive words
are assigned to one channel using Mode 2
f Mode 1 (words/format) can violate the formula if 17 consecutive
words are assigned to one channel using Mode 1.
Although it is possible to generate a format which violates these
conditions, it would represent extremely inefficient use of the
formatting capabilities.
If the HRDM is programmed for burst mode, then no violation can occur
if the output bit rate is greater than the user bit rate. However, it
is possible to operate the HRM in burst mode and the HRDM in continuous
mode. In this case, the formula still applies but "C" must be selected
according to the words used out of the allotment in the format. Some
care should be taken by the user t,.cause violation would be possible.
For example, if a user is assigned four words in Mode 3, but uses only
24 consecutive words per format, a violation would occur.
A=24
B = 768 (words/format)
C = 24
W = 96 (words during which 24 input words occur)
24 is not < 19 (violation)
1.2.4.3 Setup and Operation. The complete setup and control philosophy for
the on-orbit HRM via the MCC is undefined at this time. The foilowinq descrip-
tion of HRM setup and operation in a test-bed configuration provides for in-
formation relative to the setup considerations. This section describes the'
general steps that must be followed in order to begin operation of the units
involved. The details of each step are a mission planning function and cannot
be presented here. The first step is self-test of each unit which can be
initiated as follows:
A. HRDM Unit Tester (UT) Self-Test. Pushbutton operation, fully automatic
will stop on completion.
B. HRDM Self-Test. Pushbutton initiate, fully automatic with stop on
completion. HRDM self-test can be executed by the HRDM or the HRDM UT
in which case the interfaces are included in the self-test loop.
C. Input Simulator Self-Test. Initiated by 2 setups of the address and
data words, fully automatic, and stops on failure or completion. Run
time is between a few seconds and minutes depending on operator choice
I-25
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of bit rate. NOTE: The HRDM and HRDM UT execute complete test and
stores failures for readout during test. The HRM UT stops on failure
but continues test if the execute button is depressed.
G. HRM Power On. HRM enters BITE and can indicate GO/NO GO after 8 seconds;
b.5 percent of the format contents are tested for corrections. In addi-
tion, the number of errors detected are added to a 6-bit rollover binary
counter. The BITE mode is stopped if a new format is executed but can
be reentered by telecommand. Assuming successful completion of the BITE
mode, the next step is to enter formats in the associated units. If
the bench test configuration is used, the entire operation is executed
via the HRM UT computer keyboard. (It should be mentioned that diag-
nostics are available for the computer and a diagnostic can be performed
via computer on the BIU simulator in the HRM UT).
E Load HRM Format. Eighteen words of 16 bits are loaded via BIU inter-
face. Readout is commanded and compared with the input for verifica-
tion.
F. Load HRDM Format. The HRM UT can convert the 18 words of the HRM for-
mat to the 768 words required to define the HRDM format. In addition,
the sync pattern is selected and the clock registers are loaded to
determine mode and frequency of the output channels. Finally, the
FM ID cross-reference table will be loaded if the format number and ID
are different.
G. Input Simulator Setup. Each channel of the input simulator is pro-
grammed for mode and rate (must be the same as the HRDM clock register)
and additional functions are selected as necessary (DACH, GMT, Voice).
H. The channel to be tested is selected for output on the reference channel
interface of the Input Simulator.
I. Execution of the format is commanded for the HRM which will begin the
new format synchronous after the next complete format (one cycle of
the old format is required while the execution flag is transmitted).
J. The HRDM will detect the flag and prepare for the new format. Upon
receipt of frame zero, the HRDM will automatically enter the new format
parameters and or:tput register data.
K. The HRDM UT is now commanded to perform a BER test on a specified
channel which causes reset of the BER comparater and counter. The
resulting BER is read out on command after 16 megabits have been
checked. Read-out can be repeated as often as desired.
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The above procedure can be repeated in part or whole. Normally, successive
channels would be tested by selecting a new reference channel in the HRM UT
and commanding a new channel in the HRDM UT for each channel in a format
before a complete setu p is repeated.
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1.3 HRDM
1.3.1 HRDM Description. The HRDM will receive, via the Ku-band link, the
multiplexed Spacelab experiment digital data and clock from 16 or fewer experi-
menters. It will demultiplex the data and distribute it to output channels
corresponding to the HRM input channels. Various support data such as voice
annotation, a GMT time base, payload recorder data, HDRR data, and two 1/0
channels will also be demultiplexed to output channels for the experimenters
and others use.
Auxiliary test data and clock inputs will be available for running operational
tests with the UT tester to evaluate system quality prior to mission use.
A bit error indicator is provided to continuously verify the quality of the
HRDM downlink input by displaying bit error rate.
The HRDM format generator contains 16 programmable read-only memory (PROM)
stored programs (including BITE) that will be installed prior to a mission
according to the formats planned to be generated in the HRM. It also has a
memory capacity for two formats that can be programmed and selected by the
ground computer.
The HRDM is composed of the following subsystems (figure 1-6):
* Input cirucit
e Sync detector
9 Format generator
* BCH decoder and data buffer
@ Output channels
a Voice channels
a Microcontroller
@ Self-test
6 Bit error indicator.
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Figure I-6	 High Rate Demultiplexer System Black Diagram
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1.3.1.1 Input Configuration. In normal operation the HRDM will receive serial
input data and clock. In test configurations, data will be received either
directly from an HRM or the HRDM UT. The operational or test modes can be
selected manually by a front panel switch on the HRDM. The choice of the HRM
or the unit tester as a test data source will be made by front panel switch
selection. The HRDM can accept data or data complemented through selection of
a front panel switch.
I.3.1.2 HRDM Sync Detector. The HRDM must frame synchronize itself with the
data stream coming from an earth station or the HRDM UT/before data can be
decommutated.
Incoming data are clocked into the 32-bit serial register. The 28-bit optimum
code in the sync word enters the registers followed by the 4-bit frame count.
Initially the sync circuitry can be considered in a search mode looking for the
28-bit code. Figure I-7 is a flow chart of the synchronization sequence. When
the correct code is recognized with no more than 1 bit in error, the bit and
word counters will be zeroed and the frame count contained in the data stream
will be loaded in the frame counter. The HRDM will be considered in a proba-
tional state during the next frame until the sync word time slot is reached.
If sync is recognized and the frame counter compares with the received frame
count during the proper frame count and at the proper bit count 'I bit, the
demultiplexer will be considered in lock and 16 bits of data will be trans-
ferred to the data buffer.
Once frame sync is established ( s 3 frames), the time to change format address
and clock data with a data rate change is s 3 more frames. The time to synchro-
nize the format counter may take up to four more frames but in any case syn-
chronization to a new format will be accomplished in s 10 frames. If a format
change is made without a rate or sync word change, resynchronization will only
involve changing address and clock data, which can be accomplished in s 3
frames.
After lock is acquired, the content of the internal frame counter will be com-
pared with the incoming data stream at the time a sync word and frame count
should have occurred. If the frame counter compares correctly, the system will
be assumed to be in lock. If there is a frame count error, a frame error
counter will increment once. When the time comes to look at the data for a
sync word, the frame counts will be compared and the 28 bits of the sync code
will also be looked at. If the frame count doesn't compare, the error counter
will be incremented one more count. However, if the sync code is correct (no
more than 1 bit in error), the frame count of the data stream will be loaded
into the frame counter. If the frame count is compared correctly at the next
sync word time, the frame count error counter will be cleared. If the frame
count is wrong again, the HRDM unit will revert to search.
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1.3.1.3 Format Generator. The format generator will store up to 16 user for-
mats in programmable read-only memories, plus two formats in read/write (R/W)
memories. Each user format consists of 8 frames of 96 words (768 5-bit words).
Each word represents the channel address of the corresponding word in the for-
mat. By definition, one engineering format consists of 16 frames of 192 words
so the format generator is cycled through four times every engineering format.
'a
Figure I-8 shows a block diagram of the
is loaded with the 6-bit format ID from
decoded to select the section of memory
that format.
format generator. The format ID latch
the microcontroller. The 6-bit ID is
(either PROM or R/W memory) that stores
The word counter is synchronized with the counter from the sync detector. The
contents of the counter, which resets after 768 counts, are the addresses of
the format memory.
The contents of the selected memory location are transmitted to the BCH decoder
and data buffer where they are decoded and used to select the appropriate out-
put channel. The PROM's will be preprogrammable before a mission but the read/
write memory will be loaded by the microcontroller under local manual or
ground computer control. The microcontroller selects the load counter output
as the address to the read/write memory via a multiplexer. The microcontroller
loads a starting address into the load counter, transmits a 5-bit data word to
the memory, and increments the load counter. This sequence is repeated until
the format is loaded (768 words).
If the incoming format contains data entirely from the HDRR, which are in re-
verse order, it will be necessary to detect the sync word in reverse order.
The HRDM will be preprogrammed to accept reverse data so the forward/reverse
mode select will be programmed to reverse and data will shift into the opposite
end of the input shift register so the sync word will appear "forward." The
frame count will be programmed to count down because reversed data will have
frames counting down.
Figure I-9 shows a flow diagram of the automatic format change .
Circuitry located in the format generator continually monitors the format change
flag in the status word. Whenever the change flag is a logic 1, the format ID
bits are loaded into a register. During each successive frame, the format ID
bits are compared to those stored from the preceding frame until they agree
for three consecutive frames. It then sends an interrupt to the processor.
The processor reads the format ID number, and prepares to load new values into
all output channel clock registers.
Upon detecting frame 0, word 0, format generator circuit switches to the new
format and sends another interrupt to the processor. The processor loads all
output channel clock registers.
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1.3.1.4 Experiment Channel Configuration_. Figure 1-10 is a block diagram of
an experiment data output channel. Each 16-bit data word from the serial data
buffer is transferred as two 8-bit bytes into an 8-bit x 128-word FIFO memory.
Data is clocked into the FIFO memory at the serial word rate for that channel
and data is clocked out of the memory by a synthesized clock. If the input
data is continuous, the synthesized clock is programmed to a frequency cor-
responding to the rate of the data as it was generated. The synthesized clock
is regulated by comparing the data rate of data -in to data-out so there is a
smooth flow of output data without a data loss or gaps. The controls for data
output can also be preprogrammed to transmit data in predetermined bursts.
Each output'channel has a 64-word buffer that is nominally half full in the
continuous data mode. An up/down counter tracks the number of words in the
buffer by counting up when a word is added, and down when a word is taken
away. The count on the output of the up/down counter is used to determine
whether the output frequency needs to be increased or decreased.
Clock regulation is accomplished by varying the value of the reference divider
N. When a greater output frequency is desired, N is decremented from nominal
by one. When a lower output frequency is desired, N is incremented by one.
A PROM is used to determine at what thresholds of the up/down counter N will
be changed from its nominal value. The output of the PROM is a zero, one, or
two, and is always added to the value N-1. The result is used as the reference
divider in controlling the output channel VCO.
Table 1-8 is a recommended table of divider ratios suitable for containing an
approximate monotonic set of frequencies at about 0.1 MHz intervals. The binary
programmable divider D (:2 0 to 2 1 ') scales the outputs of the VCO's to get the
output clocks. Output clock rates can be programmed in 1 percent relative
intervals from 200 Hz to 10 MHz by using table 1-8 and the possible values of
D.
I.3.1.5 Experiment Data Output in Burst Mode_. When the experimenter output
channels are programmed to operate in the burst mode, the clock regulator
circuit will be disabled. In this mode the data is read from the FIFO as soon
as it propagates to the FIFO output. Table 1-8 and the divider D are used for
setting the output clock rate of the burst data, but the burst rate is deter-
mined by the program rate at which data is received in the serial bit stream.
I.3.1.6 HDKR Output Channel Configuration. The configuration of the HDRR
output channel is the same as the experiment channels except there is no
burst mode. The HDRR output clock generator is basically the same as the.
experiment clock generators except that the reference frequency is 30 MHz, the
output divider D is programmable only from 2° to 2 4 , the frequency values of
table 1-8 must be multiplied by 2, and the HDRR channel does not operate in
the burst mode. The VCO frequency range is approximately 18 to 40 MHz, which,
when used with combinations of D, is more than adequate for all HDRR bit rates
between 2 and 32, Mb/s.
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Figure I-10 HRDM Experiment Data Output Channel Simplified Block Diagram
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TABLE I-8
HRDM EXPERIMENT CHANNEL OUTPUT VCO FREQUENCIES AS A FUNCTION OF
REFERENCE DIVIDER N AND FEEDBACK DIVIDER M
fVCO'
MHz M N
fVCO.
MHz M N
fVCO,
MHz M N
fVCO,
MHz M Ir
30.0 64 48 16.9 62 55 13.8 46 50 10.7 45 63
19.9 65 49 16.8 56 50 13.7 53 58 10.6 41 58
19.8 62 47 16.7 59 53 13.6 49 54 10.5 42 60
19.7' 63 48 16.6 62 56 13.5 54 60 10.4 43 62
19.6 64 49 16.5 55 50 13.4 50 56 10.3 44 64
19.5 65 50 16.4 59 54 13.3 55 62 10.2 34 50
19.4 62 48 16.3 63 58 13.2 44 50 10.1 43 64
19.3 58 45 16.2 54 50 13.1 55 63 10.0 42 63
19.2 64 50 16.1 59 55 13.0 A 60 9.9 35 53
19.1 65 51 16.0 64 60 12.9 55 64 9.8 32 49
19.0 57 45 15.9 53 50 12.8 53 62 9.7 33 51
18.9 63 50 15.8 58 55 12.7 50 59 9.6 32 50
18.8 57 47 15.7 45 43 12.6 42 50 9.5 38 60
18.7 61 49 15.6 52 50 12.5 50 60 9.4 37 59
18.6 62 50 15.5 63 61 12.4 43 52 9.3 31 50
18.5 65 51 15.4 41 40 12.3 50 61 9.2 38 62
18.4 65 53 15.3 52 51 12.2 48 59 9.1 37 61
18.3 61 50 15.2 64 63 12.1 46 57 9.0 39 65
18.2 62 51 15.1 64 63 12.0 48 60
18.1 64 53 15.0 64 64 11.9 46 58
18.0 60 50 14.9 58 61 11.8 48 61
17.9 62 52 14.8 64 65 11.7 46 59
17.8 57 48 14.7 50 51 11.6 48 62
17.7 59 50 14.6 37 38 11.5 46 60
17.6 61 52 14.5 59 61 11.4 38 50
17.5 63 55 14.4 48 50 11.3 4`6 21
17.4 58 50 14.3 61 64 11.2 47 63
17.3 60 52 14.2 54 57 11.1 37 50
17.2 62 54 14.1 47 50 11.0 4L 60
17.1 65 57 14.0 56 60 10.9 40 55
17.0 60 53 13.9 51 55 1 10.8 36 50
Note!
	 fVOC	 N x 15 MHz where nearest N and M are the
programmable frequency divisions of f
REF 
and fVCO
that are compared by the phase detector in the
VCO control loop.
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1.3.1.7 Payload Recorder Output Channel Characteristics. The pa y load recorder
output channel characteristics are identical to those of an experiment channel
(for design standardization) although the channel will be operated only at 1
Mb/s and not in the burst made.
1.3.1.8 1/0 Channel Characteristics. The 1/0 channel characteristics are
identical to the experiment channel characteristics.
1.3.1.9 GMT and Status Word Decommutation Description. The HROM must extract
the status word from the incoming bit stream. The status word will contain
various bits of information including the format ID, format change flag, HDRR
routing, HORR frequency, HRM output bit rate, GMT and flight number. The
HRDM format generator flags the 96th and 97th words in each frame as the status
word. They will be loaded in a register and will be available for readii:g by
the microcontroller. They will . also be displayed on the front panel in various
forms. The flight number and GMT will be displayed in decimal form on the
seven-segment displays. The other information will be displayed on 24 individ-
ual LED's identified as format configuration status bits 0 through 23.
The GMT information will be loaded into a shift register from the input data
buffer/sync detector register and then shifted out in bursts of 56 bits each.
The bit rate is the HRDM input bit rate divided by 512, with a burst occurring
every format. The 56 bits will contain 8 bits each for hundredths of seconds,
seconds, minutes, hours, days, hundreds of days (four bits) and year (four
bits), and flight number. The most significant bit (bit zero) of the flight
number is transmitted first.
The output data and clock is always provided in NRZ-L form at TTL levels. The
line drivers are identical to those already described for the experiments.
There is also an interface from the status register to the microcontroller
input bus so data can be read to the external computer.
1.3.1.10 Voice Channels. The three-channel composite digital voice signal
will be demultiplexed by an experiment-type output channel. This 128-kb/s
data and clock are outputs of the HRDM. Each 16-bit data word of the composite
data stream consists of four bits of data and a status bit for each of the
three voice channels, and there is a spare bit. The composite data and clock
are available as TTL-compatible outputs from the HRDM. The composite digital
data is further decommutated to provide the three digital data streams and
their clocks as TTL-compatible user outputs.
1.3.1.11 HRDM Total Data Output Confiquration. Except for the analog data
voice characteristics, all data from the various HRDM output channels will be
available to the user in a variety of forms, some of which have been discussed.
In summary the variety of characteristir q are:
a Burst or continuous
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a TTL- or ECL-compatible signal levels
a NRZ-L all channels, or biphase-L below four Mb/s
a Data or not data.
The choice of burst or continuous data is part of the format program. The
choice of the other characteristics will be made manually by switches mounted
inside the HRDM.
Since all configurations are not applicable to all channels, table I-9 pre-
sents a user matrix. In no case will a clock be presented in the absence of
data.
I.3.1.12 Self-Test. On receipt of a command from the ground station computer
or the front panel, or on power turn-on, the HRDM will perform a self-test
routine. This routine will be sufficient to verify proper operation of the
sync detector, BCH decoder, status word buffer, channel address logic, format
generator, output buffers output clock generators, and the microcontroller.
Self-test is used during normal operation to verify that the HRDM is generally
functional except for the interface cirucuits. This test will be effective to
detect most system failures. Input to output data quality and diagnostic tests
can only be performed with the unit tester. When all tests have been completed,
the controller lights the appropriate indicators on the front panel to indicate
that all tests were passed, or to indicate which test(s) failed. Figure I-11
shows a flow diagram of the self-test routines.
I.3.2 HRDM Operating Modes. The HRDM modes of operation will depend on the
selected format. If the format contains all real-time data, this data will
be demultiplexed to the appropriate output channels for direct use of the ex-
perimenter. The total serial data will also be available from the HRDM bypass
data output. This data is available to the ground station for recording or
other purposes.
If the serial bit stream contains real-time data and HDRR data, the HDRR data
will be available at the HDRR output for recording or other uses. If the
data is recorded, the tape can be played at a later time in the reverse direc-
tion (which would be forward as generated), and played back into a serial input
of the HRDM for demultiplexing to the user.
When the serial bit stream contains only an HDRR clump of the composite HRM out-
put, the selected format will set up the HRDM for reverse data and the HRDM
will sync on the reverse sync word. The data can then be decommutated to the
users, but in reverse order.
Another mode of operation is with the HRM BITE format. The corresponding for-
mat will be selected in the HRDM, and the BITE data can he demultiplexed to
the user channels and status words provided to the ground computer. A front
panel switch on the HRDM also provides for manually disabling the demultiplex-
ing of BITE data.
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TABLE I--9
USER MATRIX
Mode
1 2 3 4 5 6 7Channel
Experiment X X X X X X
HDRR X X X X
Payload Recorder X X
1!0 X
GMT X
HRM Bypass X
Digital Voice X
where:
Mode 1 is NRZ-L burst TTL
Mode 2 is NRZ-•L burst ECL
Mode 3 is NRZ-L continuous TTL
Mode 4 is NRZ-L continuous ECL
Mode 5 is Biphase-L continuous TTL
Mode 6 is Biphase-L continuous ECL
Mode 7 is Biphase-L burst TTL
1-a0
Pushbutton
Computer
Power-Up
Initialization
Self-Test
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
,y
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Figure I-11	 Self Test Routine Flow Diagram
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In addition to the normal operational modes, there will be several test modes.
One is the HUM self-test mode enabled by power up, or selected either by a
front panel switch or remotely by the ground computer. Another test mode that
can be used during operations is to connect a selected HRDM output channel to
the HRDM unit tester. A reference data pattern can then be selected in the UT
corresponding to a test pattern generated at the experiment input to the HRM.
The UT then can sync to the pattern out of the HRDM and run a bit error test
to check data quality. This configuration is possible for any selected chan-
nel, including the HDRR. In the case of the HDRR, a repetitive test pattern
will be first recorded and a corresponding test pattern generated in reverse
by the UT for reference to run a bit error check.
I.3.3 HRDM Format Structure. The HRDM operation is oriented to the 16-frame
engineering format with each frame containing 192 words. Figure 1-12 illus-
trates the relationship of the engineering format to the 8-frame user format
around which the HRM formatting is structured. The key points of the overall
structure are as follows:
A. The HRM formatter operates on an 8-frame, 96-word/frame basis; therefore,
the basic HRM format is repeated four times within the engineering for-
mat.
B. Although the HRM formatter is oriented to 8 frames, there is a frame
counter in the HRM which counts frames 0-15 (4-bit counter). This
count identifies the engineering frame and is included as part of
the pattern for synchronizing the HRDM.
C. The frame count is also used to identify the data contained in the GMT
portion of the status words. The GMT is subcommutated across 16 engi-
neering frames, 8 bits at a time.
I.3.3.1 HRDM Format Tables, The HRDM can be operated using preprogrammed
formats resident in PROM's, or a format can be loaded into RAM via the MSU
interface. The basic demultiplexing scheme of the HRDM is to use the word
counter address to interrogate a table which contains 768 words. These words
specify a device number for each one of the 768 words in the engineering for-
mat. The device number is the HRDM nomenclature for output channels. These
numbers correspond to HRM experiment and recorder inputs as indicated in
table I-10.
I.3.3.2 Format Table Loading. The communication protocol used in loading
the HRDM RAM format tables is described in paragraph 1.3.4. The format
tables are loaded in blocks of 32 words. Two additional words specify the
RAM to be loaded and the starting address within the RAM. The format loading
words are defined in table I-10.
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16 WORDS
SYNC	 14
t
SYNC 1 SYNC	 121 SYNC	 I3
6 HRM HRM HRM HRM
LINES FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER
FR NO. 1 FR N0. 3 FR NO. 5 fR NO. 7
STATUS ANDSTATUS AND STATUS AND STATUS AND
GMT 1 GMT 2 GMT 3 GMT 4
6
LINES HRM HRM HRM HRM
FORMAT TER ER FORMATTER FORMATTER
FR NO. FR NO. 4T FR NO. FR NO.
SYNC	 8SYNC	 1 5 1 SYNC	 161 SYNC	 1 7
HRM HRM HRM HRM
^nRMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER
R NO. 1 FR NO, 3 FR NO. 5 FR NO. 7
STATUS ANDSTATUS AND STATUS AND STATUS AND
GMT 5 GMT 6 GMT 7 GMT 8
HRM HRM HRM HRM
FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER
FR NO. 2 FR NO. 4 FR NO. 6 FR N0, 8
1
HRM CYCLE
NO. 1
8 FRAMES
16 WDS/FRAME
16 BITS/WD
HRM CYCLE
NO. 2
RE PROD U(L61LII`Y UI,' ' HL
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SYNC	 19 SYNC	 110
HRM HRM
FORMATTER FORMATTER
FR NO. 1 FR NO. 3
STATUS AND STATUS AND
GMT 9 GMT 10
HRM HRM
FORMATTER FORMATTER
FR N0, 2 FR NO. 4
SYNC
	
Jill SYNC	 112
HRM HRM HRM CYCLE
FORMATTER FORMATTER NO.3
FR NO. 5 FR N0, 7
STATUS AND STATUSAND
GMT 11 GMT 12
HRM HRM
FORMATTER FORMATTER
FR NO, 6 FR NO. 8
SYNC	 1131 SYNC	 1141 SYNC
	 115 SYNC	 116 1
HRM HRM HRM HRM
FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER
FR N0, 1 FR N0, 3 FR NO, 5 FR NO. 7
STATUS AND STATUS AND STATUS AND STATUS
GMT 13 GMT 14 GMT 15 AND GMT 16
HRM HRM HRM HRM
FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER FORMATTER
FR NO. 2 FR NO, 4 FR NO. 6 FR NO, B
NOTE: SINCE HRM CYCLE 15 REPEATED 4 TIMES, THE HRDM FORMAT TABLES
CONSIST OF 768 ENTRIES (8 HRM FRAMES X 96 WORDS)
HRM CYCLE
NO. 4
.A1041 A(')-,
Figure 1-12 HRDM FORMAT (16 FRAMES, 192
WORDS/FRAME, 16 BITS/WORD)
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TABLE I-10
HRDM FORMAT LOADING
	 i
• Word 1:	 1001 0010 OOXX
	
RAM select (01 = RAM 1;
10 = RAM 2)
a Word 2:	 DDDD DDDD DDDD	 Address of first word
(BCD: 0-734)
• Word 3-4: 1000 XXOD DDDD	 Device number (XX per word 1)
• The loading addresses are incremented from the starting address given
in word 2
• The first 6 bits of words 3-34 are 0000 for readout
• The device numbers used by the HRM are given in this appendix and are
to be used also by the HRDM (bit positions are reversed)
• 768 total device numbers are required for format definition. Device
numbers for sync, configuration status and full ID are as follows:
CONTENT	 BINARY	 DECIMAL
DUMMY	 00000
	
0
EXP 1	 00001
	
1
EXP 16
	 10000	 16
VOICE	 10001
	
17
PLR	 10010
	
18
HDRR	 10011
	
19
I/O 1	 10100	 20
I/O 2	 10101	 21
SYNC 1
	 11001	 25
SYNC 2	 11010	 26
STATUS 1	 11011	 27
STATUS 2
	 11100	 28
BCH
	 11101
	
29
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1.3.3.3 Clock Register Loading. The serial output rate for each HRDM channel
(device number has to be specified in addition to loading the Format Table.
The output clock rates are specified for three channels at a time in a block
of nine words. The word formats are specified in table I-11.
1.3.3.4 Format Example. Table I-12 illustrates the relationship of the HRDM
format table loading to the basic HRM user format. The example selected is
user frames 0 and 1 of the HRM formatting example given in paragraph I.2.3.2.
This permits further direct comparison of the HRM and HRDM format specification.
The two user frames are contained in the first engineering frame of the HRDM
engineering format. Table I-13 illustrates the HRDM format loading messages
required to demultiplex the first engineering format frame. Similar messages
are required for the other 15 frames. The table just illustrates the device
numbers and functional effect of the two preamble words instead of the hexa-
decimal codes described in table I-10.
I.3.4 HRDM Control and Monitoring 3 . The HRDM shall be controlled and monitored
either from a local manual control panel or from an MSU.
I.3.4.1 Manual Control/Monitoring. The HRDM shall provide for manual and re-
mote control capabilities. The following capabilities shall be provided as a
minimum. Manual and remote control access will be selected by a switch located
on the front panel.
A. Manual monitoring capability will be available on the HRDM front panel
for:
a Power on/off
• Indication of HRDM sync lock status
• Flight number identification, decimal display
s GMT (out of data format) decimal display (seconds, minutes, hours,
and days will be displayed)
• Configuration status information, grouped binary display and labeled
• Status of data flow at the inputs and outputs
s Bits synchronization lock status
• Special indicator to display HRM BITE configuration
• Accumulated bit errors in the sync bit error counter, decimal display
• Pass or fail results on self-test.
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TABLE I-11
CLOCK REGISTER LOADING
WORD 1, 4, 7 CCCC	 AADD	 DDDD 64 - DD DDD (BINARY 0-63) = N (SEE BELOW)
WORD 2, 5, 8 CCCC	 CCDD	 DDDD 65 - DD DDD (BINARY 0-63) = M
CCCC CC = CHANNEL NO. PER WORD
1,4 ....+] (BINARY)
WORD 3, 6, 9 CCCC	 CCBD
	 DDDD CCCC CC = CHANNEL NO. PER WORD 1,4
	 ..+1	 (BINARY)
B = BURST (0) CONTINUOUS (1)
CCCC CC CHANNEL NO.
D - DDDD = D REGISTER
0000 01 EXP 1 0 0000 1
0001 00 EXP 2 1 1000 2
0001 11 EXP 3 1 1001 4
0010 10 EXP 4
1 1010 8
0011 01 EXP 5 1 1011 16
0100 00 EXP 6 1 1100 32
0100 11 EXP 7 1 1101 64
0101 10 EXP 8 1 1110 128
0110 01 EXP 9 1 1111 256
0111 00 EXP 10 1 0000 512
0111 11 EXP	 11 1 0001 1024
1000 10 EXP 12 1 0010 2048
1001 01 EXP 13 1 0011 4096
1010 00 EXP 14 1 0100 8192
1010 11 EXP 15 1 0101 16384
1011 10 EXP 16 1 0110 32768
1100 01 VOICE CHANNEL 1 0111 65536
1101 00 PLR
1101 11 HDRR
1110 10 I/O	 1
1111 01 I/O 2
THE OUTPUT FREQUENCY IS GIVEN AS: OUTPUT FREQ = VREF x
ND
VREF = 30 MHZ FOR HDRR AND 15 MHZ FOR ALL OTHER CHANNELS
LIMIT OF FREQUENCY	 (VREF x M ) 18-40 MHZ (HDRR)
N 9-20 MHZ (ALL OTHER)
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SYNC 1
(25)
SYNC 2
(26)
HDRR
(19)
HDRR
(19)
HDRR
(19)
HDRR
(19)
E1
(1)
El
(1)
Cl
11)
E2
(2)
HDRR
(19)
HDRR
+19)
HDRR
119)
HDRR
(19)
E3
(31
FILL
IR
(29)
E3 E3
(3) (3) E3
(3)
E4 E4
E4(4) (4)
14)
E5 E5
(5) (51 E5
157
VOICE VOICE(17) (17) VOICE
(17)
1.01 1/01 HDRR HDRR HDRR HDRR E1 El El E2 1IDRR HDRR HDRR HDRR 1/01 FILLf2D) 120) [19) 119) 119) (19) (1) rl) (1) (2) (19) (19) (191 (19) 12D1 (0(29)
ENG'G
WORD I
USER
FRAME 0
ENG'G
FRAME 1
FORMAT
LOAD
WORD 3
V (X%) HRDM DEVICE NUM8ER
STATUS I STATUS 2 IIDRR HDRR HVRR HDRR E1 E1 E1 E2 11DRR HDRR HDRR HDRR E3 FILL(27) (281 (19) (19) (19) (19) (1) (1) (1) (2) (19) (19) 09! (19) r31 ID(29!
E3 E3(3) S31 E3
(3)
E4 E4(4) 14) E4
(4)
E5 E5
(5) (51 E5
(5)
VOICE VOICE
1171 (177 VOICE
(17)
1/0 2 1/0 2 HORR HDRR HDRR HDRR El El E E2 HDRR HORR HORR NDRR 1/0 2 FILL(21) :211 (19) 119) (19) (191 11) (1) 11) (2! (19) (191 1191 (19) [23) ID{29)
USER
FRAME 1
ENG%
FRAME 1
T
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TABLE I-I2
RELATIONSHIP OF HRDM TABLE LOADING TO BASIC USER FORMAT
HRDM
FORMAT
LOAD
N0. 1
HRDM
FORMAT
LOAD
NO, 2
HRDM
FORMAT
LOAD
NO.3
FORMAT
LOAD
WORD 34
HRDM
FORMAT
LOAD
NO, 4
HRDM
FORMAT
LOAD
NO.5
HRDM
FORMAT
LOAD
N9. 6
ENG'G
WORD 192
AA1091AlC1 3
b
H
bSx
V
•nC'f
1
NOW
W
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TABLE I-13
HRDM FORMAT LOADING EXAMPLE
(FUNCTIONAL CONTENT OF FORMAT WORDS SHOWN INSTEAD OF HEXADECIMAL CODES)
WORD
HRDM FORMAT LOADS
NO.	 1 NO.	 2 NO.	 3 NO.	 4 NO.	 5 NO.	 6
1 RAM 1 RAM 1 RAM 1 RAM 1 RAM 1 RAM 1
2 ADDR 0 ADDR 32 ADDR 64 ADDR 96 ADDR 128 ADDR 160
3 25 4 17 27 4 17
4 26 4 17 28 4 17
5 19 19 19 19 19 19
6 19 19 19 19 19 19
7 19 19 19 19 19 19
8 19 19 19 19 19 19
9 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 2 2 2 2 2 2
13 19 19 19 19 19 19
14 19 19 19 19 19 19
15 19 19 19 19 19 19
16 19 19 19 19 19 19
17 3 4 17 3 4 17
18 29 29 29 29 29 29
19 3 5 20 3 5 21
20 3 5 20 3 5 21
21 19 19 19 19 19 19
22 19 19 19 19 19 19
23 19 19 19 19 19 19
24 19 19 19 19 19 19
25 1 1 1 1 1 1
26 1 1 1 1 1 1
^r
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TABLE I-13 (CONT-D)
WORD
HRDM FORMAT LOADS
N0.	 1 NO.	 2 NO.	 3 NO. 4 NO.	 5 NO.	 5
27 1 1 1 1 1 1
28 2 2 2 2 2 2
29 19 19 19 19 19 19
30 19 19 19 19 19 19
31 19 19 19 19 19 19
32 19 19 19 19 19 19
33 3 5 20 3 5 21
34 29 29 29 29 29 29
1r
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B. Manual control capability shall include:
• Power on/off (located on power panel)
• Selection of sync pattern (internal switches)
• HRM BITE= format data output inhibit on/off
• Self-test on (automatic off)
a Lamp test
• Selection of counting intervals For bit error measurements
a Input data, normal/inverted
• Input data, NRZ-L/N RZ-S
s Input data, bit sync/test (HRM)/test (UT)
1.3.4.2 Remote Contra' and Monitoring. See figure I-13.
A. Command Interface. The HRDM is remotely controlled via the MSU by
means of discrete command and of parallel data transfer of 12 bits.
This parallel data transfer is controlled by two signals, strobe and
acknowledge (pulse or level). The HRDM shall provide the two acknowl-
edges (pulse and level even if one only is provided at one time).
1. Transfer Mechanism. The data words are organized in blocks of 12-
bit words of variable length (minimum 1 word, maximum 64 words).
The first word of the block is a "header word" which defines what
is following, or which can contain the information itself. The
header word (12 bits) is divided into two parts. Bits 1-6 are the
operational code and bits 7-12 are the block length or data (if
data is composed of 6 bits only).
a. Bits 1 and 2
• 00. Single word transmission with input data (in this case,
data is contained in bits 7-12)
• 01. Single word transmission read-out request single (re-
quest for monitoring single)
a 10. Single word transmission read-out request continuous
Trequest for monitoring continuously)
• 11. Block data transfer (in this
	 se, bits 7-12 contain
block length).
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POWER ON/OFF CMD
POWER ON/OFF MON
ACK LEVEI.	 MEMORY
MSU
ACK PULSE
STROBE
OUT-
PUT HRDM
REG
12 BITS
COMMAND INTERFACE DIAGRAM
MONITOR INTERFACE DIAGRAM	 AA1091 G (A)-6
Figure 1-13 Command/Monitor Interface
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D. Bits 3-6. These identify the type of information which is:
• Contained in bits 7-12 if bits I and 2 ire 00
• Contained in the following words if bits 1 and 2 are 11
• Requested in monitoring if bits I and 2 are 10 or 01.
c. Bits 7-12. These bits contain:
• Block length if bits I and 2 are 11
• Data if bits 1 and 2 are 00
• Not used if bits 1 and 2 are 01 or 10.
2. Command List for MSU to HRDM
a. Sync pattern selection
b. Format table loading
c. Clock register load
d. Select preprogrammed format
e. Selection of sync BFR counting intervals
f. Format defintion table change
g. BITE data output inhibit/enable
h. Conduct self-test
i. Reset BER counter
j. Read-out request for:
• Selected sync pattern
• Computer programmable format tables
• Flight number
• GMT
• Configuration status information
• Status of data flow at the inputs and outputs
• Sync error counter
• Frame counter
• Format definition table.
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3. Discrete Commands. In addition to the commands described above,
there exists a discrete on/off command transmitted from MSU to
HRDM.
• Power ON (logic 1 level)
• Power OFF (logic 0 level).
4. Command Codes. The following command codes (header words) will be
accepted and processed by the HRDM: (LSB is bit 12 of the-MSU
interface).
a. Block Transfers
Sync pattern selection 	 1101 0100 0111	 (LSB)
Format loading	 1101 1010 0010
Clock register loading (RAM 1) 	 1110 0111 1111
Clock register loading (RAM 2) 	 1110 1111 1111
Format definition table change	 1110 0000 0010
Readout format	 1101 1100 0010
b. Sing le-Word Transmission With In put Data
Select preprogrammed format	 0001 TODD DDDD (LSB)
Inhibit/enable BITE data output 0001 1110 IO1D
Select bit error count interval 0001 0100 1DDD
Readout format definition table 0011 TODD DDDD
Conduct self-test	 0010 0100 0000
Reset BER counter	 0010 1000 0000
c.	 Single-Word Readout Request (For)
Selected sync pattern 1000 1000 0000	 (LSB)
Flight Number 1000 1100 0000
GMT 1001 0000 0000
Configuration status information 1001 0100 0000
Data flow status 1001 1000 0000
Sync word error counter 1001 1100 0000
Frame counter 1010 0000 0000
t_
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B. Monitor In':erface. This interface is basically the same as the command
interface where the functions of MSU and HRDM are exchanged. Only one
acknowledge pulse is sent by the MSU; the acknowledge level line is not
required. Discrete codes will be output by the HRDM as required without
a readout request. In addition, the power ON/OFF monitoring line shall
be transmitted as a discrete status.
1. Monitoring List. Readout on request:
• Selected sync pattern
• Format table
• Flight number
• GMT
• Configuration status information
• Status of data flow at inputs/outputs
• Sync error counter
a Frame counter
• Format definition, table
• Clock register.
2,	 Monitor Codes.	 The following monitor codes (header words) will	 be
transmitted by the HRDM:
a.	 Block Transfers
Sync pattern 1100 0100 0111 (LSB)
Format table 1100 1010 0010
Flight number 1100 1100 0001
GMT 1101 0000 0100
Configuration status information 1101 0100 0010
Data flow status 1101 1000 0010
Sync error counter 1101 1100 0001
Format definition table 1110 1000 0001
Clock register (RAM 1) 1110 1111 1111
Clock.rzgister	 (RAM 2) 1111 0011 1111
b.	 Single Word Transmissions
Frame count 0000 1000 DDDD (LSB)
Discrete codes 0000 1100 DDDD
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C. Definition of Block Transmissions for Command/Monitoring
1. Sync Pattern Selection/Selected Sync Pattern. The first line below
is the first four bits of sync anJ the last line is the last four
bits of sync.
Word
1 1011 1100 DDDD
2 1011 1000 DDDD
3 1011 0100 DDDD
4 1011 0000 DDDD
5 1011 1101 DDDD
6 1011 1001 DDDD
7 1011 0101 DDDD
2. Format- Loading/Format Table. Refer to paragraph 1.3.3.1.
3. Clock Register Loading. Refer to paragraph I.3.3.2.
4. Format Definition Table Change/ Format Definition Table. Input of
format ID indexing is accomplished in a block length of 2 words.
• Word 1 = 0000 OODD DDDD (format ID from 0-63)
• Word 2 = 1000 OOYX XXXX (ADR in format memory; Y = 0 for 16
words per line or 1 for 12 words per line
There are 18 possible memory addresses referenced to the first
location for each format. If no format is desired, all 12 bits
are set to zero. Addresses are as follows.
PROM X XXXX PROM	 X XXXX PROM X XXXX
1 0 0001 7 0 0111 13 0 1101
2 0 0010 8 0 1000 14 0 1110
3 0 0011 9 0 1001 15 0 1111
4 0 0100 10 0 1010 16 1 0000
5 0 0101 11 0 1011 RAM 1 1 0001
6 0 0110 12 0 1100 RAM 2, 1 0010
Readout of the format definition table is performed where DD DDDD
is contained in the header word of the request, the header word of
the response is 1110 1000,:1000'0001, and word 1 of the response is
same as word 2 above.
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5. Flight Number. Word 1 contains the flight number (two BCD digits,
in the form 0000 DODD DDDD.
6. GMT. This is pre:
Word
1	 DDDD DDDD
2	 DDDD DDDD
3	 DDDD DDDD
4	 DDDD DDDD
vented as:
DDDD Year (0-9) + days (0-99) x 10
DDDD Day (0-9) + hours (0-23)
DDDD Minutes (0-59) + seconds (0-9 x 10) BCD
DDDD Seconds ( d99) 	 100 BCD
7. Configuration_ Status Information. Word 1 contains the HRM status
word bits 8-19, and word 2 contains the HRM status word bits 20-31,
in the form DDDD DDDD DDDD.
8. Data Flow Status. Word 1 is experiment 1-12 and word 2 contains
experiment 13-16, voice 1--3, PLR, HDRR, I/O 1 and 2, input, both
in the form DDDD DDDD DDDD (1 = data output active).
9. Sync Error Counter. Word 1 contains the power of 10 BCD + 0-99
errors in the form PPPP DDDD DDDD.
D. Definition of Single Word Transmissions. Only the LSB 6 bits (bits 7-12)
of the header word are defined here.
1. Select Preprogrammed_ Format. This is the format 1D per paragraph
I.3.4.2,A,4, in the form DD DDDD.
2. Select Bit Error Count Interval. This is DOD frames (DDD+3 = power
of 10 frame- .
3. Frame Count. The frame count for HRM in the form DDDD.
E. Discrete Codes. These are as follows.
DDDD Response
0001 HRDM BITE data output enabled
0010 HRDM conducting self-test
0110 HRDM self--test GO
0111 HRDM self-test NO-GO
1010 HRDM in sync
1011 HRDM out of sync
1100 HRDM format change
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F. Status Word Contents. Figures I-14 and I-15 define the contents of
the status words.
1. Change Format Flaa. Bit 8 of the configuration status is.the change
format flag which is used to indicate that a new format is being
executed by the HRV.. If the flag is set to zero, the format ID cor-
responds to the format in which the ID is found. If the flag is set
to a one, the format ID corresponds to the format that will begin
execution at the beginning of frame number zero of the next format.
The flag will be set to a 1 for 16 frames; e.g., all the frames of
one format.
I.3.5 Format Changes. The requirements for acquisition during format changes
are up to 10 frames with frequency change, and up to three frames without
frequency change. The second case is, however, dependent on only two factors;
one of which is the formula discussed in paragraph I.2.4.2. Basically, if the
user allotment is unchanged, no loss of data will occur because the format is
executed immediately and the output register is unchanged. If the user allot-
ment is unchanged in rate but the position of his words are changed, then the
formula is directly applicable which generally means that no loss of data occurs
since extreme formats would have to be used to cause violation.
The case where loss of data may occur is when the total output user race is
changed. The HRDM must load the output registers sequentially (at about one
channel per word). Since the total HRM rate has not changed, the output regis-
ter will be loaded during the first line and the beginning of the second. The
rule is to load the fastest channels first in order to be able to output data
which may be arriving fast during the first line and the output register is
still set to a very low output rate which results in overflow. The converse
is also true for a channel changing from fast to slow except that an empty
could occur but the result is a gap and not loss of data.
If the format is changed with frequency change, then several events add up to
a maximum of 10 frames before data is available at the HRDM output. The
frequency change occurs at the HRM formatting bus which makes it possible to
immediately address user data at the new rates. The data stored in the output
formatting FIFO will now be output at the new rate which will probably be lost
since the bit synchronizer must first acquire the new rate. (Changing the
rate of the HRM at the internal formatting bus is necessary for synchronous
changes because a rate change at the output would result in overflow or emptying
of the formatting FIFO and loss of data.) After bit synchronizer synchronization
(time unknown), the HRDM must acquire a new sync pattern (approximately three
frames) and then acquire the format synchronization (up to 768 words or four
frames). The four frames required to find the beginning of a user frame is a
maximum fixed value but the three frames for sync acquisition is based on prob-
ability and can vary. After total acquisition, an additional delay occurs
while the output FIFO loads data, but none of this data is lost.
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7	 S	 9
	
14
CHANGE	 PLR
GMT (BIT 0 = MSB; SEE BELOW)	 FORMAT	 FORMAT IDENTIFICATION* 	 ROUT-
FLAG	 ING**
*000000 = BITE FORMAT; ALL OTHER = TBD
**0 = OFF (NO SIGNAL OUTPUT); 1 = MUX
FRAME CONTENT RANGE
0, 2, AND HUNDREDTHS OF 0-99
4-14 SECONDS
1 SECONDS 0-59
3 MINUTES 0-59
5 HOURS 0-23
7 DAYS 0-99
9 YEAR AND DAY 0-9/0-9
(X 100)
11 FLIGHT NO. 0-99
13 SPARE -
15 SPARE -
Figure I-14 HRM Configuration Status Word 1
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[1	 3 4	 F 7	 q in	 11 19	 114 1A	 1r.
HRM FREQUENCY FREQUENCY KUSP 48 MHZ KUSP 4 MHZ KUSP 2 MHZ HDRR .(MHZ) (MHZ) ROUTING ROUTING ROUTING ROUTING
1
faad
t ^
BITS 0-3 HRM FREQ ( MHZ) BITS 7 - 9 KUSP 48 MHz ROUTING
0000 0.125 000 OFF
1000 0.250 100 OFF
0100 0.500 010 OFF
1100 1.000 110 OFF
0010 0.125 001 DACH NO.	 I
1010 0.250 101 DACH NO. 2
0110 0.500 Oil HDRR DIRECT DUMP
1110 1.000 Ill MUX
0001 0.125
1001 1.00 BITS 10-11 KUSP (4 MHz) ROUTING
0101 2.0 00 OFF1101
0011
4.0
8.0 10
PLR DIRECT DUMP
1011 16.0 01
HDRR DIRECT DUMP
0111 32.0 11 MUX
llil 48.0 BIZ'S	 12-13 KUSP ( 2 MHz) ROUTING
BITS 4-6 HDRR REPRO FREQ (MHZ) 0010
OFF
PLR DIRECT DUMP
000 2.0 01 HDRR DIRECT DUMP
100 4.0 11 MUX
010
110
8.0
12.0
 BITS 14-15 HDRR ROUTING
001 16.0 00 REPRO (DATA OFF)
101 24.0 10 DACH NO.	 1
Oil 32.0 01 DACH NO. 2
111 11 MUX
Figure I-15 HRM Configuration Status Word 2
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I.4 DATA FLOW CONSIDERATIONS
The basic philosophy relative to data flow from an Orbiter HRM through the HRDM
has not been completely baseiined. There are many open questions particularly
with regard to configuration control of the HRM/HRDM combination. Listed below
are several items identified as potential problem areas.
I.4.1 Burst Mode Data in HRM (Word Pattern Transparency). The following,
questions and ground processing considerations apply to burst mode data in
HRM (word pattern transparency).
A. How will the experiment maintain a constant bandwidth output as the
HRM changes formats/bit rates?
B. The interface between the HRM and experiment for the frame pulses and
format pulses is not described in the HRM design report.
C. Since the only timing information that the experiment receives occurs
at frame rate, how does the experiment transfer more than four words
per frame without overflowing the input FIFO's?
D. Will there be experiment format reference ID's embedded in the stream
to locate the position of parameters? Unless this is done, it is un-
clear how experiment formats that extend over several HRM formats can
be decommutated at the output of the HRDM.
E. What is the impact Pf fill data which may result from timing perturba-
tions between the HRM and experiment?
I.4.2 Changing of HRM/HRDM Formats. Changing of HRM/HRDM formats will require
close coordination between onboard and ground-based systems to minimize loss
of data to experiments not affected by the change. The problem is more com-
plex if an HRM bit rate change occurs as a result of the new format. In
this case, the configuration of all frequency sensitive components in the data
flow (such as bit synchronizers) will have to be changed. In some cases the
operating mode of the KUSP will have to be changed. The following operations
are necessary whether or not a bit rate change is involved.
A. Send format change command from ground to S/S CPU.
B. Verify command and receipt.
C. S/S CPU loads and verifies HRM alternate format table.
D. S/S CPU verifies format load to JSC POCC.
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E. JSC POCC loads anticipated format into HRDM and verifies that the load-
ing was successful (this step is not necessary if the new format is
one which is currently resident in the HRDM PROM).
E. An execute command is transmitted to the S/S CPU and verified.
G. S/S CPU commands HRM to switch format.
H. Verification of HRM switch transmitted to JSC POCC.
I. HRDM will automatically switch to the new format when the change format
bit is detected in the HRM bit stream and the format ID has been veri-
fied for three successive frames.
J. Verification -J the HRDM format change is obtained via the HRDM monitor
and control interface.
The method for changing the setup of frequency-sensitive devices such as bit
synchronizers has not been established. At present there are no indications
that there will be an automatic or remote processor-driven interface. It is
assumed at this time that such changes will be manual and will be coordinated
via voice loops.
I.4.3 Monitoring and Commanding of HRDM. The design of the HRDM command and
monitoring interface is oriented more toward interfacing with a dedicated pro-
cessing element rather than a major processor such as a 370/168 class computer.
Status is available on a frame rate basis (every 60 us at the highest bit
rate). Command acknowledgment can be delayed up to 2 milliseconds. It appears
at this time that in order to take advantage of all real-time status available
from the HRDM, it will be necessary to incorporate an interface element which
can accept status changes in real time and transfer summary messages to a
central processing unit. Exceptional status handling can be handled via an
interrupt protocol between the dedicated element and the central processing
unit.
J ^.y
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The POCC telemetry processing system shall be capable of receiving, 0
recording, and processing inputs from the HRM/HRDM Experiment Computer R
1/0 channel.
N
The format and content of the data in the 25. 6 KSS Experiment Computer 1/0 T
I Rchannel is a function of the experiments in operation during a particular time I
segment of the mission.	 During each miss'.on time segment the Experiment E
Computer will gather data from each experiment for inclusion into a predefined $
format for subsequent transmission to the ground. 	 Each of these formats is a
General vieasurement Loop Table (GMLT) that resides in a core memory buffer
of the Experiment Computer. 	 A portion of the data ;n the 1/0 channel has been
reserved for use by the operating sy stems (ECOS/l~GAS).
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The data Contained in the GMLT will be formatted by the Experiment Computer
into a 25. 6 KBS data stream and input to the HRM for transmission to the
ground.	 The output of the HRDM will be the 25. b KBS Experiment Computer
formatted data stream as ahovm in Figure B11-000. 1.
The data requirements for the SL-1 experiments using the Experiment Computer
I/O channel are summarized in 'Fable B11-000. 1. 	 Systems (ECOS/ECAS) data
requirements for this channel are summarized in Table B11-000. 2. Specific
data requirements for each experiment and the operating system using this
I
I
channel are to be provided on separate DRF's.
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Table B11-000.2
POCC REQUIREMENTS FOR ECOS DOWNLINK
VIA EXPERIMENT^COMPUTER I/O CHANNEL
DATA	 DOWNLINK VOLUME (16 SIT WORDS)
1.	 HEADER/FORMAT ID (TELEMETRY FORMAT) 	 1 WORD/ONCE PER SEC
2.	 FAULT SUMMARY PAGE	 77 WORDS/SEC
3.	 SCRATCH PAD LINE	 FOR EACH OF 3 DDS's:	 25 WORDS/
2 TIMES PER SEC
4.	 GMT	 4 WORDSiSEC
5.	 MEMORY CONFIGURATION ID	 4 WORDS/SEC
6.	 LOAD MEMORY/FUNCTIONAL	 4 WORDS/SEC
RECONFIGURATION
7.	 VARIABLE BUFFER (?9iMORY DUMP, 	 32 WORDS/SEC
ECAS MESSAGE)
S.	 CURRENT DISPLAY ID	 FOR EACH OF 3 DDS's: 	 2 WORDS/SEC
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION DATA 	 48 WORDS/SEC
10.	 ECOS TIMEL M STATUS	 12-•17 WORDS/SEC
I
VOTE:	 ECOS TVO STAGE BUFFER (32 WORDS/SEC) NOT REQUIRED IN I/O STREA.ME SINCE
TWO STAGE BUFFERING IS DONE ONLY IN MOC USING PCMMU DATA.
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The POCC telemetry preprocessing system shall provide the capability to H
decommutate the ECOS/ECAS systems data, described in Table Bat-000.2,
in the Experiment Computer I/O channel, N
T:
.R
The decommutated data should be stored in the master telemetry update I
tables for use by the processing and display systems. E
;s'
The format and content of the ECOS/ECAS systems data are as follows:
1.	 Header/Format ID
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2. Fault Summary Page
The fault summary page (FSP) is a historical log of error messages.
The FSP is logically ordered (by pointers) by time of the errors. FSP
content is limited to the latest 15 entries.
The layout of the FSP provided via the HRN4/IU LLnic is:
FSP Counter	 Word 1
Pointer to the first element	 2
Pointer to the next element	 3
Error  code
?SP Error
GMT
Pointer to the next element
pointers are
15 FSP	 'FSP error	 relative to the
errors
	
start address of
the FSP buffer
Pointer to the next element
Pointer to the next element
—.r
77
If the pointer to the next element is equal to hexadecimal FFFF,
this indicates that the element is the last of the buffer.
The FSP Counter is a 16-bit wraparound counter which is incre-
mented when the date type (FSP) has been updated.
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The FSP is fetched once a second.
Error codes are TBD.
At Initial Program Load (IPL), the FSP i5 empty, and the Pointer
to the first element is hexadecimal FFFF.
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3. Scratch Pad Lines (SPL)
These buffers represent the Scratch Pad Lines as they are displayed
on the Spacelab data display units. There are as many SPL buffers as
Spacelab data display systems.
The content of these SPL's is up to 47 ASCII characters (one
character per byte). The first word of each SPL includes a count of the
number of valid characters displayed.
The SPL layout is as follows:
Acceptance Indicator ( 110" indicates acceptance of the
n	 1	 I c	 message)
Word 1
2
3
25
No of valid characters
Character 1 Ch recter 2
Character 3 Character 4
Character 47 xxxxx =
lay out for each DDD
%1src • Farm 7634 .1 (Rw. Weed 1$77)
K-10
INDEX
DAY HOUR
Hn=	 SECOND XX
XXXXXXXXR
Subframe
I	 number
CORRELATION REGISTER (EXC)
DAY HOUR
N]]R[TPE SECOND XX
XXXXXXXXR I	 Subframe
number
CORRELATION REGISTER (LXC)
Binary code
Binary code
Binary code
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4. GMT Buffer
The GMT buffer is provided within the fixed part of the TMB.
i
This buffer is fetched once per second.
I	 The GMT buffer layout is:
1	 Word	 I
2
GIC 3
BUFFER
"An 4
5
6
Gla 7
BUFFER
„Bu 8
9
►16FC • Form 7516 .1 (Ray.
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DAY, HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND are in a reduced BCD code
derived from the maximum value of the most significant digit (MSD) of
each of these data.
e, g., as the maximum value of the MSD of day is 3. only 2 bits are
used to code.
The INDEX gives the valid GMT address relative to the start of
GMT buffer.
The DAY is the day within the year.
The HOUR, MINUTES & SECONDS give the time within the day.
The subframe number gives the number of 10 milli seconds within
a second period.
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6. Load Memory, Functional Configuration Request (LFC)
LFC Counter	 Word I
Character 1	 Character 2	 Word 2
Character 3	 Character 4	 Word 3
Character 5	 Character 6	 Word 4
This data type is used to support the Load Memory Configuration
command.
LFC Counter: 16 bit wraparound error counter which is
incremented when a new request is downlinked.
NAME:	 6 character name (ASCII) of the Functional
Configuration Table (FCT) /Absolute Memory
Image (AMI) /Memory Configuration Table
(MCI) to be loaded.
The load configuration request is fetched once a second.
a
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7.	 Variable Part
The following data types are included in the variable part:
RI	 Data Type
(hexadecimal)
2E	 Dump data from Spacelab core memory
2r	 Dump data from Spacelab MMU
TBD
	 Application messages
3E	 Reserved
This variable part is composed of a 32 word buffer, and is fetched
by the PC *N4MU once per second.
The first word of this buffer is called Serial Transaction
Specification word (SISW). 	 This word contains a wraparound counter which
is incremented when this data type has been updated.
The second word identifies the contents of words 3 to 32. 	 The
structure of this word is the same as the Record Identification Word (RIW).
The data are loaded into the TMB with the following priority: 	 dump
data, application messages.
A dump command will be completely executed before another dump
command is performed.
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a.	 Serial Transaction Specification Word
The Serial Transaction Specification Word layout is as follows:
O/MSB	 78	 15/LSB
1 word	 Wraparound	 XXX	 Length of Valid
Counter
	 Buffer
O f. N G 255
b.	 Dump Data From Core Memory
Following the STSW and the RIW, the next two words acquired
through PCMMU during a one second cycle contain the absolute memory
address of the first dump word in that frame and the total number of words
to be dumped.
Layout of variable part during dump is as follows:
STSW
RIW
Start Address
Total dumber of Words
Data Words
mom • Ao7ID4685 . 1 tmv, MWO 19771
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c.	 Dump Data from MMU
This record is used to support the Dump MMU Block command.
In the Dump Data from MMU, RIW is repeated within each Block. 	 The two
words after the RIW specify the MMU Tape Position address and the start
address of the data words in this record. 	 The start address is specified
relative to the beginning of the MMU block, 	 The SIZ words are dumped in
19 blocks,	 The first 18 blocks contain 28 data words and the 19th block
contains 8 data words.
The Dump MMU layout is as follows:
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Data Words
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d.	 Application Program Data/Message
The RIW identifies the application which is sending the data.
The layout is TAD.
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S.	 Current Display M
The current display M is a four character identification of the
format presently displayed on the DDS. There data are downlinked once
per second via a six word buffer ( 3 DDS ' s 2 words each) as follows:
Character I	 Character 2 Word I
DDS 1
Character 3 Character 4 Word 2
Character I Character 2 Word 3
DDS 2
Character 3 Character 4 Word 4
Word 5
DDS 3
Word 6
i
i
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9. GN&C Data
a. Orbiter Position Vector (GTOD)
This record is transmitted by the Orbiter each two seconds
to update the Orbiter Position Vector data in S/L.
The AR includes the current Orbiter Position and Velocity
vectors in Greenwich Tru of Data (GTOD) Co-ordinate system, as shown
below.
Rr W
GMT (secs)
double scalar
Position Vector X
(3 double scalars)
(meters)
Y
Z
Velocity Vector X
(3 scalars)
(meters/sec)
Y
Z
23 CDW's
Orbiter Position Vector (GTOD) AR
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10.	 Timeline Status
The timeline status data consists of up to 17 words per second
downlinked from the timeline status buffer via the Experiment Computer
I/O to HRM channel.	 Each word of this buffer represents two ASCII
characters.
The format of this buffer is given below:
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DATA REQUIREMENT	 HO1-811-002
REQUEST CONTACT 137•'10)
A. Jackson
PACE 1 OF
2 PO 4CO 6.6
	
CCIL6 7.16
lm11C In
	
MO. X•XXXXXI
EMENTER 119.26) 1 ORF DATE 29.361
JSC	 109 - 01 - 78
IC PHONE 15t-671	 REV DATE 16340,
872-0988	 -	 -
ORIGINATOR	 CONTACTMATA RECIPIENT .
LE 419.201	 LAST NAM S. INITIALS 121 .40;	 TITLE (&1.42)	 LAST kAME..INITIALS 143 .62) : -.:	 ORF TYPE
T1 Jackson, A.	 OR MR MS	 ORIQ.	 REV.
ORGANIZATION (19 .43)	 ADDRESS 144.65)
	
ORF NO. IIF RE
MSFC EF25	 '
117 .21) 112211PHONE NO. !27 .301 1311 XT.i22.3 31	 CITV.STATE. ZIP COO 136.60)	 : DATE REO'D 46
205 ; / , 453-0988	 1 / ;
SIGNATURE	 DATE120 .271 A!G 125 .301 ' 1 3 1hPHONE No. {3x •391 :E401 Y 141 +;1 .:1iUANTI	 f&6•'
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06 PROGRAM (19,bI :'MISWON 131 .441 PERIOD OF IN"!!REST ( 45 .66 : -8LJ#0PR (66.501 R
SPACELA8 SL-1 FLIGHT HRM/EXP IG
07 OFF TITLE ( 19.75) 1 Pre-Processing inputs I/O - EXP I	 .
na.l (221 W . i121	 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS (PUNCH 21 IN COLS 6 THRU 6) • N
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The Experiment Computer I/O channel, as presently conceived, is used not a
only for the downlink of housekeeping and systems data, but also as the sole R
data source for many of the low bit rate experiments.
	 Much of the scientific E
information on this channel is sampled at a rate less than 1. 0 Hz and would N
therefore require over sampling, sometimerl by orders of magnitude, to stay R
within the baseline format standards of the POCC.
	 It is therefore requested I
that for SL - I the POCC provide the capability to allow submultiplexing of E
experiment science data on the Experiment Computer I /O channel within :S
the following guidelines:
a.	 Each experiment must provide a subframe identifier (major frame
counter) as the first data word in a submultiplexed channel.
	 The major frame
counter shall be located in a single fixed (word and frame) location in each
experiment I/O major frame.
' b.	 Each submultipiexed parameter must be unambiguously identified
by the use of the subframe 11] and the minor frame counter.
19,E 2 2 ) (23 . 11 zl	 IMPLEMEN. ATION COMMENTS IPU64CH to 14 COLS s THRU 61
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c.	 All submultiplexed channels must be synchronized with the
Experiment Computer I/O major frame.
d.	 All submultiplexed formats shall be premission defined.
e.	 The submultiplexed data cycle shall not exceed 60 Experiment
Computer I/O channel major frames (1. 0) minutes).
f.	 No more than four submultiplexed formats from a given Experiment
Computer 1/0 format.
g.	 Strip chart recording of submultiplexed data shall not be required
in the POCC.
Figure 511-002.1 is an example of how an experimenter may submultiplex
data in the 1/0 channel with those data words with black boxes in the upper
right most corner in each major frame representing submultiplexed channels
1, 2, .. N.
	 Minor frame 1 word 3 of each major frame shows the experi-
menter provided subframe ID (major frame counter) used to identify the
submultiplexed channel in the major frame.
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The 1NS001 experiment has 1 discrete measurement in the Experiment O
Computer I/O channel output of the HRDM. This discrete parameter indicates R
the on/off status of the instrument. The basic POCC processing requirements E
for this measurement are summarized in Table Ell-010.  1.
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The 1NS002 telemetry data in the Experiment Computer 1/0 channel consists
of 45 analog parameters (43 at 1 SPS and 2 at 10 SPS) and 17 discretes at I SPS.
The 1NS002 measurements and basic POCC processing requirements are
summarized in Table B11-020. 1,
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1 HVCINC EC 1 A 8 RT
2 BATT 1
3 BATT 2
4 BATT 3
5 BATT 4
6 BATV 1
7 BATV 2
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12 BATV 7
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The INS003 telemetry inputs on the Experiment Computer I/O channel consist
	 R'
of 35 digital parameters downlinked once per second.	 E
N
Table BI1 - 030.1 summarizes the input parameters and the basic FOCC	 T
processing requirements for these date..
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DELAY MISPLAYPROCESSING REQUIREMENT FORMAT/TEXT
1. EHMGHNCY PARK ECOC 1 D 1 RT
2. MOUNT CHECK ECOC I D I RT
3. SW CHECK ECOC 1 D I RT
4. RUN E000 1 D 1 RT
5. HALT ECOC I D 1 RT
6. START ECOC I I 1 RT
7. EDIT ECOC 1 D 2 RT
8. SELF DUMP ECOC I D 1 RT
9. SW RELOAD ECOC 1 D 1 RT
10. CALIBRATE ECOC I D 1 RT
11. FO TIME I ECOC I D 32 RT
12. FO TIME 2 ECDC 1 D 32 RT
13. FO TIME 3 ECOC 1 D 32 RT
14. FO TIME 4 ECOC I D 32 RT
15. FO TIME 5 ECOC I D 32 RT
16. FO TDZ 6 ECOC I D 32 RT
17. FO TIME 7 ECOC I D 32 RT
&. FO TIM 8 ECOC 1 D 32 RT
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TABLE 811-030.1
POCC TELEMETRY PROCESSING FOR EXPERIMENT - INS003
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POCC PROCESSING REQUIREMENT POCC DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS
DELAY PROCESSING REQUIREMENT DISPLAY FORMAT/TEXTU
19. FWO SCOC 1 D 8 RT
20. FW 1 LFCOC I D 0 RT
21. FW 2 ECOC 1 D 8 RT
22. FOV ECOC 1 D 4 RT
23. FOCUS Ecoc 1 D 8 RT
24. CAM IN ECOC 1 D 4 RT
25. PCA 11V Ecoc 1 D 4 RT
26. EXP TINE ECOC 1 D 4 RT
27. TRACK ECOE 1 D 1 RT
28. SPARE ECOC I D RT
29. HPD DETAY ECOE 1 D 8 RT
30. SPARE ECOE 1 D RT
31. EDIT ADD ECOC 1 D 16 RT
32. EDIT CONTENT ECOC 1 D 16 RT
33. FO ECOC 1 D 8 RT
34. GET It ECOC 1 D 8 Ri
35. CET M Ecoc 1 D 8 RT
36. GET S ECOC 1 D 8 RT
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I. Encoder Status ECOC 2 D 1 NRT
2. Shaft Poaitian ECOC 2 D 16 NRT
3. Temperature ECOC 1 A 8 NRT
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The 1NS005 downlink telemetry inputs to the PQCC are totally contained in o':
*he Experiment Computer I/O channel of the HRDM. R'
E
These data consist of 5 analogs at 100 samples per second and 8 analogs at N
1 sample per second. T
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The 1NS005 measurements and basic POCC processing requirements are
.!E '
summarized in Table B11-050. 1. S
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POCC PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS POCC DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS
DELAY
TIME
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
DISPLAY
D€VICE FORM AT/TEXT
1. .high Voltage MC 100 A 8 RT
2. Film Contact !COC 100 A 8 RT
3. Film Advance xOC 100 A 8 RT
4. Camera Current KC0C 100 A 8 RT
5. Door Current DCOC 100 A 8 RT
6. Operating Current 9COC 1.0 A 8 RT
7. Standby Current OC .0 A 8 RT
8. Optics Temperature ECOC .0 A 8 RT
9. Detector Temperature XCOC .0 A 8 RT
0. Pressure COC .0 A 8 RT
1. Door Position COC .0 A 8 RT
2. Camera Motor Volt COC .0 A 8 RT
3. Door Current Rod COC .0 A 8 RT
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1	 Cols 1,1d t C01.+	 0L2 C COL2 IGOI_41 C0665	 I	 COLS 7.16EACCrH RECON431 	 F	 I	 I	 I	 I t JREC Not (0RP NO • x.xxxxx
01 1	 OAF NUMBER 17. 1 al	 IMPLEMENTER ^ 19•x81	 DRF DATE 129.;6+
DATA REQUIREMENT	 1-1101-Bi1-080	 JSC	 09 - 01 - 78
.	 REQUEST CONTACT (37 •, )1 	 RC PHONE t51 .621	 REV DATE 103.70
A. Jackson
	 872-0988
	 -	 -
ORIGINATOR CONTACTMATA RECIPIENT
02 TITLE ( 19 .301	 LAST NAME, INITIALS 121 .40) TITLE 141.42)	 LAST NAME. INITIALS 143 . 621 .'' ORF TYPE
OH MR MS DR	 MR MS QRIG. x REV.
03 1	 ORGANIZATION (19 . 431 ADDRESS 144 . 681 DRF NO. (IF REV(
04 JAIC r 19 • MI112211 PHONE NO.	 (23 . 7:.	 in 1	 7(7.132 . 751 CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE 43&601 -	 DATE REG'D 161.751
I	 1
1	 ^	 1	 1	 ^	 +
05 11oll	 SIGNATURE DATE (20 .271 AM (28.30] 011i PHONE NO.
	
132. 39)1401
	 XT.141 ' W ' C.UANTITY 145.591
/'YE
JPROGRAM
- 1	 /	 1	 I 0
06 (19-30) MISSION )31 .44) PERIOD O F INTE REST 145.68) SUBWEXPR 160.801 R
SPACELAB SL - r FLIGHT HRM 1NA008 IG
07 OFF TITLE 119 . 781 	 Pre-Processing Inputs 1_/O - 1NA008 I
!941, 12:1 123 .112)	 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS IPUNCH 21 1N COLS S THOU it NA
T
The 1NS008 downlink telemetry inputs to the POCC are totally contained in O
the Experiment Computer I/O channel. R
E
These data consist of 9 analog measurements sampled once per second and a N
serial PCM channel submultiplexed over 8 major frames containing 28 TR
measurements.
	 The submultiplexed data are transferred at 8 words per I
second and formatted as shown in Figure B11-080.1.
	
Figure B11-080. 2 sdescribes the format of each of the submultiplexed words for the 8 major
frames.
A description of the 1NS008 data and the basic POCC processing requirements
are summarized in Table B11-080. 1.
l3 (22; (ai- 11:1 	 IMPLEMEN ATION COMMENTS (PU'ICH 22 I V COLS $ THRU Q
t
0•NO
'18 DRF APPROVAL 119 . 351 OFF SYM 136 .471 PHONE: AC/NO.lEXT 148 .64] DATE 165 . 12) SIGNATURE 1.4,
4yz09	 IMPLEMENTER 119 . 35)	 j OFF SYM	 (36 .47) PHONE;	 ACINO.IEXT 446.641.-. DATE (65 .72; i	 SIGNATURE
19	 REQ, COMMITMENT , 19 . 151 OFF SYM 136-47) PHONE! AQ(NO .lEXT . 4a- 641 DATE 16572)	 SIGNATURE :^	 I
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PR0E-.E-OF
COO. COL 2 IAC1 COLS CoL 4	 Cot 54
DATA REQUIREMENT CONTINUATION 	 COL 1 . 18	 F	 =^
FOR	 EACH
DETAIL REQUIREMENTS
	
RECORD	 ORFNum"R47.181
H01 : '9 11 —080
. , Ira► :cas•9irr•	 ..
BLOCK - MAJOR FRAM&
e
f
0 1 2 3 4 5 B 7
COMMAND ST-1 XW ST-3 4T•4 Al A2 A7
ECHO
1 0 10 11 12 13 14 15
REF4V ST4 ST4 I	 Sf7 ST4 Al A2 Al
11 17 11 it 20 21 22 23
B$F{O ST4 ST-10 ST-11 ST-1 2 Al A2 A3
24 26	 26 27 n 2B 30 31
♦10V ST-13	 ST-14 ST-1 6 ST-11 Ai A2 A3
32 33	 34 36 36 37 31 39
02V ST-1	 ST-2 6T4 ST4 Al A2 A3
40 41 42 43 44 46 44 47
+6V ST-4 3T•0 ST-? ST4 Ai A2 A3
41 40 50 $1 52 53 54 55
-12V ST-0 ST-10 ST-11 5712 Al A2 A3
56 57 58 56 u at 62 53
VRT ST•13 ST-14 ST-15 ST-16 AI A2 A3
BLOCK B
BLOCK 1
BLOCK 2
BLOCK 3
BLOCK 4
BLOCK 5
i	 BLOCK 6
I
I
BLOCK 7
f
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FIGURE 911-080.1 SPACELABIACR MAJOR FRAME TELEMETRY FORMAT
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i	 COL. 1	 t;Ol Z 1AG1	 i 0^ . 3 COL ♦ 	 CGL ^.n
DATA REQUIREMENT CONTINUATION 	 COL 1 . 18 : F 	2
FOR	 EAC"
DETAIL. REQUIREMENTS 	 RECORD	 onFmum" (7.181
COMMAND ECHO WORD FORMAT
BIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 i 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
DATA 1 3 12 1 1 SA SB SC M P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M - COMMAND WORD BIT 141AUTDIMANUAL)
S C 	LOMMAND WORD BIT 13 (SHUTTER C)
S
'
COMMAND WORD BIT 121SHUTTER 81
$ A 	COMMAND WORD BIT 11 (SHUTTER A)
SIT 013 THE FIRST BIT TRANSFERRED
1 1 ,12.13 - DATA WORD BLOCK ID
P- INXTRUMENT PHASE DATA
0 . OISERVATI04 PHASE
I - REFERENCE PHASE
MEASUREMENT DATA WL'RD FORMAT
BIT 1	 0 1 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7	 B	 B	 TO	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15
DATA
1	
1 3 12 1 1 1 AID CONVERTER DATA	 d
SIT 15 IS THE A/D WORD LSS
1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 - DATA WORD BLOCK ID
SIT 0 1 THE FIRST SIT TRA;4FERREO
flATA miORH AI [1cK IB Tsel-F
MAJOR FRAME
COUNTER
1 1 12 13 WORD 4'S	 I
0 0 0 O OTHROUGH7
1 1 0 0 6 THROUGH 15
2 0 1 0 16THROUGH 23
3 1 1 0 24 THROUGH 31
4 0 0 1 32 THROUGH 39
5 1 O 1 40THROUGH 47
6 0 1 1 46 THROUGH 55
7 1 1 1 56 THROUGH 63
`	 FIGURE 31i 08 0 .2SPACELABIACR SCIENCE DATA BIT FORMAT
1	 ^
I
1	 E
I
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NISFC -Farm 7le6•i I1ta. Much .977)
t	 I
K-40
ID DESCRIPTION a
'-
co
z
POCC PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS POCC DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS
DELAY
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
DISPLAY
DEVICE FORMAT/TEXTTIME
1. HP-1 COC 1 A 8 RT
2. MP-2 COC 1 A 8 RT
3. MT-3 gCoc 1 A 8 RT
4.' HP-4 COC 1 A 8 RT
5. ET-1 COC 1 A 8 RT
6. ET-2 COC 1 A 8 RT
7. ET-3 COG 1 A 8 RT
8. ET-4 ECOC 1 A 8 RT
9. +5VA Rcoc 1 A 8 RT
10. HFCT-1 COC D/S 3 RT
11. CFin/ECHO .COC 1/ 8 D/S 13 RT
12. REF-HI COC 1 / 8 A/S 13 RT
13. REF-LO ECOC 1/8 A/S 13 RT
14. +10V 9COC 118 A/S 13 RT
15. +12V ECOC 1/8 A/S 13 RT
16. +5V ZCOC 1/8 A/S 13 RT
i7. -12V COC 1/8 A/S 13 RT
18. VEtT COC 1/8 A/5 13 I RT
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TABLE 111 7.
 -180.1
POCC TELEMETRY PROCESSING FOR EXPERIMENT 1NA008 	 tt)
L
r
i p	DESCRiPTIDN	
DELAY
w	 POCC PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS	 POCC DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS
U	 ~	 TIME	
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 	 DEVICEY	 FORMAT/TEXT
19. ST-1	 COC 1/4	 A/S	 13	 RT
20. ST-2	 3COC 1/4	 .4/S	 13	 RT
21. ST-3	 3COC	 1/4 A/S	 13	 RT
22. ST-4	 COC 1/4 A/S	 13	 RT
23. ST-5	 -;C0C 1/4	 A/S	 13	 RT
24. ST-6	 .COC 1/4	 S	 13	 RT
25. ST-7	 COC 1/4	 S	 13	 RT
26. ST-8Coc 1/4	 A/S	 13	 RT
27. ST-9	 COC 1/4	 /S	 13	 RT
28. ST-10	 COC 1/4	 /S	 13	 RT
29. ST-11	 COC 1/4	 AIS	 13	 RT
30. ST-12	 COC	 1/4	 /S	 13	 RT
31. ST-13	 COC	 1/4	 AfS	 13	 RT
32. ST-14	 COC 1/4	 /S	 13	 RT
33. ST-15	 COG 1/4	 /S	 13	 RT
34. ST-16	 COC 1/4	 AIS	 13	 RT
35. Al	 COC	 1	 /S	 13	 RT
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TABLE 151.-080.1(Continued)
POCC TELEMETRY PROCESSING FOR EXPERIMENT	 INA008
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POCC PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS POCC DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS
DELAY
y
" TIME
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS DISPLAY FORMAT/TEXT
36. A2 .CDC 1 A/S 13 RT
37. A3 COC 1 A/S 13 RT
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